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AUDtttts (merits*

LOCAL AFFAIRS.

OLD RELIABLE

THE

NKW ADVKKTISEMKNTH THIS WEEK.

Hancock

County Savings Bank,

ORGANIZED MARCH 17,

1873,

has paid regular semi annual dividends amounting to
Surplus above all liabilities
Loans only on unquestionable security (not names alone).

1201,811.01
33,805.70

.....

N. B. CoounoE, President,
C. C. Be krill, treasurer,

Probate not»ce— Eat Mary D Biddle.
Wm P Stewart— Petition to 8 .1 court.
Admr notice—Bet Henry W Sawyer.
Admr notice—Eat Fred E Dyer.
Adinr not1c»*—E»t Sullivan Dunham.
Sutteme-»—Quincy Mutual Fire Inn Co.
MreC I Welch—SuamuootRg and manicuring.
M worth Dental Parlors— Dentistry.

John P. Whitcomb, vice-president,
F. C. Bi rrill, assistant treasurer.

C.

W.

Jt

F.

L.

artist, whose name will shortly be made
public, the festivals at Bangor and Portland will this year be given the first week

tion

In

Rehearsals for the city hose company’s
minstrel* which will he
with their annual

given
ball

in

connec-

and

supper
Easier Monday, began in Hancock ball
Monday evening. Charles P. Halpln has
charge. A feature of the evening will be
the drawing of prizes
by reserved seat
holders.

MAILS

effect October 12, 1903.

Going East—7.16 a
Going Webt—11.66

It is the
Surer Way

June instead of in the fall.

For sale—Short horn bull calf.
Mt Desert, Mf.:
Wm H Richardson—Caution notice.

SCHEDULE OF

Quarterly conference of the Methodist
church will be held at the parsonage next

aud 6.13 p m.
a m. /U« and 9.4« p m.
MAIL CLOSES AT TOST OFFICE.
Going East—6.80 a m and 6.80 p m.
Going West—ll.20 a m and R and 9 pm.
No Sunday trains.

MASON.

Director-in-Cbief W. R. Chapman, of
rhe Malue music festival, announces that
If ho can secure the services of n famous

in

AT ELL8WOKTH POST OFFICE.

policy-holders.

steamship Republic from Naples.
From Boston the Emerys will return to
their home In Ellsworth.

Whiting Bros—Carpets, curtains,dress goods,
groceries, etc.
Flr»t Nat’i Bank -Home banking system.
Hancock, Me:

To Our Fire Insurance Customers.
In view of the fact that there is naturally some inquiry by the assured as to
the effect of tlie recent disaster at Baltimore and the financial condition of
fire insurance companies, we are pleased to announce to our customers that
we have been advised by all of our companies that the recent losses will not
impair their capital and that a large surplus will be left for the protection of
We suggest that you look over your policies at this
all their
time, ami if in need of further protection we tender you the services of our
Yours respectfully,
office.

aobtrustment*.

the

m

Saturday evening at 7.30, by order of the
presiding elder. The pastor, Rev. J. P.
Simonton, will preside. There will be a
meeting of the trustees next Monday
evening to take

Have your cake, muffins, and tea biscuit home-made. They will be fresher,
cleaner, more tasty and wholesome.
Royal Baking Powder helps the house
wife to produce at home, quickly and economically, fine and tasty cake, the raised
hot-biscuit, puddings, the frosted layer-

action in regard to

some

rebuilding.

The

Baltimore

THE AMERICAN in on sale in
Ellsworth at the news stands of
C. H. I.Hand, J. A. Thompson

Fire!

The following telegram was sent to the agents of the old Hartford Fire
Insurance Co., Feb. 8:
and H. W. Estey.
Single copies,
5
"Following the honorable course pursued by the Hartford Fire
cents;
subscription price
Insurance Company in all precious conflagrations, it is already
$1.50 per year in advance.
adjusting and paying Haltimore losses.—(I E<>. L. CHASE, Prest.
The “Hartford” is represented in this vicinity by O. W. TAI'LEY.;
Miss Morgan, ol Auburndale, Maas., is
the

|To

guest of Miss Mabel N. Joy.
a dance in Odd Fellows
hall Saturday evening.
Music by MonThere will bo

All Weary Housewives I
who are

using

ttiat

aghan.
C. I. Welch has returned from Bangor, where she has been studying maniMrs.

back-breaking I curing.

broom to sweep their
say, avoid this useless
waste of energy and unnecessary dust

(lust-raising
carpets,

we

by using

a

The E'lswortb quarterly meeting will
with the West Franklin church
March 18-20.

corn

be held

literature club met with Rev. 8. W.
Hutton at the Unitarian parsonage Monday evening.

"('yeo*' Hearing HISSKLL,

The

the finest carpet sweeper made.
It will brighten and preserve your
carpets and make sweeping a pleasure
instead of a drudgery.
It will outlast

“American Queen,"

“Grand Rapids," Nickel,
“

Tbe rehearsal of the

Ellsworth festival

chorus will be held at

Manning hall to-

The

party which

at Ntcuiin
on

was

aud

Augusta,

given
postponed

was

Charles W.

Hopknis

University

Cornish, of

U.

been tbe

Owing

on

Interest

They

That the

Japanese

due in B ibton March 22.

Esoteric lodge will bold a sociable at its
In the Mann'ng block this evening.

With the exception of the regular
tine of auditing bills and passing the
of

order,

Hooper

and Moore

(he last

meeting

Supper

|
I

AUTOMOBILES

1

So do your TEETH. The automobile is a luxury,
the TEETH are a neccesity, for without them your health is impaired.
lJo
not have the luxury, but come to me for the necessity.

!
1

light,

Electric

Insane,
Library,

Eire

Dept,

served

was

Porcelain

Inlays.

The most up-to-date dental
work. Crown and Bridge
Work.
Gas, Ether and

dealer Id all kinds of

*

Frwh,

4

Smoked and Dry

Bait,

J

FISH.

2

Cocaine for Painless Extraction.

H. GREELY
DENTIST.
Main Street,

Ellsworth.

For This Week,
another lot of choice Vermont
Yellow Eyed

t
Cod, iiadd '•*.
♦ Mackerel, Oysters, Claraa. Hcallops, f
0
Lobsters
O

and Finnan

O
#

Uaddies.

Campbell A True Bids.. Kant Rnd
ELLDWOKTH, IKE,

Subscribe

tor

[The only

Bridge,

0

8
f

Thk Amkrican

county

paper.)

March 3.

He

wbh

iu

Dover,

forty-five

at

Emery,

II

H.,

N.

has

been

the winter In Bangor, left la.^t
Monday for Portland where he will remain a week in delivering lectures on
Medical Jurisprudence In the Maine medical school. The next week he will spend
with his son, Prof H. C. Emery, in New
Haven, Conn. Then be will go to Boston
to meet Mrs. Emery and his daughter,

spending

who, are

due to arrive there

on

(he 22d

schoolhousc,

High School.

0. P. TORRENCE

yifE

two years, free of

charge. They sell

for $1.50 each.

WIGGIN & M00RG, Druggists, Corner opp. Post Office.

DN Moore,
(J S Weseott,
Chas K Ptu,
Wiu Higgins,

Roy Sweeney,
R» ubeu Treworgy,
C W Basford.
C I Welch,

F B Aiken,
M J Drummey,
O W Tripp,
C W A F L Mason,
L D pHtten,
E K Hopkins,
Ja mes McIntosh,
J T McDonald,
Frank R Moore,
N C King.
Floyd A Haynes,
J T McDonald,
H C Nason,
E E Joy.
J E Doyle,

#233

25

Monday’*

election.

or

grocery does

Royal is the greatest of bake-day helps.
ROYAL

I

BAKING POWDER

CO..

NEW YORK.

WEST ELLSWORTH.

Harry

Seeds is able to be out

COMING

EVENTS.

Wednesday, March 9 at Manning ball—
Fred Wescott, wife and baby are with Sociable bv Esoteric lodge, F. and A. M.
Music by Monaghan’s orchestra.
her parents, G. B. Floyd and wife.
Ernest Smith is at Clapboard Island visTuesday, March 8, at Congregational
vestry—Cobweb party by the March com*
iting his sister, Mrs. Herbert Seeds.
again.

$45

00

45 00
300 00
5 83
5 00
7 00
10 00
14 25
39 00
2 00
2 00
30
2 00
2 00
2 00

11 00
600
5 00
13 50
5 00
131 25
16 50
44 00
12 10
6 50
8 00
7 55
5 00
5 25
1 75
2 00
8 25
8 00
1 00
2 50
32 99
175
45 83
129 55
7 50
19 25
17 50
25 00
2 00
32 50
6 00
20 89
1 50
25 00
25 00
20 00
1 37
18 71
10 00
* 00
24 00

The result

of

the count appear elsewhere in this issue.

mittee.

Admission 25c.

March 17, at Hancock hall—
Annual concert by St. Joseph’s Cat hollo
Campbell, of Ellsworth, and
8upper served at 6 o’clock in
Merton Lovett, of Beverly, Mase., were | society.
| Odd Fellows hall.
calling on friends here Saturday.
Monday, April 4, Hancock hall—Annual
Barton Carter, who Is with his grandminstrel show, ball and supper of the
parents this spring, bought a fine four- |
City Hose Co.
year old colt at North Orland last week.

Thursday,

Lester B. Caspar, of Surry, and his
mother, Mrs. Clara A. Caspar, of Lower,
Mast., spent Sunday with his grandparent-, Asa S. Barron and wife.
Mrs. Hattie Clark, of Bar Harbor, Mrs.
Howard Hooper, of North Eilsworth, and
Mrs. tiara Caspar, of Lowell, Mass., visited Mrs. Clara Carter one day last wtek.

fthbcrtiscinrnU.

Have

Pretty

ELLSWORTH FALLS.

Remick

are

C.

M.

Cottle and

Mrs.

R.

Hands

F.

in Boston.

Hasting*, of Bangor,

Henry
Monday and Tuesday.

here

was

It is hard for women to properly
attend to their household duties without making their hands red and rough,
and at this season of the year and to
prevent this wTe have a fine quality of

Leroy Moore aud wife, of Bar Harbor,
were up over Monday.
Fred Grace and wife, of the Green Lake
hatchery,

were

here the first of the

Henry Moore,

who has been

week

here

RUBBER GLOVE

seme

days, returned to Bar Harbor Monday.
Finn, who has been at home
during the winter, has returned to PortEdward T.

Miss
on

end will order any size desired. Come
in and look at them
We know they
will please you.

j

land.
Rankin

Hattie

fell

on

the

ice

——

Thursday of last week, and broke her
Miss Rankin is

arm.

and

wife.

with

C.

W. Smith

0. A. PARCHER

_

CHURCH

2 00

2 00
2 00
2 00
2 00
15 75

j

Charles

Miss Ashie

$723 00
233 77

$1,288 52
Tuesday morn og the mayor and board
nd counted the votes
of aldermen met
cast at

bake-shop

not compare.

05

6 00

Fred B Aiken,

<n

have a KAZOK that is guaranteed to shave any beard that grows,
and we agree to keep the same sharp and ready for use for a term of

.1 Scammon,

Supt schools, G B Stuart,
<
ontlugent, Thomas E Hale,
D L Fields,
L W Beunett,

IOC PER QUART.

MARKET, east aid
Bridge, Campbell & True BuildlRg.

rman

Roy Sweeney,

B El A N s
at the NEW

M

Mrs Frank Carter,
Florence Jordan,
James W Carter,
Henry B Holt,
Sam’i L, Lord,
Nahum Murch,
Eow llauey,
James W Carter,
W W McCartney,
Lottie Stewart,
F B Aiken,

years old.

who

30

AMOUNT.

Harry S Jones,
Arnold J Patten,
Chas E Higgins,

School,

6

Blanquefort eommandery worked the
degrees of Temple and Malta at its regular
A banquet
meeting Monday evening.
was served
after tbe work.
Tuesday
evening Acadia chapter worked the Royal
Arch on three candidates. A supper was
also served Tuesday evening
Judge L. A.

$174
53

Si

Higgins,
Stephen Donovan,
AOV\ lilttaker,
Aruo Lallin,
Eugene v\ hlttaker,

receiving tomb at Woodbine cem
etery. Mr. Byard was formerly of North
died

wm

board

1.

John T Silvy,
OH Morrison,
B 11 A U R Power Co,
John T Silvy,
HLD Woodruff,
Chas E Laurlat A Co,
Chas I Welch.
B H A U R Power Co,
Elizabeth A Belcher,
Chas W Hurley.
Euw Brady, jr,
Fred B Aiken,
Roswell K Murch,
Albert A McKi nzle,
Chas

Last Sunday mcrning tbe preaching serMethodist society were held
in Odd Fellows hall. All tne society’s
services will be held in the hall till the
church, which was damaged by tire, can
be repaired or rebuilt.

He

This

NAME.

o’clock.

Ellsworth.

absent.

mayor and
the yea** 1903 4.

FUND.

Police,

in the

♦0*O*v*C*O4O#v#O*v*G#0*0
EDWIN M. MOORE,

for

were

and

Aldermen

of the

KI LL OF ACCOUNTS NO

Tbe remains
of Josiah Byard
were
brought here Tuesday evening and placed

ELLSWORTH DENTAL PARLORS.

Tripp, McCarthy

Total,

vices of the

considerable care.

meeting to

TEACHERS’ SALARY ROLL.
Common schools.
High school.

will be served

missionary circle of the Congregaj tional church met yesterday with Mrs. G.
P. Dutton, who was the reader of the
> afternoon.
The circle was invited to
tea, whicu

the

Highways.

The

to

sev-

STREET COMMISSIONER’S ROLL.

Fellows Hall at 6 o’clock, and tbe
concert will be iu Hancock bail at 8
o’clock.

remain

called

Austin answered ihe roll call.

of aldermen

rou-

accounts, no business was
regular meeting of the city

and Aldermen

the

at

B. O. Dollard and wife, of Brooklin, are
visiting his mother, Mrs. Martha Dollard.

Little Business Done at the Regular

rolls

and

war

CITY MEETING.

in Odd

Surplus, $45,000

In the

east, will be discussed on the
affirmative by Ralph Holmes, and on the
negative by Milton Beckwith. There will
also be declamations. Tiie public la cordially iuvited.

by

March 17.

justified

in the far

and cards will be tbe enteitain-

Music

are

Total,

Mumigbati’* orchestra.
I All Masons with their familiesare invited.
Tbe annual concert and supper of tbe
St. Joseph's Catholic society will be held

points.

Mgr.

and retain-

rooms

Stockholders’ Liability, $50,000.

DR. f. 0. BROWNE.

evening,

found

The last exercises of the term will be
the high school
building next
Friday afterfloon. Current Events will be
read by Miss Molile Hamilton, and the
school paper by Miss Lena Sargent and
A
Reso ved,
Harry Lafflu.
debate,

sidewalks.

for supper and cards.

Dancing

were

crusts

muffins, with which the ready-made food

held at

to Bar

visit

a

ing

Republic,

Several selections

Mayor Hagerthy

the guests there of

before tbe

them

neat

cake, crisp cookies, crullers,

given during the evening by the mandolin
and guitar club, and by Mi68 Bertha JL.
Giles, soprano. Refreshments were served.

M. Hall

Thursday,

require

from

were

a

government last evening.

not

partners

inent.

realized.

travelling, and

his guest

spending the winter iu Rome, sail to day
from Naples for t-orne on the steamship

j

sum was

the bad

from the

Mrs. L. A. Emery and her dstighter,
Mi-s Annie C Emery, who have been

This is a good investment for those who wisii to save, as interest is
paid on small as well as large amounts, and the whole assets of the
First National are holden for the deposits of its Savings Department.
The First National Hank is a strong ami well-known institution, and

Capital, $50,000.

as

tlenry
delightfully entertained a group of lady friends last Wednesday. Tbe novelty was the choosing of

April I, 1904.

three of its strong

was

Mrs

ELLSWORTH, ME.

are

home

W. H. Davis and wife.

First National Bank

below

is

He has

have returned

Harbor

|

considering

done at the

measles, Rev.
permitted to proceed
with Lis special services at Brooklin.
Mrs. E. L. Rowe aud Miss Msry F. Hop-

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT,

go

Maine.

served.

party was given by the ladies of
the March committee at the
Congregations! vestry last evening. It was called
a cobweb
party, and well deserved Its
name.
“Cobwebs” were all over the
There was a good attendance
vestry.

ere

to the outbreak of

Keir

Dav d

kius

Deposits made Now

Campbell

of

Chief-

of

Merton Lovett, of Bevtley, Mass.

F.I.1.8WOBTH.

were

a novel

Meeting Tuesday Evening.

Leslie

Mrs.

have

guests
Justice aud Mrs. Wiswell.

A. M.

ments

to have been

Thursday

last

account of the storm.

Mr.

2, in honor of their guests, Miss Jennie
Young, of Sedgwick, and Miss Ann
Falkner, of Iowa City. There was a musical and social entertainment.
Refresh-

evening at 7.30.

morrow

$2.50

Japan,

confer

resigned.

man

“Ideal,"

will

its regular meeting
evening.
William E. Whiting has been appointed
referee in bankruptcy, vice John B. Red-

$3.50
$3.25
$3.00

■

of F

this

1

forty brooms.
Note our prices;

“

Donaqua lodge, K.
the rank of esquire at

A party of yoong people were
delightfully entertained at the home of Dennis
Keiff Rud wife Wednesday evening, March

NOTES.

Apothecary,

CONGREGATIONAL.

M. Adama, pastor.
Friday, Mar. 11 —Prayer meeting.
Sunday, Mar. 13 —Morning service
10 30.
Sunday school at 11 45 a. m.

ELLSWORTH,

Rev. J.

MAINE.

a:

EPISCOPAL.

METHODIST

J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Until further arrangements are made
Rev.

services

preaching

will

be held

in

Odd

Sundays at the usual hour
The regular Friday evening prayer meeting will be discontinued for the present.
Sunday, Mar. 13—Morning service at
10.30, Sunday school at 11 45. Junioi
Fellows hall

league at 3 p. m.
Trenton— Preaching Sunday at 2 p.

m

Mr. 8imonton
UNION CONG’L, ELLSWORTH FALLS.
Sunday, Mar. 13—Sunday school at 10.31
a. m.

Prayer meeting Sunday evening

at 7.30

FURNITURE

BAPTIST.
Rev David Kerr, pastor.
Sunday, Mar. 13— Morning service a
the
Sermon by
10.30.
pastor. Son
day school at 11 45 Junior C. E. at 6 p. m

|

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
_

Preaching service at 7 p. m.
Prayer meeting Friday at 7.30 p. m.
Trenton—Sunday at 2.30. Mr. Kerr.

WALL PAPERS and DRAPERIES

UNITARIAN.

Rev. S. W. Sutton, pastor.
Mar. 6—Service at 10.30

Sunday,

Sunday school at 11.45

a. m

E. J. DAVIS’

a. m.

“Association Day” will be observed b
the Sunday school; a special service wll
be used, ar>d an offering will made in be
half of the American Unitariau assocla
tion.

Potted Plants

_____

A hobo

philosopher

says there is

a

Primroses, Roman Hyacinths,

lac

harmony about a place where there’s
savage dog at the gate and a mat on tb
front step with “Welcome” on It.
of

5

Ellsworth Greenhouse
TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

Timmid—I—er—suppose
you
daughter has told you the object of myHe
er—visit to you—er—this evening.
Father—Yes, young man, and she told i ‘
Mr.

Daffodils.

I

r

M

■■■

; AMERICAN ADS

better than you

seem

able to.

PAY BEST

■■■■—■..

CHRISTIAN

►reyer Meeting T«»pl<* Fop the Week
Re«innli.«

Mnn li

'•ftbrniBMiuniv

Ulutual Benefit Column.

vnoEAVOR.

EDITED BY "AUNT

13.

Topic.—Appetites that unmake men.—
Han. v, 1-5. 26-^S.
It has been ealcul'ited that over 90
per cent of men wlio start out in a
business rareer in life fail in it some
lime and that, the vast majority of
men who live to be threescore years
and ten are at that age dependent upon some one else. Tills is a sad record.
Failure in business, failure in self support, are not pleasant experiences, and
yet there are failures that are even
worse than these. Many men who do
not fail in business are nevertheless
unmade men. and. taken together with
all others who are unmade morally
and spiritually, they compose a great
host of men. And what is sadder in
life than an unmade man. the failure
of one who possessed talent and opportunity ami yet by yielding to some
base
appetite unmakes himself—a
Brutus, unmade by inordinate ambition; a Mark Antony, unmade by sensnality; a Belshazzar, unmade by an
inordinate desire for show and vain
glory; a Napoleon, unmade by glut

Helpful

Its Motto:

MADGE*'

and

I

THE AMERICA*.
Ellsworth, Me.
SON'. OF KEBl BM18SION.

Yes,

we favor ie-ulmiUaloo
In the good old Male of Maine,
And ne’re up 'gainst prohibition,
Let the whtnkey ilow like min

Sec that group of gay young people
Passing on down yonder street.
Hurry up and get the liquor.
Place a snare beneath their f ft.

It will drag them quickly downward,
The appetites that unmake men are
And then soon will come the time
not a few.
They are intemperance,
Wh n the lives that now are happy
lust, gluttony, ambition, the gretxi for
Shall lie tilled with sin anil crime.
gold and many others. Nor is it the
There's that brow n-eved Milk* baby.
appetite itself that is at fault, but the
See that none hi* Itle shall save.
Inordinate and immoderate developPlace within hi* reach the wine cup.
ment and exercise of it.
Every appeDrag him to au early grave
tite of life has its legitimate place and
And your fair-haired little daughter.
in
abused
if
it
be
but
many
purpose,
We will spoil her bright young 11 te,
cases it leads to ruin and destrm tion.
We will make her brokeu hearted,
When God looked upon the world which
sue shall oe a drunkard'* wile.
He had madb His verdict upon it was
There’s that poor old mother yonder.
is
the
world
and
was
that it
very good,
Her life** work is almost done,
still good today if we use it properly.
We'll bring anguish to her la<-t days,
unthe
world
that
use
of
It is not the
Walling for her drunken son.
makes men. but the abuse of it. It is
God al*ove l- all forgotten,
that
that
one of the sad facts of life
"Ke*«b«d**iou" Instead shafl reign.
Wblch is good uiay be abused and beAnd *twi 1 bring the day* of pi my
come an evil.
Proper ambition is most
To our Pine Tree Stale of Maineworthy, and without it success in life
GkaCIa.
But the pathla highly improbable.
Friends:
Dear
way of life is strewn with the wrecked
There are question* which ri-e above
llres of an inordinate ambition. Tl <
j
daaire for wealth is not of itself a fault, party ine- or sectarian lelic-fs. ani they
■ re the question* whicu relate t-» nio-i tty.
but when greed becomes a god the bo;
taroeif of the man is soon unmade. The For temp-ranee and purity, fjr the safety
of tbe using generation, the very motto
physical appetites play an important
_

part In our lives when properly controlled. but when they are abused, when
they are debased into eluttony. intern
p*mnce and Inst, iiow soon they unmake the mnn.

spirit

for tbe

of

would

column calls

u-

to stand

right.

Nothing
1

our

1 could

entertain

cheery letter

write you this

you so
from “Aunt

muen

as

Maria”.

week
this
Tbe

cold weather hasn't had a d*pre»*ong ink
li
n ucu
fluence on her warm-heart* dne-e and
fare, the problem to solve is how to use
them and not abuse them, how to con- C'UMge, and those who know her personally and write her, may like to know that
tra! them instead of having them conher new addr*ss is East Ho dtn, S5e., K.
tra! us. how to have their influence in
making us what we should be rather 1 F. D. No, 2.
than In unmaking us. and this is no
IVarlOiieafpf thr .V R Column
Hello! hasn’t ibl* l»een a stunner of a winter?
tight problem. To solve it successfully
We have l*een drifted In, ani tt didn't matter—
we need the wisdom and grace of God
nothing has mattered this winter, so long as we
as well as the exercise of our best care.
could keep the fires going; that has t*een oar
Judgment and power of will. Constant
only business—a little nourishment once a day.
careful!;-—
attitude. and that taken In a hurried manner.
Same things, such as intemperance, i Oh. It has been
Joyful, yes. and coldful also.
should be guarded against altogether.
W hy won’t someone write up a song about tbe
Total abstinence is the only safeguard
winter of 1904.
I have If we wl 1 hare “Aunt
against strong drink. In other eases. | Madge*’ write It, and then It will be all right.
Do, please, “Aunt Madge,*' and have tbe song as
where proper indulgence of the appetite
good as jour ver-es In the Uat American.
I
is necessary, we must by divine and
personal power keep ourselves masters enjoyed them so much.
Now let me tell “A Ftlend" what Is good for
of the situation. Every appetite must
rheumatism. I*. D. I. liniment Is just what you
be held firmly in hand. Therefore let
need it Is a sure help for rheumatism; we h ve
us “watch and pruy that we enter not
tried it and so have other- that we know, and It
into temptation.”
always be'ps. It Is kept at Abide Dorr’s, Orland
BIBLE READINGS.
village, and is nude !u Detroit, Mich Tbe I*
D. I. means “pain destroyed Instantlyand It
Gen. xix. 24-26; II Sam. xv. l-o. with
near belt g true.
comes
II Bam. xviii. 9-15: Ps. i. 1-6; Prov. iii.
Our column has been so good for a long time,
1-7; xx. 1: xxiii. 1-5; 20. 21. 20-32; Matt.
in fart, tt is always rood—if we don't forget
▼1. 24; Gal. v, 19-20.
our duty to our column, when tbe long busy
days come, and leave all tbe work for our Aunt
Madge to do. W ell, if we do, 1 hope she will
▲ Well Known Endenvorer.
cudg-roob us with her very ready y*en.
Rev. J. Wilbur Chapman. I). P., is
Why haven't you all told what you bad for
one of the most widely known evanChristmas presents? I’m just wanting to know.
gelistic preachers of the day. He i$
I had seven pocket handkerchiefs—1 bless the
an enthusiastic Christian Endeavorer
givers, they were much needed; thiee pictures,
and
has
had \ one a photo of Aunt Madge's home
1 am
>

so
nourishing
cieties in each
of the churches
of
which
he
has been pastor.
He
has
made a large

reputation

as

a

conductor of
Hour
Quiet
services in connection with in■

■

■

■--

ifruauonai

r1stiaa
Eu"
deavor conventions, has written several books for Christian Endeavorers and was counted one of the
best presidents the New York city
onion has had.
He also served one
term as vice president of the New York
■rate union.
BXT.

l

3. WlhBPE CHAPv.v
D. ».

Evangelistic Study Classes.
I wish there might be in every
society
an evangelistic
study class where we
shali study our Bibles and methods of
work in preparation for personal effort.
I am convinced that we have not given
this line the consideration which it do
serves. Shall it not be the motto of evthis year.
ery society
"Something
definite for souls?’ if this is to be
realised, we shall need, first, a new
grip on God. Whatever we do must be
done under the guidance of His spirit
and with a simple dependence upon
Him. Then a new grip on ourselves
Let ns gather up every gift and grace
which He his intrusted tc us. Then a
new grip on our work, that all we are
and all we have may be invested, as
He intends it shall be, for His glory
and the salvation of the lost.—New
York State President llallenbeck.
ret AH.

Smer think that a Christian Endeavsociety is a coterie of young people
•f like ages who come into a meeting
for a good time once a week
It ought
to be for every young person within
reach.—Rev Dr. Francis E. Clark.
•r

Wliat

Its

lairlal*

«tan4

much

pleased with It and so glad she was In it*
daughter also; they make it look so
homer ar.d good.
Don’t you a!l see how much we must help tier
out so she will know we do not forget how good
acd hex

she

is to us

Why 1

all?

forgot that 1 was telling about
my Christmas presents. 1 had a box of chocolates, a sweeping bonnet, a swre iheart-a good
melling one It wa*. too. and a handsome pair of
boots. Now didn’t I bare a lovely lot of pres
ecu? And I made just a very few presents,
and did so wl»b I could remember every frit nd
1 had.
Of course you all warn to know about my
plants—well, they are fine. 1 have sixteen pots
of plants. My cal la is very large, some of the
leaves are fourteen Inches long. My rose bu**h
is full of buds, and 1 have two primroses in
bloom and one geranium. The aloxlnias are
great; I shall have lots of blossoms soon, and
what bliss it will be to make gardens this year.
1 hope jou will all have a fine showing of
flowers, lu doors and out. so you will forget our
very co!d winter, it does seem as though we
ought to have a very warm, pleasant summer.
Let us hope we shall, and that the potatoes
won’t rot.
We have twenty bead of cattle, so our barn Is
worth going to at any time. Then there are the
horses and bogs. 1 guess we can almost come
up with the land of flowers here in Maine, after
all. But we like to bear both sides—when it
isn’t too cold—see?
And if the sister from the sunny clime would
come and see us In “the good okl summer time”,
she might thict we had flowers, too.
Thai was very nice in “Esther” to tell us
about the soda and cream tartar in pie paste,
but I have known that since mother taught me
to cook.
I don’t use as much as “Esther” does,
but uae enough to make the paste light and
and
I like cottoiene to mix in with the
flaky,
lard, and it Is fine for a good many kinds of
tear

cooking.
“Esther,” when you write again tell us about
that trip to Watexvlile, and about some of the
new finery you have gotDon’t be backward Id
coming forward. We who stay at borne and
have mostly wrappers like to hear about others
going about and their pretty clothes. 1 am very
glad to welcome our new ones—the more the
merrier.
I am very sorry for those who have lost friends;
I have been there many times.
Now I mu't tell you that we have two mails a
day; yea, we have R. F. D. and our star route is
•till running, some have mail forenoon and
afternoon. We call It very good for away back
In the country, don’t you? 1 am very glad of
our K F. D. route; It Is the greatest privilege

For.

Y P S. C. E—Your Privilege Spreading Christianity Everywhere.

To Caro a Cold la One Day.
Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets. All
druggist* refund the money if It falls to cure.
E. W.Grove's signature Ison each box. 26c.

Comes From Weak Nerves and Attacks Nervous Children.
Do not

promised to obey.”
"They should change the words for

to ‘not to scratch.’
’Not to tie devils' would do very
well for the men. only men conld not
keep a promise to c-bange their natures."
“Singular that you didn’t see the
hoof under my stocking when we were
women

courting."
“Oh. the devil knows bow to wear
gaiters."
“Anti his wife knows"—
“lie hasn't any wife.”
"You don't mean it. I thought you
considered your husband the devil."
"Satan, the king of devils, couldn't
get a wife.
Fortunately women have
too much sense for that anyway.”
"My experience Is that the bigger the
devil the more wives he may get."
During the latter part of this dialogue the young wife was putting on
her "things” to go.
She looked very
pretty as she stood before a mirror
thrusting pins through hat and hair.
The anger in her cheeks and eyes was
very becoming; besides, there was ocea
sionaily a contrasting tremor in her
voice.
"Better not Jab that spike in when
you're mad," said the husband, with
brutal plainness.
"You might pierce
your brain.”
“Little you'd care if I did.”
Tliers- was
more
tremolo, which
would have led any but a sulky man tc
seek a reconciliation.
"I might get a new honeymoon." said
the husband tauntingly.
To this there was no reply except a
new flash of the eye.
She was opening
boxes on the dresser and shutting them
with an angry bang.
“Looking for your gloves?"
No answer.
“If it’s your gloves you're looking for
I’ve got them in my pocket.
You remember last uigbt when we were walk
lug home and you were telling me how
happy you were because you had such
an
admirable husband.
Your bands
were cold, and you took off your gloves
so that I could warm your Augers for

It Is clearly shown In this young Indy’s letter that Lydia E.
Plnkham’s Vegetable Compound will certainly cure the sufferings
of women; and w hen one considers that Miss Gannon’s letter is
only one of the countless hundreds which we are continually
publishing in the newspapers of this country, the great virtue of Mrs. Pinknun's medicine must be admitted by all ; and for the absolute cure of all kinds
of female ills no substitute can possibly take its place. Women should bear
this important fact in mind when they go into a drug store, and be sure not
to accept anything that is claimed to be
just as good as Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound, fer no other medicine for female Ills bas
many actual

cures.

How Another 5ufferer Was Cured.
“

Dear Mrs. Pinkham : —I cannot praise your wonderful remedies
enough, for they have done me more good than all the doctors I have
had. For the last eight years and more I suffered with female troubles,
was very weak, could not do my housework, also had nervous prostration. Some days I would remain unconscious for a whole day and
night. My neighbors thought I could never recover, but, thanks to
medicine, I now feel like a different woman.
your
“
I feel very grateful to you and will recommend Lydia E. PinkIt has now been four years since
ham’s Vegetable Compound to all.
I had the last spell of nervous prostration. I only weighed ninetyeight pounds at that time ; now I weigh one hundred and twenty-three.
“I consider your Vegetable Compound the finest remedy made.
Thanking you many times fur the benefit I received from your medicine,
I remain, Yours truly, Mrs. J. li. Farmer, *108 Elliott Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Remember Mrs. Pinkhain’s advice is free and all sick women
foolish if they do not ask for It. She speaks from the Widest
experience, and lias helped multitudes of women.
are
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that p<*>r people have ever had—to have UlelHgent mall service. I call it a boom In the right
direction, We have been back numbers long

enough.
1 thank those who have said good things about
my poor letters. I feel that this one Is very dry,
but 1M do better, perhaps, when I am all thawrnl
1 have a good job on hand now. 1 am
out
making up new sheeting—Lockwood A. nine
cents a yard—war times and wevlls, and I am
knitting a long, stout pair of leggins for my
daughter Brenda.
1 have made lamp mats out of silkatecn, and
•lx homely rugs
Why, if I’m not very careful
you will find out 1 didn't tend the fires and had
to have a few baked lieans.
I’ll stop liefore 1 give myself away. Here’s
best wishes for a happy summer to you all—and
do please keep right on talking with your pens.
Yours truly,
aunt Maria.

substantiate what “Aunt Maria”
about P. D. I. As a remedy for neuralgia »nd toothache it is wonderful. I
have known it to give relief in many cases,
lean

says

and to work

some

“cures” In

neuralgia.

If “A Friend” has grown weary of wa t
ing tor replies to her inquiry for help for
rheumatism, she will be convinced that
•he was not forgotten, for here follows
another suggestion which a neighbor of
mine says she heard highly recommended
before. Thank yen, “Climax” and “Aunt
Maria”, for remembering “A Friend”.
Seeing Id the M B. column a request from “A
Friend” fora remedy for rheumatism, 1 would
ask her to try this simple remedy
Pour a pint
of boiling witer on three teaspoons of soda

(ask-rat us); take one lesspoonful three times a
day. Would like to have “A Fiiend” gWe ibis a
thorough trial, as I know of several people who
are using this with good results.
Climax.
I

hope

both

she may be benefited
of these remedies.
Anrr

by

one or

Madge.

U). 6. <£. 8.

ttolnmn.

[The editor Invites secretaries of local unions
of the W. C. T. U. in Hancock county, and
white rlbboners generally, to contribute to thts
cclumn report* of meeting* or Items that will be
of interest to workers In other pans of the
county. We would like this to be a live column,
but It need* some effort on the pan of W. C. T.
r women to make It so. It Is a column of their
making, not ours, and will be what they make
Items and communications should be short,
It.
snd are, of course, subject to approval of the
editor.)

On account of bad weather, no meeting
Ys was held this week. On Thurs*
day. Mar b 11, we meet at the borne of
F. Gladys Mayo.
Press 8uft.

of the
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NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Schools Co-ed March 4.
H. L. Savage is in town for a few days.
Mias Grace Frost has returned from CasI

ne,

F. A.

Foster and wife

are

home

fr<

m

Lincoln.
Mi»a Ethel Reed returned last week from
PitUtield academy.

D. Wood, of Winthrop, is the guest
of Mr*. Isaac Ralph.
Miss

N. P. Hill, of Waterville, has opened

a

jeweller’* shop on Main street.
Miss Evelyn Holman, of Atheus, has
taken the place of Mrs. Clarence
Stanley
in the

Assist Nature.
There are times when you
should assist nature. It is now undertaking to
cleanse your system—if you will take II od’s
Sarsaparilla the undertaking will be successful.
This great medicine purifies and builds up as
nothing else does.—Advt.

telephone office here.
Francis Sparling, Starrett Yideto, Hannah K on ball and Mary Gilpatrlck are at
home from Kent’s Hill seminary for their
vacation.
March 7.
_

8.

Hay Fever.
Liq »id Cream Balm is becoming quite as popular in many localities as Ely** Cream Balm
solid. It Is prepared for use In atomizers, and
U highly prized by those who have been accustomed to call upon phj elelans for such a treatment.
Many physician* are using and prescribing it. All the medicinal properties of the
Catarrh and

Every family should have Its household medicine cheat, and the first boule In It should be
Dr. Wood’s Norway Pine Syrup, nature’s remedy lor coughs and colds.—Adel.
■ For sore throat or diphtheria gargle freely
with equal part* water aud Brown’s Instant
Relief
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“Seeing your request for Information of
cures by Dr. Greene’s Nervura. 1 wi-h to
giv** n y *xpert» nee. My daughter, Edna
T. Hunter, ba-1 scarlet fever six year* ago

last spring. Sbe was welve years old the
follow Ing July. Sr.c had the csre of our
family doctor and was given every attention.
After tbe danger point was pas ed I
! oid as t be doctor directed— did not send
her tack to school for two months.
As
: time went on she began to show a nervoun
I troable.
!*» Mar i s*nt h» r to school
again, but she grew so b~d I had to take
I took her to ray doctor
I her Pom school.
ido h* said ► he bad 8t. Vitos1 dance.
At
that time she wh ir> a terrible stste— bad
to be dre«e« d and fed I ke a laby.
When'
| she walked be w ould drag her right foot;
the right side seem d to be afflicted the
most. She cou d baldly talk so as to be
understood, and her m nd waa affected.
1 tb ught *be would te ln»ane. My doctor treated her for tw.< month* but abe
grew worse Instead of bett- r. About thitime mv attention waa called to a case
of r*t. Vitos’ dance th»t was con d by Dr.
Green’s Nervura blood and nerve remedy
1 sent for a bottle and gave it as directed,
stopp’d gt? ng tbe doctor’s medicine, and
time she bad taken half a bottle I
by
| sawthe
she was Improving.
I kept right on
until she had t ken thr»e bottles, then abe
was seeming*! cured.
Every one that *aw
! her tt ought it tbe troet wonoerfui cure
they had ever heard cl. But the next
Two bottles
year It cam** back again.
cured her this time, it came back twice,
slightly, afterward, and now for over a
year she hat shown no signs of a return of
it. Her health la very good.
“Both my daughter and myself glee onfall permit-Ion for tbe publication of this
testimon al lor tbe good of others.”
Watch your children, and if you detect
any of tbe above symptoms, any weakness
of tbe nerect, pale and sallow condition of
I
the skin. lo-« of appetite, and observe the
child growing thin, sharp featured and
puny, give It immediately the only sure
cure for this distressing nervous d’i*ea«*e,
recog n red
by physicians. Dr. Greene #
Nervura bio* d and nerve remedy. It will
cure tie St. Vltu*' aance, give tie child
you."
strong nerve*, good digestion, pure blood,
tie uhwu uie gloves on tue aresser.
and make it grow sturdy and strong.
His wife picked them up and walked
It ia not a pat* nt medicine, but the preout of the room.
He heard the front scription of tbe most successful living
door bang, then betook himself to hi* specialist in curing nervrus and chronic
diseases, Dr. Greene, cl 34 Temple Place..
club.
Boston, Mass. He ba* the largest practice
Looking about for some of his former in the world, and his grand medical
disassociates to dine with, be found they covery is the result of bis vast • xper ence
had all made engagements, and he w as The great reputation of Dr. Greene la a
guarantee that bia rmdicine
obliged to dine alone. After dinner he the fact ne can be consulted will cure, and
by anyone at
drank his coffee and smoked his cigar any time, free of charge, persona-Iv or
by
absolute
in the cafe.
assurance of tbe benIt didn't look so attrac- letter, gives
eficial
action
of
thla
wonderful
medkine.
tive as it had once looked.
He was
ftteecmt mended and for sale by all drx>c-

j

{

>

bored—In fact, be was troubled. Ix>vwho try to make up their minds
that they are haters always feel troubled. It was not long before this one
began to worry, thinking he might
have gone too far and that be should
have given his wife a chance to make
up. At 9 o'clock he concluded to go to
his desolate home.
As he was approaching he saw the
figure of a woman turn the corner.
She looked up at the house, paused,
turned away, looked back, turned
again and walked slowly to the house.
The husband stepped behind a tree.
The woman went to the front door,
stood irresolute, inserted a key, opened
the door and went In.
“Oh, she t sik a key. d'd she?"
He concluded to take a short walk.
It would help matters for her to find
him alisen:. 1 lie house would look as
lonely to her as his club had looked to
him. In an hour he retur.- -.1 and went
In. humming r. merry tune. His wife
was not downstairs, so he s;
^ 1 up
Into their bedroom. She was standing
before the mirror in her nightdress
combing her hair.
“Hello!" he 6aid with feigned sur"Tired of your mother nl- t
prise.
»-ady ?"
There was no answer.
“Oh, I thought perhaps you might

ri

ers

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

For additional

A

never

“Dear Mrs. Ptnkham:—I can conscientiously recommend Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound to those of r.iv sisters suffering with
female weakness and the troubles which so often befall women. I suffered for months with general weakness, and felt so weary that I had
hard work to keep up 1 had shooting pains, and was utterly miserable.
In my distress I was advised to use Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vegetable
Compound, and it was a red letter day to me when I took the first dose,
for at that time my restoration began. In six weeks I was a changed
woman, perfectly well in every respect. I felt so elated and happy that
I want all women who suffer to get well as I did.”—?Ass Gvila Gannon,
8S9 Jones St, Detroit, Mich., Secretary Amateur Art Association.

so

Weak

appetite!

should have put my neck in a halter!”
“And mine in chancery."
“I'm going back to my mother.”
“And I to my dub.
My room there
is not yet taken."
"I suppose you si-nt to find out be
fore your promise to love and cherish
was a day old."
“No; as soon as yours to honor and
obey was broken."
"I was a fool to promise to honor. I

Pinkhaui’s

made

jour Children's
and Irritated Nerves.

disease come* directly from weak nerve*
and an irritated condition of the nerve
centre".
9
It a approach !* shown by the nerve* becoming weak, t he cbl d is pale, nerv. ua,
rest'ess. IrrttabV, doe* not abep well at
night, but tosee* restlessly, ta ke in sle^p,
grtis it* teeth, a*d b**a l<regular
There will be a twitching of the eteiida,
the hai d. the arm, the leg, or portion of
lb» body, wh ch spasm die movements
will gradually 11 crease until the child i*
more or le*e he pi©"*.
It Is a very serious dbcase and should
rever be allowed to run, as t»>e most serious con-equence* eusue in the utier wreck
of the nervous system. It muaf be cured
at once.
The cure of little Edna TM daughter of
Mrs. Warah M. Humes, Is wonderful, and
should be known to'the parents of every
nervous child or sufferer from 8t. Vitus
Mrs. Hunter says:-—
dance.

“Before dragging a wife into a life ol
miser}-, you should say. Ob. that I

Miss Gannon, Secy Detroit Amateur
Art Association, tells young women what to
do to avoid pain and suffering caused by
female troubles.

Neglect

There apt-ears to be almost an epidemic
of 8t. Vitus’ dance an ong children. The

misery.”

tony!

and

Dance Getting
Fearfully Prevalent.

St. Vitus'
(Original.)
Jnsi
"I can stand tills it% longer.
think) The honeymoon scarcely ovei
am! to he subjected to such treatment/
replied. “There'i
“Honeymoon!”
mighty Itttie honey in it. If thats all
the moon has to eat 1 don't wonder it
wanes so soon.”
"How could it ?eli waning, with you
dying to get back to those horrid men
who sent you home stuis’lied the uighl
before—I was going to say the wedding 1 mean my covenant with Sa
tan?"
“Ion mean that our honeymoon
warns! because I got 'full' at my
bachelor dinner?"
“This is no time for your witticisms.
I didn't know that I was placing my
life in the hands of one who could
lose his seif respect by pouring wine
down his throat."
“I thought all bachelors were privileged to drink a last cupful of happiness
before submitting to a life of

;
A

SAVE YOUR CHILD.

Hopeful

comoiu ideations to

;

Sttrfjcrtisrmn.ts.

'tOa.ning
Honeymoon

The purpose* t thl- column are iwcIncUj
slated tu the title am/ motto— It Is lor the mutual
heneiii, am! nuns t-> be hetp'ul and h.-pefulitetng f r the common gotni. It l* tor the com
mon usc-n pub ic servant, a purveyor of Information and eugge.-ilon, a medium for the 1 n
In this capacity it solicits
terchange of Mean
cotnmu ideations, ana its success depend* largely
on 'he support given It In thi* reject. Communication* must t*e si if Bed, but the name of
writer will not be pi luted except by permission.
Communications will iw* subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, hut none
Addnswill be rrja tnt without good reason
ail

A

Cream Balm are contained In the
Liquid form, which is 73 eta.. Including a spray,
fog tube. All druggist*, or by mail
Ely
Brothers, 36 Warren bt, New York.

ke penitent!"

He could fee a flash in her reflection
in the mirror. She put her hair up In
a knot, walked to where she had left
tier clothes and began to put them On.
He was a very mean fellow and permitted her to dress herself, even to
putting on her hat. But when she
started to leave he caught her in his
arms, her head fell on his shoulder and
that was the end of it—for that time.
THOMAS T. TUCKET.

Banking.

Is what your money will
Invested in share# of the;

earn

If

Etorth Loan and Building, til
is

now

A NEW SERIES
open, Shares, $1 each; monthly
payments, $ J per enure.

WHY PAY RENT
when you can borrow on your
share#, give a first mortgage and
reduce tt every month
Monthly
and Interest together
payments
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about in years yon
will

OWN

TOUR OWN HOMI.
For

w

»

particulars Inquire of

Hehkt w. o.rsiniAB, 8ec*y
First Kat'l Bank Bid*.

Krwo. President

JACOB BEKKY.

H. L. BKNNET.

Jacob Berry & Co.

Members of New York Consolidated Exchange.
New York Produce Exchange and Philaoel
phia block Exchange.

Etdablislied 1

STOCKS, BONDS,
GRAIN, COTTON,
H. G. Hopper. Manager,
19 Congress St., BOSH ON
42 Broadway, New Yrrfc

Direct private * lie. In our brain be ai I’ ABTEORI). NEW HAVEN. BHlDGU'litlT,
PHILADELPHIA. MONTREAL. QUE-

BEC, ALBANY. BROOKLYN'.

“A

Glimpse

at Wall

Street and Its flarket”
j

cot)tailing revised fluctuation tables and deaeriptioua of active securities, issued upon request
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....By S. MARIA TALBOT
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••You was the prettiest
4all last night, Priscilla."

one

at tile

“Oh. I>nn!"
'Hanged It you wasn't, pet!"
Priscilla put her bands over her ears
and repeated the words "you wasn't”
with outraged grammatical scorn.
"The deuce! It's that old language
business again. Is It. Prls? I cnn't
break off old habits, not even the eternal one of loving you, wife.”
Somewhat mollified by the tender
tone of his words, Priscilla put on her
trim riding habit and was adjusting
her hat before the glass when Dan
called op from the lower hall:
"Oh. Priscilla! Were It you who took
my gloves from the hatrack?”
Priscilla's reply, “It was not,” was
of so severe and* stately a character
that I'an down below shivered with silent glee, while up above the mirror
reflected to his wife a countenance
over the Judicial sternness of which a
smile flickered like summer lightning.
They were soon cantering down the
beautiful hedge lined country lanes,
Dan’s dog. Rev, bounding along behind.
"Will we go by Jackson's lane. Prls,
or across the glen pasture?"
“Will we go?" echoed the girl. “Dan,
your grammar will ki'l me yet.”
"What's up now, Priscilla?" Inquired
Linn

Dlniuliy.
"It Is -up’ to you, Dan. to use your
j‘sbails' anil 'wills' properly."
"Great ScottV groaned her husband.
"She uses slang."
Ignoring the interruption, his wife

persisted:
"You should say ‘Shall we go down
Jackson's lane?’
: “I see. Priscilla. Yon shall go down
(Jackson's lane whether you will or
(DOt."
"Dan, you are simply absurd," half
laughed, half [touted his mentor, who
was
a
bride Just from Boston and
■doted on “language," such language ns
iahuddered at the trenching of final let
tcrs upon the initial ones of the word
(following nnd to whom Itnllnn “a" was
(fetish nnd the undeflled use of the futures a cult
Dan’s childish associations had been
■tore with negro servants than with
.grammarians, nil owing to the death
■of his mother and the Indolent Irresponsibility of his father. He was un(able to change the habits of speech of
a lifetime and even thought lightly of
the "scrupulosity" of expression of the
Jew Yankees he had known.
He fell In love with Priscilla "head
over heels—boots nnd all,” as he expressed It, when she came on a visit
to an uunt of his living near his own
That he had been
ancestral home.
able to win the girl's heart showed
that love laughs at grammars as well
ins at locksmiths.
She thought so trivial n matter ns
his verbal inaccuracies could be easily
mended, and he believed that what to
him was her puritanical primness of
language would soon give way before
the breezy ease and untrammeled freedom of mnuuer and speech of his beloved south, disdainful of cramping
In
miles and technical formalities.
(short, he was an educated man in
whom carelessness of expression was
Ingrained, yet whose vital and vigorous Ideus were wont to put to rout
his wife's valiant onslaughts in the
line of rule and model.
His wife would attack him with
ltusklu, to which he would listen with
■an Impatience only kept within bounds
by his love for her.
“Listen, Dan, to what he says: ‘A
well educated gentleman may not
know many languages—may have read
But whatever Ianvery few books.
guage he know be knows precisely;
whatever word he pronounces he pronounces rightly; above all, he Is learned in the peerage of words; knows the
'words of true descent nnd ancient
blood at a glance from the words of
modern canaille; remembers all their
ancestry, their intermarriages, distant
relationship and offices they held in
Now,
any time and in any country.’
Han’t that fine, Dan?” pleaded Prls-

(cilla.
"And while this muu of ‘words was
up their peerage his bosom
[tracingAvas
tfriend
stealing away the heart of
his wife, and the foundations ef his
home were crumbling beneath his feet.
1 don't know the ancestry of many
words, but there is one that is of my
own descent.
It is the word ‘honor.'
You will always hear me speak that
plainly with the true Carroll accent in
lour home, for myself, for
you and for
the children who may be ours, please

£od.”

“Oh, Pan!” whispered his wife soft
Sy. And they discussed grammar no
mere that day.
Nevertheless when they were cantering along together Priscilla's cars were
jkeen to mark what was said amiss by
(her husband, emboldened by his ever
chivalrous patience with her grammar
ileal excursions.
“I feel like I am the happiest mar
alive today, Priscilla.”
“Incorrect use of ‘like,’
broke In his
Wife, knowing better, but disregarding
(the finer instinct
“But, Pris, I don't feel ‘as IP—It’s
‘like,’ that I feel. And, now that 1
‘think of it, I don't feel like I was the
‘happiest man alive. Have I corrected

imyself?”

Iii right would wake me sleep better
nights. And your ‘shoulds’ and ’woulds*
if they would fall into line and keep
stop my bliss would be complete.”
“It Isn’t permitted to mortals to be
perfectly happy, Priscilla. You know
the ancients used to pray for some
moderate reverse when things went
too swimmingly. Let uie be your ‘moderate reverse.’ little lady.”
“Y'ou are my Immoderate perverse.
Dan. You always say ‘Hadn’t I better
go?’ when you know as well as I d#
that you should say ‘Wouldn’t I bette

go?’
All of

a

appeared around

Jehu.
“Dan, you

simply great!" Triscil
la told him as they rode down the hil
"I'm proud o
again toward borne.
you through and through. But prom
ise me never, never, never, again ti
are

take so dreadful a risk. It makes mi
faint but to think of it. What if tliusi
awful runaway horses had killed you!'
Anil she shuddered.
"Then you could, should and wouii
have been a widow, Priscilla!"
“I neither will nor shall nor could
should or would is1 a widow! I'll ili.
when you do, pan!” sobbed Priscilh

hysterically.
“Never say die, little girl. We wil
be happy.
Nothing shall prevent it
my Priscilla!”
The gir
"You are a hero, Dan!”
reached out her hand to him, and it
their clasp thrilled between husbant
and wife the love that is above and be
yond all speech and language.
Theory ami

Practice.

"Yes,” salt] the man in the waitlnj
at the station, “above all othe
qualities I admire honesty. Y’our elev
er man Is more often unscrupulous that
not.
Deeds of daring are invariable
prompted by a lucky impulse and th
thirst for fame, vrliile your brave mat
Is never without his share of conceit
Philanthropy and pomposity, too, shoult
In mauy cases be spelled the same way
No, my friend, there is nothing that wil
stand the rough wear and tear of thl
life like honesty, and my constan
watchword to my little sons here is, ‘B
room

can snap your finger
at the world and its verdict.’
Then he went to the booking offle
and procured two half tickets for th
little sans (aged sixteen and seventee:

honest, and you

respectively).

you say yot:
do you would take more pains to speak
■correctly. Your ‘shahs' and ‘will*- pui
me as

I*
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Warned.

“She told me that 1 might hope.”
“Better look out! I’ve known girl
to say that when they intended to at

eept

a

chap."—Puck.

•Sylvia,” I said, taking her hands In
mine, "your mother told me you were
engaged to hlin.”
“And you believed it and wrote me
this—this unpardonable letter. I came
to tell yon that 1 am not engaged to
any one and that I never shall be.”
“Not even to me?” 1 pleaded.
“You deserve tlie worst punishment
you could possibly have,” she said, with
a
hint of relenting in her voice.
At
tills moment we heard a carriage drive
up to my door, and a moment later we
recognized my aunt’s Inquiry,
“Gerald.” gasped Sylvia, "It's mother! Hide me, for goodness' sake!”
There was only one hiding place In
the room, a cupboard disguised by the
name of pantry.
As I closed the door
on her Mrs. ltnllton knocked and entered. 1 saw her glance wander round
the room as she said blandly: “So glad
you are in, my dear Gerald. Have you
seen Sylvia this afternoon?”
"Sylvia!” I exclaimed In amazed
tones.
“I managed to lose sight of her just
now In Fifth avenue, and it occurred
to me that perhaps she laid met some
one she knew, possibly yourself.
But
If yon have been in all the afternoon
of course my surmise is incorrect. She
has probably gone home. Will you see
me
down to the carriage?
What
charming chambers!” She raised her
eyeglasses. “What is this? A letter
addressed to Sylvia? Shall I take It
to her?” She was about to pick it up
when there was a terrific crash and a
faint scream, unmistakably in Sylvia's
voice. “Sylvia!” she exclaimed In majestic accents as Sylvia emerged, disclosing a vista of broken crockery.
"I am sorry, aunt,” I said gravely,
"that Sylvia should be found In such
a compromising situation; but, after
nil, there Is a very good way out of It.”
Mrs. Railton’s horrified gaze removed itself from Sylvia’s face to me and
demanded my meaning.
"She can always as a last resource
become enguged to me,” I continued
hardily. “Of course 1 am a very bad
match for her, but we are very much
attached to each other—as you see—
and”—
“And it’s the least I can do after
breaking his tea service,” said Sylvia,

]
1
TT

sure,” said Mrs. Itailton, tlx
with her eagle glance, before
which even bishops have been known
to quail—"1 am sure you will like to
be the first to congratulate Sylvia on
her engagement to Sir. Oswald Fitz
"I

lng

am

me

approaching rapidly
Booking out of my window, I saw that
it contained Sylvia. As she stepped oul
of the cab at my door, looking inon
bewitching even than usual, I noticec
that she carried a letter in her hand.
Thus forewarned I answered hei
hurried knock at the door with a mat
ter of fact “Come In" and evinced nom
of the surprise she evidently expectime to feel at her appearance.
"You are perfectly horrid -— she be
gan.

“Why?” 1 asked innocently.
“To write me a letter like this.” hold
out the offending document,
was just going out shopping with moth
or when it arrived, but 1 felt as if 1
must come ami talk to you tirst.
I'ooi
She will wonder where oi
mother!
earth I have gone.”
“So you did care what I thought?”
“Oh. Jerry,” she said quite earnestly
and I fancied 1 detected a tear in uei
left eye, “how could you write me s.
cruelly? I thought you would be heart
broken.”
“Is It not a little indiscreet of you.
I went on, realizing my advantage, “tc
come here alone tp a bachelor’s room*
without a chapeo^n?”
She sprang to ner feet, her eyes flash
ing and her cheeks flushing in a man
could not help confessing
nor that I
was eminently Incoming to her.
“Do you think I care about stupic
conventionalities,” she said, “when ii
is a question of justice between you
and me? Do you imagine I am goinsi
to remain at a decorous distance froir
you when my happiness is at stake*.
lk> you”—
But I interrupted her.
“it is not so much a question of wba!
I think or imagine as It Is of what Mr

ing

Fitzgerald”—
“How dare you mention him to me?’
she flamed out “It is the worst tast<
If I had refused you
on your part.
accepted him”—
jmd
* “That is
exactly what you hav«
done.” I interposed.
“Indeed!” she bowed haughtily. “Yot

of my nfTairs than I do my-

self.”

!

sudden to their startled via turn of the
narrow' hill road a team tearing with
breakneck speed down the steep wr«y j gerald.”
“But Mr. Fitzgerald”— I began.
up which their horses were climbing
“Is suitable iu every way,” continued
and on w hich it was impossible to pass
Mrs. Itailton, heedless of my attempted
them. The driver was thrown out as
remark. “He is Just the mau to maki
they rounded the curve and could be
Sylvia a capital husband.”
seen struggling up from a pile of rocks
“He has, I am aware, $50,000 a year,”
upon which he had been hurled far beI said bitterly "but he Is old enough tt
low in the ravine which Bkirted the
be her father.”
road.
“My dear Gerald,” remonstrated Mrs.
The carriage was bounding violently
Rallton in her most bland tone, “how
from side to side, a he two women and
Mr. Fitzgercan you say such things!
child in the back seat were at the merald is quite a young man still, and by
of
the
terrified
horse's
that
were
cy
many people he is considered extremely
madly running directly toward Priscil- handsome. 1’ray don’t put such notions
la and Dan. Another moment and they
into Sylvia’s head.”
would be upon them. At the foot of
I held my peace, and after studying
the hill was a rocky ford waiting to enmy countenance carefully for a few
gulf the fated occupants of the vehicle moments Mrs. Itailton continued: “I
if they should reach it alive.
have told you this because I have
Paralyzed by fear, Priscilla knew in thought—although, of course, I may be
a maze of terror that Dan sprang from
mistaken—that your affection for Sylhis horse, throwing her the bridle.
via has been becoming a little more
Then she saw him through a feat
than cousinly. I should be sorry if”—
dimmed haze rush Just in time for the
“My dear aunt,” I broke In impetusalvation of them all straight in front
ously. “what is the use of your trying
of the maddened brutes with arms outYou know quite well
to blink facts?
stretched to stop them. She beard hi*
that I have been making desperate love
masterful command, “Whoa, boys
to Sylvia ever since she wus ten years
whoa!” ns he made a dash for theii
old.”
illuming imin.
"A mere hoy and girl flirtation, said
He sprang ninthly from side to sidi
Mrs. Railton.
to avoid fating trampleil under theli
“Perhaps,” I said, trying to speak
hoofs. Again and again it seemed that
nonchalantly; “but, at any rate, 1 dc
their brute strength would overwhelm
not mean to congratulate Sylvia on hei
him as they plunged forward straining
engagement to an old man with dyed
to get free.
hair and false teeth. If it had been a
The man and the beasts strove, 11
young man, it would have been differseemed to Priscilla eternal ages, until ent. I don't believe she cares for him
he was conquering
at last, at last,
any more than she cares for—the mac
them.
With mouths dripping blood}
in the moon.”
foam, eyes starting from their sockets
My tirade fizzled out rather ineffecthey finally stood trembling, but still tively, but I was feeling genuinely sav
save for an occasional trampling and
age, and the necessity of keeping up a
This, too calm exterior before my aunt opchamping of their bits.
ceased at Dan’s command:
pressed me. I wanted to go out and
“Whoa, boys! Steady, boys!”
hit somebody. So I made a somewhat
Their brute Instinct responded to till
hasty departure without waiting to set
master without fear.
He stood at
Sylvia. On the way back to my rooms
length stroking their manes.
in the Metropolitan club I brooded ovei
Even then l’rlscilia realized in a dim
my wrongs. There could be no doubi
unworded way a thing that was bettei
ttiat Sylvia had treated me very badly
than the subjection of signs and sym
I recalled numerous sentimental little
bols to rule and law.
passages between us. Besides, I bad
She emerged from her crucible 01
proposed to her regularly every week
hei
with
relief
that
an
aching
agony
for the last two years without any defhusband was alive, while her own soul
inite result, it is true, but still with nc
shriveled by the retlnlug fire, saw hint
decided negative.
with a larger vision, a deeper under
I sat down In my room dejectedly
standing.
and pondered over the ways of women
she
marked
his
chivalrous
Proudly
in general and of Sylvia in particular
bearing toward the unnerved, fright
Then 1 went to a drawer and took oul
ened women, who lauded his exploit Ir
wherein lay a miniature por
a box
words of inteusest gratitude.
trait of Sylvia,'some letters from her
She noted with a swelling heart lib
a trinket off a bangle, a handkerchiel
bluff kindness toward the bruised nn(
and some few other unconsidered tri
who
came
distressed driver,
limpiny ties. The sight of these strengthened
of
to
see
extent
the
the
calamity my sense of righteous indignation, and
up
bloody and battered from his terrlbh while it was still upon me I seized' a
full.
pen and dashed off a furious letter tc
He made light of what he had done
Sylvia. But a moment later I tore il
calling it "nothing.”
to pieces. After all. I thought, sarcasm
When the trembling animals wen
will be much more effective and at tin
quite pacified, greatly to Priscilla's up same time more dlguified. Acting upon
prehension, her husband turned the ve the second impulse, I constructed a
hide around about—a thing not don
brief letter full of irony congratulating
without much ado on the narrow shek
Sylvia upon her engagement and in
of a road-got into the carriage anf
forming her of the pleasure I felt it
took the reins with n firm hand to drivi
receiving the announcement. This 1
the ludies to their home, which wat
dispatched at once by express inessen
“but a mile or so back,” they had tolt
ger and then settled down for a quiet
him.
Priscilla led his horse for hin
afternoon.
until he could deposit his charges a
It was Saturday, and there was at
their own door.
air of peace within and without thal
“Your man is too knocked up t<
soothed my wounded feelings. I lit a
drive,” he tactfully explained as hi
cigarette and lounged in an easy chali
saw the ladles tremulous at the though
before the open window. The sound ol
of being trusted again to their unlucky
a cab
aroused me
sion

Priscilla knew she was veuturing tot
far. But when do we ever follow oui

strongest leadings?
“Pan, if you love

m.ow more

taking

Ovens
Big Ovens and Little
Washbum-Crosby

Co.'*
the same result when
Gold Medal Flour is used—always satisfying, nutritious
bread; light, rich cakes; uniformly delicate pastry.
Bakers know its value from daily experience—from
the time the flour goes into the bin until it is handed
Out a finished food to the smiling customer.

yield

Washburn-Crosby’s

Gold Medal
Flour
is the favorite of housewives, because it

easily

is

worked, yields a superior quality
of baking, and a greater quantity
than

other,

any
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flour is made of the finest spring
jvheat, so milled that the gluten
and germ of the grain are
retained, giving the bread
a
fruitlike or almond
flavor unknown to im-

properly
to Housewives.
advertisement and mail to us with name of your
•e will send you free of charge one of our GOLD
OK BOOKS, containing 1000 carefully prepared
your dealer does not handle Gold Medal Flour,
on it in your letter.
Address
BROWN & JOSSELYN, Portland, Maine.
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my arm.

One of VallantliKliam’ii Kepllen.
Tom Carter used to tell a story that
Illustrated the methods of Yallandigham as a political orator. The Ohio
Democrat was making a si>eech In an
Illinois town during one of the campaigns. Carter was a boy and went to
hear him. In the midst of the oration
some one got up and asked:
“Where was Yallandigham during
the war?”
“My friend,” said the orator, “you
have a perfect right to ask that question, and l shall answer it at the proper time.
Next winter I will come to
Illinois, and you and I will choose a
day when the thermometer Is at zero
and the wind is blowing the snow
across the fields. We will go far out
upon the prairie, and there I will tell
you where Yallandigham was during
the war. It will be more pertinent and
timely on such an occasion than now
and will have as much significance to
the winds of winter as to this cam

means health in later years. As the
child builds the adult shall be. Weakly,
to vigorous
^^^P
iood cum*
mentr-but ther do

pHSBft

iach, pallid complexion,
bed sleep, speak plainly of
>f which have their origin In

aHH

ldren’s health is

1

Elixir

5

poor

appetite peevishness,
is uueqtmled. Parents

rms it
It restores sound, vigorous
t. removes the cause, then
>uilds anew the waste,
w

7.

paign.”
Carter said Yallandigham was not
again interrupted.—Washington Post.
V
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axat,
*gromo
A story which is told of a small boy
who declared that he would be neither
Cures « f>» •'<Vv. Day, Crip in 2 Days
soldier nor sailor lest he should be
Our Ancestors.
killed or drowned, but would be a volFor the benefit of those who maj
unteer like his father, is rather severe
feel “exclusive” or “stuck up,” or whe
on the citizen soldier. 'Twas ever thus.
Pitt, provoked by the conditions imprate about blue tm>od, etc., it will bt
posed by volunteers when Napoleon well to remember that if we go back bui
was expected to bob up in England
twenty generations, or TOO years, eaefc
one of us ha^ 1,084,576 ancestors anc
with an army at his back, made a maris related more or less closely to a
ginal note upon the memorial in which
least 270.000,000 of our fellows.
they addressed him, “These volunteers
Goinf
are not to he sent out of the country
back but a couple of hundred years
| except in the case of actual invasion.” further and tracing down our geneal
Hut the boy in the case cited placed
ogy, we would find that we have mort
his father in no more embarrassing ; cousins than there are people in tht
world ami that on the basis of bui
position than that in which the Duke
two children per family.
of Wellington found himself at the in
The dis
was I crepaney is accounted for by the faci
j stance of a child by whom he
that there have been so many inter
gravely saluted. “There’s a fine little
j fellow!” said the duke, patting the marriages we have only as manj
child on the head. “I'll give you a coni- ; cousins as there are people in the
j mission in the guards as soon as you're world today, but are related to a great
old enough." His little admirer looked
many many times over.
up reproachfully and in tears ex
i claimed. “Hut, please, Mr. Dook, l’se a
HI* Rebate.
I little dir!!”—St. James Gazette.
*Why do you always occupy two
seats?’*
Two \ few* of Sport.
“To even things up.” replied the
sort
of
in
as
a
comes
safety
Sport
street car hog. “Half the time I don’t'
and
of
as
walking
I valve,
riding
plenty
get any seat at all.’’—Town Topics.
minimizes tlie effect of too luxurious
! living, always supposing that the latter
One hundred dollars’ worth of butter
of be
; has hot already had the effect
bears ofT from the soil less of its valual getting a disinclination for anything
ble elements than 5 cents’ worth of
; approaching strong exen lsc. a fate not
hay.
at all unlikely to overtake those who
London Field.
are too capon lined.
We are growing acc ustomed to being
&bbcTttcnncntg.
called a nation of shopkeepers, and we
seem to be going the right way toward
| earning the still less enviable title of a
AND UK \l,l NO
Let us re
nation of game play .s.
CI RK FOR
member while there is yet time that an
to
its
tottered
as
almost
great
I empire
j fall when the citizens of tin* mother
I city grew too serious over their amusements.— Muck wood's Magazine.
Kasy ami pleasant to
use.
Contains no InA Mnffple'ii Conscience.
jurious drug.
h
It
Is
construct
does
the
quickly absorbed
mac-pie
Why
Gives Relief at once
Most
dome of twigs over its nest?
It opens and Cleanses
I
the Nasal Parages. II A\/ STBTWrD
readers twill say as a shelter, but It
Inflammation.
I | L YLR
does not in the least answer to such a Allays
Heals and Protects the Membrane. Restores the
(description. The twigs are only a net Senses of ante and Smell. Large Size, 50 cents
>a
z
b- ci nts at Druggists or by mail
work through which rain may pour
LY BROTHERS, 53 Warren street. New York
it not
and cold winds

B
£W
jB

of health and vigor
At all druggists, 3oc.
and Their Diseases.”

A

jg
Quinine C^.

B

^

onev«y
V 1/t^ box. 25c
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|

CATARRH

|

Catarrh

sly’s mm

|

__

penetrate.

May

be the ease that the magpie Is conscious of its own sins, and a guilty
mind, apprehensive of reprisals, causes
the bird to build this over Its nest?
The magpie Is an egg stealer ami
makes use of knowledge, gained while
carrying out Its depredations on the
contents of other nests, to protect
thosa of its own.—Country Gentleman.
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PENNYROYAL PILLS.

Immediate relief, no danger, no
pain.
U»ed for year* l.y /ceding apeclau*t». Hundred* of teatt.
moniala. Atrial will convince you of their intrinsic value
incaae ofauppreMiion.
Hand ten cent* for aample and
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KING MEDICINE GO., Cox 1930, BOSTON, MASS.
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bottle.

LEE’S
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Ask

Look for the name*

and rest assured you have the best
all-round Liniment In all the worldAll traders sell LEE’S LINIMENT
at 25c per bottle.

CALDWELL SWEET
26

Main

Street

Bangor, M«.

A wonderful cleanser and healer:
Sweet’s Carbolic Ointment, 10c.

Dr. Emmons’
Regulator has brought happiness to
hundreds of anxious women. There is positiveother
no
remedy known to medical science
ly
that will so quickly and safely do the work.
Longest and most o'betluate Irregularities from
any cause relieved Immediately. Success guaranteed atany stage. No pain, danger, or interference with work. Haverelleveonundreds of
Monthlv

failed. The mostdlffttreated by mall, and
beneficial results guaranteed in every Instance.
No risk whatsover. We treathundreus of ladle#
whom we never see. Write for further particulars and free confidential advice. bo not pul
off too long. All letters truthfully answered.
Remember, this remedy Is absolutely Bafe under
every possible condition and positively leave#
no after ill effect upon the health. Sent by mall,
securely sealed, $2.1*0. Money letters should b®
registered. Dr. J. W. EMMONS CO., Room
U 170 Tremont Street, Boston, Ma*. s.
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McCarthy, of ward 3, may properly be regarded as the father of the
board. This is his third consecutive
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Chase, ot Prospect Harbor,
showing her friends au odd pin which
has been presented to ber recently. It is
roads from the white ivory of s piano key.
Its convenient shape makes it serve admirably as a belt fastener.
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for first selectman that
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beard of five aldermen, all
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wan
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the hands of the board that

has just
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as
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result of the voting on Mon-
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The result
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for—a
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people looked
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tP-adirig—Tbe King's Pardon
S io— vnchored
.Leon Harrlinan

one

of

tbe poor, and he was elect'd.
Arrsel B
La? and was elected road comruisaioner for tbe eastern part of the
town.
E

H

Higgins

coramisw. Qer

wa«

for the

Bouquet
C
1

j

oi tbe

j

part

March

7.

H.

Last
3 led

Friday n:*bi
to

M-sonic

I

II

was

witness the

production of the
town.
Tbe c era was au horized to cast ! dr mi, "Toe Corner
Sturt,” by tb«- South1
one ballot for J alien Emery for member
west Harbor Dramatic Co. The perform*
of tbe school commute*.
aoce went with a smoothness not common
1
A
inotiuu
was made
w th local taient.
A.
by Dr. G
A social dance folPhillips ;• take up article 96—“To hear h lowed. Music by Joy and Kelley.
proposition from E. M. Ham r in regard !
The grammar and primary schools gave
to the bistory of tbe town of Eden, and ! an
entertainment lu Masonic 1 all last

cowardly correspondent in last
Saturday’s Bangor Commercial, to
acr thereon.”
make it appear that Ellsworth’s
Miss Mars: s i and
Saturday evening.
city
Mr. Hamor stated in exp anation that
M:ss Gushee deserve much praise for their
government had, daring the past
he bad written a history of the town from
painstaking eff>rta in preparing rbe proyear, done some dread fill things, and tbe
time
f its eettitmen: duwu to about
j gramme. Ice cream and cake was *erved
consequently deserved defeat. We forty years ago.
at the close. The proceed* will
go towards
have been asked to reply to this artiHe said tbat ne desired to have it prta bell for tbe
<

cle. We must decline. The result of
of Monday’s election is a sufficient
answer.
Besides, life' is too short and
time too valuable to waste much of
either ’n the effort to upset a straw
man.
It’s a waste of ammunition to
lire cannon-balls where pea-snappers

only

are

Two

aSfhijSst

needed.

ex-aldermen
were
pitted
each other in ward 4, and the
lost. Patten is a hard man

j

worth

democrat

b^at.
\The June-bug has a gaudv wing,
Ttye iightni:,g-bug a flame;
“LitUe Egpyt’’ has no wings at all,
Bel he gets there just the

same.

Melvin S. Smith announces that he
is a candidate for the republican nomination for register of probate for Hancock county. Mr. Smith is a veteran
of the Civil war, in which he served
three years. He was born in Mariaville in 1S39, but Ellsworth has been

purchasing

schoolbouae.

served. And his proposition was to give it
Miss Marshall and Miss Quebec eft for
to tbe town, and if tbe voters saw fit they ;
tfcelr homes Monday.
m gbt reimburse him
for
the
actual I
Andrew Somes left for Vinaibaven Sat
m ney be had speut in its preparation.
urday.
It was voted tbat tbe chair appoint
aj March 7.
H.
committee of five to examine tbe boor!
aud report Tuesday at 2 o’clock. L B.
NORTH SEDGWICK.
Deaay, Dr. G. A. Phillips, Fountain HodMrs. Hattie Closson it quite ill.
ick, C. P. Piueo and O. L. Hall were apMaster Rufus Closaon cut bis knee badly
pointed on this committee.
At this point the meeting adjourned till last Tue-day.
E. M. Allen and wife leave here for Ells9 o’clock Tuesday morning.

to

MOUTH OF THE

Frank Garland, who has been ill, is imLola Murch is home from Caatinc

normal school.
Mias Maggie
Matthews
Norr beast Harbor to work.

has

W. L. Pratt visited
Northeast Harbor last week.
Mrs.

There

ney’s

party at Mlsa
evening last week.

was a

one

gone

to

friends

at

bride

Bradley teaching,

Edna Ten-

friend,

a

loyal,

dutiful and

affec-

good
L U. Emerson.
man

Life la Hot Water.
big heat temperature at which

a

carefully

searched

for life In tbe geyser*

county, California, which are
still hotter, but was unsuccessful. Tbe
limite of life in water containing silica
are considerably
lower, and they are
lower still in water containing lime. No
of Sonoma

organisms

in

found

were

arid

waters,

Tbe exact nature of
la yet uadla-

beat.

by tbe

tbla

a

Johnnie

been

in

Orcutt

ie

Virginia

Marie

Allen is quite ill with the

measles.
March

7.

a

beautiful

bouquet of

a

senior at

a

brid.

lb*

Bessb Tbsyer,
schoolteachers,
bridesmaid.
Tbe bride Is

Harvard, and
be»t

was

man.

Hood's Sarsaparilla
and Pills

Charleston'* public
sis er of the bride, was

one
a

of

member

a

of

of

ooe

in combination the
Bpring
Medicine ]xtr excellence, of unequalled
strength in purifying the blood as
shown by unequalled, radical and pep.
nmm nt rure9 of

Forming

the

leading families of Charleston, a graduate
of Higgins ctHSMical institute and of tbe
Maine general hwp'tal, and ts well fitted
for her new po«ftio » In life.
Tbe groom is a graduate of E. M. C.
semtnsry, of Wesleyan university and tbe

Salt Rheum
Scrofula
Scald Head
Bolla, Pimples
All Kinds of Humor Psoriasis
Blood Poisoning
Rheumatism
Catarrh
Dyspepsia, Eto

Maine medical school
many and elegantand money, wltn many

Tbe

were

cut

Accept

itgai Ifoticrs

box.
_

STATIC or MAINK.
HaVCOCK ws.—At a probate «ourt bald at
FIJsworth. In and for aaid county of Hancock,
on tbe first day of
March, in the year of
our Lord
one
thousand nine hundred and
four.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
Mary D. Biddle, late of Paitadelphia. in the
county of Philadelphia, and state of Pennsylvania. deceased, and c>f the probata thereof in
said state of Pennaylvania. duly authenticated. having been presented to the Jud.e of
probate for our said county of Hancock for
the purpose of being allowed, filed and recorded in the probate court of our said county of Hancock
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
ail person* interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in tne Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in aaid county of Hancock, prior to the fifth day of April, a. d.
*904. that they mar appear at a probate court
then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for said
county of Hancock, at ten o'clock in the forenoon. and show cause.
If any they have,
against the same.
O. P. CUNNINGHAM. Judge of Probate.
A trne copy. Attest:—Cuss. P. Doan. Register.

STATE

Or OHIO, Cl»T OF TOLEDO, •
Lucas OutikTY.
|w’
Frank .1 Cheney make* oath that he I* senior
«»f
.1
the
firm
F
of
A
Co. doing
Cheney
partner
nuslnes* In the
liv of Toledo, < oumy and
State af«»rv*aii. and that said Arm will pay the
»uroofO\E lirsuRKII >K>LL A Its for each
and every c**e of catarrh that cannot be cured
by the use of Haul's Catarrh Cure
FRANK .1 CHRNKY.
Sworn to l»ef«*re me and subscribed In my
presence, this Olh day of Deeetnbor. A I), ISS6.
A W G LEA SON,
Notart Public.
(Seal)
flail's Catarrh Cure la taken Inu rnal y. and
act» directly on the blood and raucous
urfaoe*
of the system
Send f«*r testimonial* free
F. .1 CHRNKY A CO., Toledo, O.
Sold l|j all druggist*. 73c
Take Hal!** Family PUN for constipation.

V

$)rofr«sional Carts.

BUNKER,

JJR.

OF BAR HARBOR,

wishes to announce that hereafter be 'will |gfve
sf^cial attention to the treatment of diseases of
th«

Eye, Nose, Throat

subscriber

hereby gives notiee that
daly appointed adminisof Henry W. Sawyer,
late of Castine, in the conntr of Hancosk.
deceased, and given bonds as the law directs.
Ail persona having demands against the esbeen
THEheofhas
the
trator

and Ear.

Office equipped with all the modem instruments and appliances for the examination and
treatment of these diseases.
Kasy access to Bar Harbor hospital, where
patients receive the best of care at reasonable
rates.

!

F. SIMON TON, M. D.

j

Y.

PHYSICIAN

j

SURGEON.

and

The neatest and prettiest lot of
cotton and silk hosiery for ladies
ever shown in Kllsworth is on

JFor Salt.

eligible to
exhibition at our store. There SHORTHORN
Hancock, Me.
are many pretty patterns iu our

CALK^A^food^one,
Lonji Task Farm.

BULL
register.

TTKLRM-At Cook’s Point, Kaat BlueblU, 3^
acrea land, ltj story house, stahle, car !
A.
risge house, hennery; good water in houae
and out doors. Good place for summer rustication. Apply 1 o M. D. Cook, l.atnoine. Me

Our

PATTERNS are here.
This
lot is the same as the previous one which gave such good
satisfaction to our customers.

'^N«WV»VJV<

SPECIAL NOTICE.
not trespass in Cuniculocos Park.
1
demand protection to life and property
from the county of Hancock, the State of
Maine, and the United State* of America.
Mary C. Frrtz Arwrtw.

DO

Notice of Dlaaolatlon of
Partnership.
VOTICR is herebyby given that *he part-a. v
nership heretoL r^ existing unaer the

of Ha-lem A Buzzell was outhr sixth
of February, a. d. 1904. dissolved by muconsent of the undersigned, bein'# the
individual members of said p-vrt uer*hip.
A. K Ha-law.
Howard K. Uvuill.
Waltham. Feb 12. 190*.
name

The patterns are from $1 to $1.50. day
tual

Haiti burgs.
acknowledged lead-

the

are

ers in Ellsworth of this line of
goods for the spring and summer trade. We have
already laid

in our stock of

Hamburgs,

this stock may be

and in

found many

pleasing novelties aud effects.
specialty in this line is our

A

Hamburgs
FOR

WHITE

DRESSES.

We also have them for all washable

Another specialty

goods.

which will be found in no other
suj.c

in the

city

is our

NOTICE

hereby forbidden
wife, Hannah Richnrds^n,
ALLmypersona
she
left
art

Bae.

to trust

on my acmy bed and board. After
this date 1 shall pay no bids ol h r coutract•
William H. Richardson'.
Mount Desert, Me., March 4. 1904.

count as

h*a

legal Xotirrs.
THE subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed adminisA
trator of tne estate of
Sullivan Dunham,
late of Oriand, in the county of Hancock'
deceased, and given bonds as t'he law directs.
All persous having demands against thr esof said deceased are desired to present
same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make
imtate

the

payment

mediately.

Tuko. H. Smith.

March l, 190*.

tratrix

the estate of Frei
K.
Dyer
of
F a>t brook,
in
the
of
county
Hancock, deceased, and given bond* as the
law
directs..
All persona having demands
Ute

»gA,ngt the estate of -aid deceased
are desired to present the same for
settlement. and ail iu-.irbu.-d thereto arc
requested
to make pat ment
March i, 1904.H*le» P. Dyer.

immediately.

QUINCY MUTUAL FIRE MSUM
A-CE COMPANY

WHITING BROS.
DRUMMEY,
Public Stenographer
...and

QCINCV,

MASS.

Typewriter...

Real eatate,
Mortgage loans,
Collateral loan*.
Stocks aud bonds,
Cash in office and bank.

$

]6.aoo 0*1

102 87500
00

£0

238
2b5 957

n

37*408 82
11 391 09

30^0S

Interest and rents,

3)531 sy

Admitted ueti,

$705,963 30

Voearued premiums,
AH other liabilities,
Surplus over nil liabilities.

TERMS

MODERATE.

Mrs. C.
34 Franklin

Street,

I.

own

homes if

decked

WELCH,
FJUwnnh,

Total

liabilities and surplus,
GEO.

H.

GRANT

$234 43756
5.750 00
74

45si776

$705,963 30

CO.. Ageats,

ELLSWORTH. ME.

m:

—

OF

To the

MAINE,

Supreme

Judicial

P. STEWART, of the city,
FT
county and state of New York, respectfully represent*:
1:
That he ia in possession of the following
described real properly situated on Newburys
Neck, so called, in the town of Burry. H»n-»
cock county. Maine, particularly described as
follows, to wtt;
Bounded on the north by land formerly occupied by Alfred Young low owned and occupied by the said Stewart; on the south bv
laud formerly owned and occupied by Abijah
C'ark. being the homestead lot of said Clark
and later of his wife, Diadamia K Clark;
bounded on the west by Bluehill bay and <>n
the east by Union river bay, containing thirty seven acres, more or less.
Excepting a small triangular parcel Dear
the southerly line of said lot particularly described as conveyed In the died from William
P. Stewart to
Edward C. and Charles P
Briggs, dated October 3, 1902. and recorded
October 20. 1902. in book 391. page 139. of the
Hancock county registry of deeds, which said
exccptet parcel was conveyed as aforesaid by
said Stewart to aaid Briggs with covenants of
title and of warranty on the part of said
H’ewart upon which be may be l‘able.
2:
That said William P. Stewart, bv him»e»i ano by tdo»e under whom he claims ami
by those claiming under him a* to said Brig**
parcel have been in uninterrupted possession
of said property for ten years or more claim
ing an estate of freehold therein
3: That the estate of the said William P.
Stewart iu the real property above described,
excepting said Brig#*' parcel, is a fee simple
tb« re n and as to excepted parcel the esu*
conveyed by said Stewart to said Briggs i* *

\iriLUAM

fee-simple

4:
That the source of title of the said William P. Stewart to the real property above
described, including said p icel so conveyed
to Briggs bv covenant* of title and o* warrant.v is by warranty deed from George \
Young to Moses aud Olive Carter, dated
March 17, 1873. and recorded in book ISO. psg*
O'. of said registry, warranty deed from Mos«
& Olive Career to By rou P. Carter, dated
March M, 1877, recorded in said registry, in
book 1*8. page 12, aud warranty deed from
Byron P. Carter to said W lliam P. Stewart
dated May 17. 18M, and recorded iu said regi*
try. in book t8i, page 3S4.
&-. That an
apprehension exists that
the American Investors Trust, a corpora
tion organized
under the laws of Nr m
York, the American Builders Company. *
law
the
corporation organized under
New
of
aud
’he
tmeru :»
Jersey
Investors
a
orcorporation
Company,
ganized under tne laws of Khodc island, or
some one
or more of said corporation, or
persons unknown, claiming as assign* or
otherwise by. through or under said corporations, claim or may claim some right, tide or
intereel in the premises adverse to the eatau
of the petitioner aud adver*e to the estate
conveyed by the petitioner in that part of
said property ao conveyed to said Briggs
8:
That such
apprehension creates a cloud
upon he title aud depretiites the market
value of the above meutioned property.
7:
That the said corporations have uo offlo
or place of business, uor any agent or attorney within the State of Maine
to the kuowof your

petitioner

Wherefore th* petitioner prays that the
said Ameiican Investors Trust. American
Builders Company and American Investor*
Company *t I any persons claiming under
them adverse y to the petitioner may be- summoned to s’-.uur cause why they should not
bring an acti n to try their title to the above
described rta: property.
William P. Stewart,
J A Peters, jr.
,:-v hip
Ellsworth. Maine. March 5, 1901
STATE OP MAINE.
Hancock su*. -March 5, 1904.
Tnen personally appeared the above named
J. a Peters, J-.,
attorney for William P.
**tewari, and made o«uh that he kuows the
contents of the above
petition and that the
.*4iue ia true of 1 is own
knowledge, except the
matters stated on information and belief and
that ms to tnose matters he believes them to
be true.
Before me,
A. W
King,
Justice of the Peace.

Upon

LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1903.

Ladies attended at their

STATE
Hancock
Goart.

IN THK

ASSETS DEC. si. 1903.

Agents’ balances,
Bills receivable.

Reasonable Prices.
Prompt Service.
Oilea* OflBr**, Rank Block, (llivonn.

of said deceased are desired to preseat
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imGao. M WmiN.
mediately.
March 1. IBM.

ledge

hereoy give? notice that
has been duly appointed adminisI^HEshesubscriber
of

Ensutantf StatrmmtB.

5c Lace.

estate

tate

Lost.

Shirtwaist

but be sure ta

IADiKS

T? YE-GLASSER—A part of a pair of goldbowed eye-gl tsses.
Will Under return
same to Amskicak office, and be rewarded?

drop-stitch styles, and an early
inspection is invited. The prices
range from 15c to *1.25 per pair.

substitute,

and gent lemen—we pftjr *15 ft thouRftnd cft«b; copying fti borne; tend sUmp
Pciittaw Mro Co.. Worcenter, M»t»

TELEPHONE.

Hosiery.

no

get Hood's, and get it today,

Offices In Manning Block,
formerly occupied by
I>r. J. F. Manning. Office open «Uy and night
except when absent on professional calls.

ilfcsmisr.ntnt*.

slowly recovering

attack of the measles and a
attack of Jung fever. Miss

a severe

threatened

Thayer,

brother of

dlffe ence, however,
covered —Sucre**.

MISS N. F.
has

is home.

John Thurston pufchat-ed a pair of
large
oxen of Mr.
Eaton, of Deer I*le, last week.
The grangers held a sociable and cake
contest at their hall Friday
evening. The
cake w«s won by Miss Beulah M. Thurs-

from

In

gowned

was

roses.

Arthur

ton.

Miiliken is in Bangor, called
seriona illness of her daughMrs.
ter,
Jerry Crowley.
Mrs. Mark
there by tbe

Tuesday.

Phebe M. Durgan, who

RIVER.

proving.
Miss

a

sterling

of

all-rouud

son—an

We

borus—A tnerica

SOMESVILLE.

dec a*-ed e’eeted road
wtaiern

Liberty

of

bride

Spn/al XctictE.

horua—Our Country’i* Flag
Recitation—Tbe American Soldier,

as

Tb»-

travelling suit. 8be carried

follows:

(

Had-

cast

After tbe entertain-

refreshments were served.
Tbe
proceeds are to be used to purchase a
bookcase for tbe schoolroom.
The pro-

«u

overseer

QUARRY.

ment

treasurer.

tbe clerk

G.

tion of Mins Parker.

asse-sors.

Charles F

season.

Parker, of Someeville. All bad their parts
nicely learned, thanks to tba kind atten-

no

votvd that tbe selectmen act

was

men

Tbe grammar school gave an entertainGranite halt Feb. 29, under the
management of the teacher, Mis- Caro

dec!a ed elected.

It

steadfast
and

youth.

man

a

living organism can enat la probably
This ia the
SS^ centigrade, or 103* P.
| temperature of hot springs in which
; ft nmentous micro organlama have been
found by Profeasor W. A. Setcheil. He

lated

ment at

appearance, and all the claims then ! lfj pulled out on account of bia
health,
made have been amply borne out by «nd Mr. Walls b«*d the field to
himself.
About
9
o’clock
it
Monday
the figures of the report itself.
morning
began
to be rumored on the street tbat Elibo T.
The triumphant re-election of the
Hamor wa* a candidate.
Oa the fir«t ballot Mr. Hamor had £55,
present mayor and a board in sympathy with him amply justifies the Frank E. Walls 24b, and Mr. Hamor was
confidence

coming

HALL

been

At tbe last moment Mr.

at

extensively engaged

business, hiring several

fl*b market tbe
Marcb 8.

cffi?e, Benjamin
L. Hadley and Frank E. Walls the labor

the printed annual report has made its

patrons

bougbt a fine five-year-old colt, recently In Bangor.
A. E. Tracy has bought the store at
Hancock Point recently conducted by
Harvey Martin, and will ran a meat and

balloting for third
surprise to many, chief! /
candidate

made

Center street.

on

in tbe wood

the

he successful

t

was

He

thought of making tbe fight till about
bour before tbe meeting began.

like administration.
Since

of

were

Sherman Abbott is

selectman.

have been well founded.

friend* of

tbe grange last Saturday evening. An inand all tbe
strictly thermal organteresting programme was carried out.
isms are
of
low
Tbe j
grade.
very
Jason Springer sod family have re- cell structure Is peculiar, and tbe proeaatiy moved from tbe Margaret Stratton toplasm must be different from tbe
bouae on Cross street to tbe Charles Strat- ordinary kind, for that would be coaguton bouse

Bunker was declared elected.
It
hard-fougbt contest with the odds
apparently much against Mr. Bunker.
Mr. Bunker i«» a lawyer, a graduate of
the law fchool of Boston university, and
Las
been county attorney for Hancock
county two terms. He b*s again shown
his power as a fighter and demonstrated
his ability to get out tbe votes.
Calvert Q. H«mor was chosen second

been claimed in these col-

and the

;

was a

The work of the past year,

was

Thomas Springer, of Detroit, and Mrs
Isadora Wooster, of Ellsworth, visited at
Fred Graves’ last week.

Mr.

service.

son

treated.

Several from here

used.

|
a

tGeorge.)
Capt. Eugene Wooster has gone to tbe
Bangor hospital to have bis lame knee

Scattering.1

its first year of

t onate

The

bom Feb. 22.

Sher-

L Lord had.448

n

quaintance with
Edgar Crann
qualities, a trae,
belpfnl brother,

and has

Rebecca Butler is home from Css-

To Alvab Abbott and wife

Whitney

Mart

seven years ago, w hen he remained
shout two months and renewed his ac-

about

larger

tine normal school.

called

Iron-

an

valuable citizen.

a

Miss

campaign had been rather

re-elected clerk and

here,

board of

on

large paint and oil bout>e throughout the
Mexico,and afterwards
be represented a large fl m of Erie, Penn.
He also had mining interests in Wyoming. His last visit to Ellsworth was

to

somewhat

of the groom, in tbe pres nee of a few intimate relative*, the ring ceremony being

western states and

FRANKLIN HOAD.

a

who
moderator,
appointed
Charles P. Paine, W. H Davis. A. H. LyAt the election a year ago the dem- nam. A! »nzo Higgins, Charles E. Perkins,
M, Conners, S. N. Rich, tellers.
ocrats, after three consecutive years Hnrry
The balloting began about 10.45, and
of
undisputed sway, were utterly the moderator announced that the polls
routed; they thought they had done w aid |be jopea for balloting for first
selectman till 2 p. m. The ballot resulted
well, and did not hesitate to say so; as follows.
they went before the people on their
Whole number cast.925
record, and were turned down, and the
Necessary for choice.465
John E. Bunker, jr., had.480
management of municipal affairs was

public

proved

In

cast

reading the warrant

After

man.

Sherman

This result was not un-

republicans.
expected.

sut-

the town since bis residence

cast

was

ever

In the city election last Monday quiet.
Shortly before 10 the meeting was
Mayor Hagerthy was re-elected, and to order by the town clerk, W. H.
a

Mon-

Casino, and the first day's

the

officers.

town
this

with him

RESIGNS.

Sutcliffe’s departure will be a matter
of general regret, not only to the church,
but also to the people in general.
He has
been closely identified with the affairs of

work re-utted in the election of the usual

Average for four issues in Jan., 2,425.
Average for four issues in Feb., 2,594.
The

will

Mr.

The Officers
Town Meeting
Elected Adjournment.
8
Harbor, March
(spec!*!)—

Annual

American is

succeeded In

Come to most people and cause
many
troubles,—pimples, boilj and other
eruptions, besides logs of appetita,
that tired feeling, fits of
biliousnem,
indigestion and headache.
Tiie sooner one gets rid of them th»
better, and the way to get rid of them
and to build up the system that hat
suffered from them is to take

presents
glass, silver
useful things for tbe home. The home la
clad r* ally meant io tb se days 1 advise!
on
Hancock
In prep*rat on for them
them to read an able description and II- j
street, where they will #x»n be pleased to
lustrated article by E lgar Ho den, sur- \
receive their friends.
geou of the Passaic, entitled '‘The First j
Cruise of the Passaic”, In tbe September
Patents have recently been
Issued to
number, 1863, of Harper'*; they will then ;
the following Maine Inventi rs: Albert H.
see that It was not all vbllc’s play.
Soon after tbe wsr Mr. Urann went to Nelson, Lewiston, lamp wick; George 9.
Cleveland, Ohio, and for many years si* Wilburn, Mllilnoclut,
p*per winding
commercial traveller representing s
a
machine; A. J. Bscon, Heliowell, folding

Buckeport.

than that of
—

Hatteras, carrying
Cape
a portion of her crew.

rff

know wbat service

return, at the
last quarterly conference. For some time
be has been considering invitations from

fuel bill.

31

saving herself from sharing the same fate.
Should any of your readers desire to

a

congregation of the Franklin street

tendered

fig-

Merrlmac fame,

monitor of

down with t-er

March 31

on

The

These

buds.

not ascertained the

Goolldge’s

of Mr.

ures

edition of The

Issue of March 2 :

Dec.

j

17

First

This week’s

The event

rehearsal.

place

take

original

and was In company with that famous
vessel when her lights disappeared and
she sank to tbe bottom on tbe night of

not sgreeably
plants have not been moved from the Methodist church
and
the I prised on Sunday when Rev. Robt. Sutwindow durii g the winter,
cliffe, who Is completing the fourth year
c irtain has been drawn only a few times,
They have been kept iu a room which was ( of his ministry here, announced his resignation, to take efTect at the end of the
w nurd only by the sitting-room stove
four conference year. Mr. Sutcliffe had been
said stove sending its beat into

EOXESDAY, MARCH 9, 1904.

*

tbe

tbe first iron-ciad of the
in commission after

was

type ptaced

The Passaic herself bare y

arranging

were

Quarter &~x.

01
01

Tbe Pasaaic
monitor

the winter there.

look as if they had inhabited
tropical realm. They have a luxuriant
foliage, exhibit two beautiful blossoms,
and

0Moob
y

York where

a

MOON’S PHASES.
Third
M. Quarter

have

New
Miss Lillian Ames has gone to
York, Washington and Plnehnrat, N. C.
At the latter place she will be the guest of
Miss Margaret Warren, who Is spending

Coolidge

.-

a;

plants

of

27 28 29 30 31
p. in.
8 00
n
O
p. m.
Full
«r.
Vj, Jioon

United State* navy »* payserved with honor snd
master’s
credit to b1m«elf snd friends from December 1862 until tbe end of wsr in 1S66, on
board of tbe Iron-clad steamer Passaic,
and was then honorably mustered out of
tbe service of the United States.
clerk and

Spring Humors

Dr. F. F. Slmontmi, of this city, and
Miss Edith Marion Thayer, of Char last on,
March
were united In marriage Tuesday,
8, at high noon at tbe home of Mr. and
Mr*. Fr»d A. I h^ytr, the parents of the
bride, l.y Rev. J. P. Rlroonton, the father

the

joined

writes:
musical entertainment called “The ConOur Lamoiiie correspondent
Although Jack Frost and his comrades' cert of the Nations”, to be given for the
benefit of the Methodist church, Is meethave held sway in this vicinity during
stand
three
last
the
months, yet a
ing with success, having about seventy-

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

I

thiuk that his demise deserves more than
casual mention In your columns.
When a mere stripling of a boy be

Hugh
successfully.

New

N. W. Littlefield, who is

13 14 16 18 17 18 19

vV/lfoon

from

r*nn.

a mere

operated upon very
I. B. Ulmer hss a crew of ten men at
work on the Bennett place on Verona,
cutting spool and cord wood which wi l
be sawed at the Richardson mill.

i*

Sa.

Su. Mo. Tu. We. Th. Fr.

on

on

subject, “Prluclpal and Agent.”
Blodget and aon Hugh

returned

COUNTY <10881P.

1904

town

Mrs. Ben

yer ’and!

Mayor ’agerthy,

to

Corlnna, baa been
the Bangor and

Knowles, of

was

Yer ’and,

moved

Mooney place

Peter

E. I

Kdgar

San Francisco, February 25,1904.
To the Editor of the American:
1 notice in your issue of tbe 17tb tbe
death of Edgar E. Uraun, who has been a
f itutd of mlue, and
close and

Hon. O. F. Fellows addressed the students of the E. M. C. 8. Feb.
28, upon

Mrs. E. D.

6

C.

A.

In spite of our getting all we went
for, ward 2 insists on giving ns Moore.

Business communications should be addressed
Tmf
to, and all monev orders made payable to
Hancock county Publishing Co., Ells
worth Maine.

MARCH

the

appointed postal clerk
Bucksport R. P. O.

skipper.

their

hat

Abbott

taken

_

Ward 5 is the home of many a sea
dog, and they all seem satisfied with

Enbacrfptton Price—92 00 a year; 91.00 for six
months; 50 cent* for three months; If paid

1904

T H A Y KR •»IM ONTOff.

other page*

im

School street.

term.

BY THB

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
F. W. Rollins. Edttsr and Manager.

atrlctlv

County Sete*

BUCKS PORT.

PUBLISHED

EVERY

additional

For

wmmtsfnuittft.

BKLLP.

WKDDINO

CorTf»ponl>rn«.

COUNTY NEWS.

his home since childhood. He has al
has
ways been a active republican, but
never held public office.

€l)f i£llsumrtl) American.

M

CKKMU JUDICIAL OOVRT IN VACATION.
petition it is ordered that
given to the said American lnves

the above

notice be
tors Trust.

American Builders Company aud
American Investors Company aud afl person*
under them o appear at
the supreme J dicial court for Hancounty, Maine, next to be held at Ellsworth, within aud for said county, on the
second Tuesday of April, 1904. to show cause,
if any they have, why they should not bring
an action to
try their title to the real property
described in the petition, and that said notice be given by
publication of an attested
c« pv
of
this petition and order of court
thereon in the Ellsworth American, a newspublished at Ellswor.h, in said county,
paper
for
three weeks successively, the last publication to be at least fourteen days before the
said second Tuesday of April, 1904.
Andrew P. Wiswell.
Chief Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
March 7, 1904.
A true copy of the
petition and order of
court thereon.
Attest —John F. Knqwltow.
Clerk 8. J. court.

interested claiming
a term of
cock

*

another clean sweep

TOWN MEETINGS.
Officers Elected and Appropriations
Voted In Hancock County Towns.

Moderator. Lymko

Elect Entire

Republicans Again

City Ticket.
•

DEMOCRATS DISCOURAGED—“TAX*
PAYER’S” LITTLE PIECE IN COM*
MERCIAL A

Hopkins;

8.

se'ect-

[Original.]

assessors, J D Reratck, T J Hop
kins, Hhtry W Leiand; clerk, Maik
Haynes; receiver, Lyman S Hopkins;
school committee, Arno Marshall, T J
men

end

Tills Is a story—a true story of olrl
Virginia before the war.
Early in the spring of 1853 a cattle
Hopkins, W N Lord; road commissioner, buyer when crossing the Bald Top
mountain on horseback saw walking
KS Homer; con-tables, W D Leiand, J
before him a young fellow who dragWilson Jordan, Horace Burns.
ged himself along as though tired.
Appropriations—Schools, |500; text
books, fllO; roads, |700; State road, flOO; Catching up with him, the cattle buyer
repairs on school houses, {350; contingent spoke to him.
"Whar yo’ goin’ at?”
expenses, {600; other purposes, {310.
"I leering.’’ replied a soft, boyish
BUCKSPORT.
voice, and a smooth faced boy looked
Moderator, Parker Bpofford; selectmen
up.
and assessors, Frank F Health, Fred Wood,
“Whar did yo’ come from?”
Isaac H Homer; clerk, A B Ames; tress
"Lin wood.”
urer, A F Page; collector, Burke Leach;
“That’s quite a ways. Reckon I kin
school committee, Parker Hpofford ; superhelp yo* a spell. (Jit up behind me.”
intendent

of

schools, A A Littlefield;
town agent, C P Cunningham; constables

BOOMERANG.

Little Excitement
Vote Much

Result

as

Foregone Conclusion—

was a

than that of Last Year—

Lighter

Ward 5 Holds the Banner—Other

Respond Nobly.

Wards

While lacking the excitement
with the republicans, and tbe expected
tended the election of a year ago, when happened.
carried
the republicans of Ellsworth
The small boys got 1n their work In the
everything before them, the election of evening, and bonfires illuminated Main
that

lsat

Monday,

in

resulted

which

at-

another

clean sweep for the republicans,
without its significant features.

was

street

not

when

city Is easily
tl.'ht is essentially

the

house to Man-

were

orderly, and

force had little to do.

Following is tbe vote in detail, with the
for mayor last year giveu for com-

party fight; It demonstrated that when
good work haa been done rhe public is
ready and willing to recognize It, and can-

sophistics!

Hancock

voto

parison

•

not be be misled bv the

the

The streets

police

tbe

It demonstrated that the

republican

from

ning hail.

:
MAYOR.

Ward*.

1
138
Hagerthy, r
Lord, d.141
Defective. 6

argu-

2
140

...

Total.

3
77

102
7

315

49

4

249

4
59
41
2

5
136
71
8

Tot. Plu.
580
173
404
27

ISO 102

215 1011
1908.
70 131 66J
3t 109 433
0
10 29

VOTE FOR MAYOR IN

194 162
Hagerthy,
Greely, d.140 1C4
Defective. 12
4

106
46
3

r....

Total.

346

270

155

101

-230

Ward a.
ALDERMEN.
1 Orrln W Tripp, ..
Charles W Mason, d.
2 Frauk K -Woore, ..
Gaorge E Davis, d.
3 John W McCarthy, r.
Arthur W Salisbury, d.
4 George W Patten, r
Alvin E Haddocks, (1.
5 Arthur W Austin, ..
Isaac N Avery, d.
..

27
52
21
14

3

38
52
38

..

4
5

18
68

WARD CLERKS.

1

Frank E Tllden, ..
James M Bart>our.d
2 John F Royal, r
Frank T Doyle, d
3 Ira B Hagan, jr, r.
Frank I. Heath, d.
4 Asa W Haddocks, ..
William Garland, d
5 Chatles K Alexander, r.
James Dorgan, jr, d...

Mayor Elect
ALEXANDER C\ HAGERTHY.

DR.

merits of

‘•quasi-politicians”,
figures

the

gling

with

mous

correspondent*.

on

or

part

»

by
f

a

jug-

anony-

The democrats put up a sturdy fight,
and while their candidates were all clean
men, and fought In the open, they had
absolutely no issue, except that of party,
and on that issue alone, cou’d not hope to

3

day is briefly told.
The vote was nowhere near *o large as
that of last year, when 1,125 votes were
cast, and Mayor Hagerthy’s plurality w**
230.
This year only 1 Oil, including 27
and
were
Mayor
cast,
defective,
story of

was

4
5

ELECTIONS

176
Id the

The aldermen elected are: Ward 1, Orrin
W. Tripp (re-elected); ward 2, Frank K.
Moore; ward 3. John W. McCarthy (reelected); ward 4, George W. Patten; ward
5, Arthur W. Austin (re elected).
In wardS, which for some jears back
has been regarded as hopelessly demothe

republican majority

of 28

52
33
18

41

139

71

68

were

three the

173
138
116
96
80
47
69
41
138
68

35
50
33
18
70

ELSEWHERE.

cities in Maine where
held Monday, In all but

her ten

or

elections

were

mayors

re-elected.

Au-

burn, Rockland and Eastport elected new
incumbents. Of these eleven, eight went

repubJicRu,
and

one

one

democratic—Waterville,

citizen-democratic—Saco.

South

Portland elected a republican mayor, but
the board la democrHtlc.

ast

increased to 68 this year.
other wards there was little out
of the ordinary, and t be battle t hruughyear

William II Brown, ..
Fred Moore, d
William M Hamilton, ..
Johu W Moore, d.
Dorephus L Fields, ..
Hldney J Haddocks, d.

the

Hagerthy's plurality

cratic,

Clifton Woodward, r.
Charles B Moure, d.
Howard K Whitcomb, ..
Moses I Mayo, d.

2

win.
The

88

172
189
147
95
81
47
69

CONSTABLES.

1

was

out the

Rucksport surprised itself and everyelse by elect iug a democrat—Frank
Smith—first selectman over CJoorge L).

in

Crane, republican.

In

t

e

city w*a conducted on botu sides
orderly and good-natured way.
But lltt!e excitement followed the announcement of the result; it was generally
conceded that the chances were v*hoily

body

an

Ex-Governor

How

Black

At Bar Harbor t he

Bunker, jr.,

j

was

Governor
of N««v

Frank

governor

8.

redoubtable John E

»hh

defeated

last year,

ectman.

at*

( lu'orfuliii"

with Your Ilivuk-

tast.

Eloquence.
Ex

elicied flr*t

Mix

Learned

who

Black

1 have sometime*

became

thought that breakfast

should ho stricken from the lint of fami y
meals, and he served to the individuals of

York through his elo-

queace, says Success. Wh-n tie took the
iu the privacy of their
gavel as temporary chairman of the re- the household
does it become a jjjso frequent
publican staie convention of 1S96. bis rooms,
less feast.
Utiles- the greatest care be
name had not even been suggtstfd for the
table becomes a verAfter bss opening speech, taken, tbe breakfH*t
nomination.
however, the whisper went around among itable dump, where each one unloads the
One lias not
the delegates: “What’s the matter with grievances of tlie night.
Black for governoi ?” 1 be following d*y ‘‘slept a wink”; another was scared by a
the regular candidates were dropped and “horrible” dream ; a third “nearly died’)
I from an aching tooth; a fourth is dismal
Mr. Black was nominated.
After the convention Mr. Black told ; because of a deposing nightmare, and so
Borne

friends

how

he

acquired

his

:

elo-

quence.
young man,” he said, “I
went down from Troy to New England to
“When I

was a

I soon found that formake my fortune.
tune was not running after me, and when

low, I took the only job in
sight,—that of agent for a, sewing machine.
I traveled through the country
districts selling machines, and, in that
my

funds

ran

way, built up whatever eloquence I possess.
You have no idea how hard it was to

If

on.

to tbe^e

enlivening

details

be

added a doleful disarray of dress, tousled
the
hair, and a sour disapprove of
weather, the news, and the food, the most
appetizing breakfast will pall on tbe taste,
More
and the day will be badly begun.
important than the matter of cooking is
it uht t he family gather around t he table
cheerful, joyous, and iu abounding good
Good digestion waits on those
spirits.
who season their food with laughter and
fun, and, if we have cares and worries, it
is wise to let them wait until after the
mntutlual meal.

True courtesy is only the application of
the backwoods in those
golden rule to our socisl conduct.
days. Borne of the farmers thought they the
“A noble and attractive every-day bearing
were Inventions of the devil, while others
comes of goodness, unselfishness, sincerregarded them as swindling devices. I ity, and retiuemeut, and these are bred In
Holding a convention spellbound is a years, not in moments.” They are not the
r**ault of an instinct, or an inspiration.
cincb compared to the difficulty I bad in
| They come of a noble character, that can
a
a
that
mafarmer
convincing
not be reached until after many struggles
sewing
aod conflicts.— Success.
chine is a good thing.”
sell

a

on

machine in

Moderator, Frank L. Hodgkins; selectmen and assessors, George E King,
Ralph
T Young, Hollis E Austin; clerk, Eben H
King; treasurer, Eoeu H King; collector,
George H Coggins; school committee,
Alton L Tripp; superintendent of schools,

Most

horse
In

a

men

race

would rather lose |10
a nickel through a

than

pocket.

on

a

bole

him

was

enuugu

money

iu

be found?
But within the cozy homestead, when the parlor
stove's aglow,
The newspaper Is read aloud to everyone ws
can

know.

tractive

on a

ing teller

of

visiting
a

the bottom of

a

name

card

bank would
a

check.

looks at-

that the payrecognize it at

Success

]

wins.

and

lu

room

the

world

Is the

self-improvement.

Give a youth resolution arid the
alphabet, and who shall place limits to his career?

get out of life just what

We

It;

the world has for

us

just

we

what

put Into
have

we

for It.

Don’t brood

future,

the

the

over

but

use

past, or dream of
the instant and get

from the hour.
establishment there aresuccesses who are
intluitely Inferior to the
failures
from whom they snatch the
laurels.
your lesson

In many

art

(Chocolate-costed)

Strengthen

the Nerves

Tone the Stomach
Feed the Brain
And cure nervousness,

neuralgia, sleep*
lessne88, dyspepsia, anemia, and thift
long train of aches and pains attendiqg
overworked and underfed brain.

an

They

happy combination of
tonics, digestives ang
nutrients; are pleasant
to take and readily assimilated.
Peptiron Pills, (chocolate-coated,) 50c. or
are

a

the best nerve
brain and blood

the latter a full month’s treatment.
Prepared by C. I. HOOD CO.. Loweli. M«a.

•1

—

Selling Agent In Ellsworth:
G. A. Parcher, 14 Main Street.
Eafii08h0 ant* JttfMtaat

well-being,

and your destiny hang upon
carrying out the programme the
Creator has given you.
your

success

your

Stock-taking every day
advancement. Stop and

is

great aid to
add yourself up

the

It may be ail
whom credit is

right to give credit to

due, but spot

preferable.
Any man who has

cash is al-

ways

been three times

mar-

aud three times divorced is entitled
room In a daffy asylum.
When one woman tells another that she

ried
to

a

front

is still

looking quite young It means she
is beginning to carry weight for
age.
A

may be
of his

man

friendship
ways depend

disappointed in the
friends, but he can althe enmity of bis ene-

on

Commencing Oct. 12, 1903.
BAH

a

close of each day and see if you
have anything to carry over. If
you have
nothing hut ciphers to carry over, someis
thing
wrong somewht re.
at

mies.

HARBOR TO BANGOl
A

Portland.
Boston.

PM IPI

8 30 .....*
4 Oft
4N.
ft 00
9 0®
5 07
9 07
6 17
8 !•
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9 20
tfl 28 9 40
ft 86
9 47
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5 ftftlflO 05
6 Oftifl© 14
f6 12 flO 21
f6 20 10 39
6 40 10 99
6 47 10 57
6 60 11 09
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1 05 4 20
9 0ft ft 67 7-00
......

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.
P M

«

Boston

y....\.

1

A M

7 40

9 90
H 40

AM
PH
6 00 10 00 6 90
6 05 10 06 ft HI
6 12 lu 12
6 11
f6 SUflO 84 fft 99
33
f6 39 |10 42
6 47 f 10 SO
ft 46
t6 66 tl© 69 6 40
7 09 11 18 6 00
7 16 1118
8 13
7 8001 27 6 21
f7 38 11 37 € fl
46
11
45
t7
ff-fll
7 49 11 46
(40
7 5ft 11 66 6J0
8 20.
8 46
9 2, 12 46
7 35
AM

BANGOR.
Bangor, Ex St....
Lake House.
Green Lake.

than cost.

Nicollu.

Brewer June..

Holden.

Ellsworth Falls.

ELLSWORTH.

ABBOTT—At North Hancock, Feb 22, to Mr
and Mrs Alvah Abbott, a son. j
George.J
ASH MOOR—At Lamoine, Feb 17, to Mr and
Mrs Arthur C Ashmoor, a daughter.
FAULKNKR— At Sedgwick, Feb 25, to Mr and
Mrs Daniel M Faulkner, a son. [Robert Lin
wood,
GRAFFAM—At Sedgwick, Feb 15, to Mr and
Mrs K W Graffaui, a daughter.
HASKELL- At Somerville, Mass, March 2, to
Mr and Mrs Henry Haskell, a son.
J ELLISON—At Amherst, Feb 23, to M rand Mrs
Hiram A Jelilson, a son.
KITTREDGE— At North Lamoine, Marci 1, to
Mr and Mrs C M Klttredge, a son.
SILSBY—At Amherst, March I, to Mr and Mrs
Maurice Sllsby, a daughter.
SPRAGUE—At Cranberry Isles, Feb 25, to Mr
and Mrs James Sprague, a daughter.
SPRINGER—At Waltham, Feb 25, to Mr and
MrsGeoge E Springer, h son. [ Earlon Leroy.]

M

BAR HARBOR.
10 30
Sorrento
.1
Sullivan
.|
Mt Desert Ferry.
11 20
Waukeag S Fy. 11 2«
Hancock
til 2*
Franklin Road
til 87
II 49:
Wash’gton June
ELLSWORTH.
1166
Ellsworth Falla__ f 12 01
NtcoMn.. >12 15
Green Lake...... +12 24i
Lake House. *12 82
Holdm,. tl2 40
Brewer June.
1 00
Bangor, Ex St.! 1 07;
1 10
BANCOR, M C.

To-day the average man is saving up to
buy a home, to-morrow he buys it and
the dav after he will try to sell it for less

_BORN.

luuuce

Wash’gton June.
Franklin Road.

Hancock.
Waukeag, S Fy.
Mt Desert Ferry.

Sullivan.
-torreuto...
BAR HARBOR.

Trains leaving Ellsworth 7.16 a m and 6 1fjp
m, and arriving F.llsworth 11 56 a m, 9.47 p M^
with Washington Co R R.
fStop on sigual or notice to Conductor.
These trains connect at Bangor, with throogfc
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland, Boston and St. John.

connect

Passengers are earnestly requested to proem*
tickets before entering the trains, and especially
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVAN8,
Vice Pres, and Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOH?BY. G. P. AT. A.

MARRIED.
CUNNINGHAM
GATCHELL
At
Orland,
March 2, by Rev Howaid D French, Miss Ora
I « unnlngbam, of Bluehill, to Fred P Gatcheli,
of Orland.

TAINTEK—MARKS—At Brooklln, March 5, by
K W Cole, esq. Miss Lessie FTalnter to Albert
W Marks, both of Brooklin.
THAYER—SI MONTON—At Charleston, March
8, by Rev J P Slmonton, Miss Edith
arlon
Thayer, of Charleston, to Dr Frank F Slmon-

Eastern St eamship Co.
BANGOR DIVISION.

ton, of Ell-worth

Ice Embargo of Penobscot

DIED.
ALLEN—At Bar Harbor, Feb 29, Lera E.
eldest daughter of Charles F and Lena R
Allen, aged 15 years, 9 months, 22 days.
BY A HD—At Dover, N H, March 3, Joelah
Byard, formerly of North Ellsworth, aged 45
years.
CUNNINGHAM—At Surry, March 6, Mrs Deborah Cunningham, aged 73 years, 11 months.
GRAY—At Bluehill, March 4, Annie B, daughter
of Mr and Mrs Otis Gravt aged 11 years, 6
months, 8 days.
KITTREDGE—At North Lamoine, March 3,
infant son of Mr and Mrs C M Klttredge.
SADLER—At Deer Isle, Feb 26, Harvey Sadler,
aged 70 years.
STINSON —At Sunshine (Deer Isle), Feb 29,
Henry Stinson, aged 64 years, 8 months, 13
lays.
SQUIRES—At Pacific branch National Home
l» V S, Los Angeles Co, Cal, Feb 19 William
P Squires, formerly of Ellsworth, and a member of Co C First Maine Heavy Artillery.
WOOD—At Surrv, March 4, Henry C Wood,
aged 40 years, 10 mouths, 24 days

atibrrtisnnmta.

Steamers

temporarily

Bay.

withdrawn

from route.
Service will be resumed upon the

opening

of

E. S. .1.

MORSE, Agent,

navigation.

Bar Harbor.

CALVIN AUSTIN,
P. and Gen’l

V

Manager.

SttJ&crttanncnte.

WOOLEN ILL STORE.
We wish to announce to the publio
that we have opened a store in building
formerly occupied by John A. Halo,
Main street, where we shall keep a

One dose of Ayer’s Cherry I
Pectoral at bedtime prevents I
nignt coughs of children. 1
No croup. No bronchitis. A

nice assortment of

Yarns and Blankets,
Pants

Cherry
F ectoral
doctor’s medicine for all
affections of the throat, bronchial iubes, and lungs. Sold
for over 60 years.

;

used Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral in niv
years. There is nothing equal I
coughs and voids, especially for<*hilMas. W. H. Buymer, Shelby, Ala.

I have

for e;ght
faintly
to it for
dren.”—
»C..

r)0c.,

.00.

Cloths, I>ress Goods,

Mittens and

J. c. AYER CO..

Stockings.

which we will exchange, for Wool or Cash, also
for Mittens and Stockings.
We also make the
same exchange at the null.
If you want good \ AH\s arid yarn that will
for
El. 1.3WORTH
wear, ask your dealer
v.liNs, All dealers handling this yarn will
be furnished with a large card showing the yarn
and name.
All wool sent by stage anti boats to M. J.
Dews will be left at tins store, and will receive
All bundles must be marked
prompt attention.
plainly, and with description what to make
them into, as it saves lots of mistakes.
Address all letters and bundles to

DEWS,

HsghtJCoiighs

j Keep
<

the hcwels op.

Ayer’s Fi!U

C.

at

A.

n

with

one

bedtime, Just

ot

PARCHER,

APOTHECARY.
Ellsworth,

Oriental

Maine

Rug Works.

Beautiful, curly, fluffy Rugs made from oltl
Woolen, Tapestry Brussels or Velvet Carpets.
CarpetMcleaned clean.

L. L. MORRISON. SKOWHEGAN, ME.
Send

xor

circular.

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE.

Traveling Salesmen Wanted.

one.

committed.
But what reason was given why
their Nellie never returned to them?
Were they permitted to wait and
watch for her or were they told that
she had met death in an ordinary manner? Of this the record does not speak.
MARIAN RUBY BARCLAY.

Peptiron Pills

No one else can solve your
problem, or
work out your riddle. You stand or fall
by it. Your happiness, your

j

Gabe Jlmison and A1 Wheaton to
E
Austin; road commissioner, ! spend all their time In hunting for the
Newell E Tripp; constables, George H ! robber.
They lived in the locality
Coggins, Sherman Douglas, George C ! where the robberies had been committed and were familiar with the roads
Smith, Albert E Sargent.
Appropriations—Schools,! $580 80; high and trails by which the robber might
elude
his pursuers. One mornhig, with
school, $110; support of poor, $300; town
charges, $450;
highways and bridges Gabo’s bloodhounds in leash, they were
$700; repair of school houses, $100; school climbing Rattlesnake mountain when
books, $100; breaking snow, $100; State they met a Jew peddler who had just
been robbed by a highwayman with a
toads, $200.
SEDGWICK.
bushy beard. Guided by the peddler,
the two men went to the place where
Moderator, Henry W Sargent; select
men and assessors, A H
Dorlty, John F the robbery had occurred and the dog
Gray aud J H Hooper; clerk, H N Dorlty; placed on the robber’s trail. The trio,
Gabe holding the leash, followed the
treasurer, F H Smith; collector, Jonathan
Bridges; school committee, Raymond dog over a trail leading around the
Bridges; road commissioner, SAOrcutt; mountain. At the end of a couple of
hours the dog gave evidence of coming
town agent, John W Paris;
constables,
near the object of their search, and
Jonathan Bridges, E A Hinckley.
Gabe caught sight of a form flitting
Appropriations—High
school,
$400;
Gabe tired, but
before them.
town charges, $400; schools,
$200; free along
text-books, $125; repairs on schoolhouses, the figure kept on, though it soon dis$200; highways and bridges, fl.OOO; poor. appeared. However, the dog tracked
$100; insane, $200; State road, $150; new the fugitive to the hollow trunk of a
fallen tree. Having “treed” their man.
road machioe, $250.
the dog was not allowed to go in after
BLUEHILL.
hint. The two men called on the man
tvioaerator, Edward E Chase; selectmen In hiding to come out, threatening to
and assessors, Frank P Greene, E K Hersmother him with smoke if he refused.
rick, E J Hinckley; clerk, 8 B Wescoti;
The fugitive did not reply.
They
treasurer, Merrill P Hinckley; collector. listened, but could hear no sound with
Frank A Davis; school
committee, Harvty in the log. Then the men, fearing
H McIntyre; superintendent of schools, some
desperate move, concluded that
chosen by the committee; road commis
A1 should go for assistance while Gabo
A
K
sioners,
Saunders, Winiield 8 Hinck- remained on guard.
ley; town agent, Edward E Chase; con4v
il
UUI'II
»*\U
uuui
U1C
iu*-rwuj4«-i
stables, appointed by the selectmen.
returned with the deputy sheriff, who
Appropriations—Schools, $1,800; poor, directed that the log he forced apart
$800; highways and bridges, $2,200; town by means of axes and wedges. When
xpcnses, $1,200; schoolhouses, $300; free the aperture was well widened the
text-books, $250; free high school, $250; party and the dog stood ready to shoot
snow breaking, $400; State
or seize the prisoner, but no prisoner
road,
came forth.
A form was found lying
sidewalks, $100; painting town hall, $150
ladies’social library, $50; Memorial day on its face perfectly motionless. Tim
$25.
officer took hold of the shoulder an I
BROOKSVILLE.
turned it over. The prisoner was dead.
Moderator, Oscar L Tapley; selectm-n Gabe’s bullet had done the work,
and assessors, George W
Blodgett, J s- piercing the robber through the back.
tph 11 Tapley,,H Wales Howard; cl-rk, Then the whiskers fell away, and it
George 11 Tapley; treasurer, Lewis F was seen that they were fal.se. Gabo
Gray; collector, William H Stover; sch >1 threw up his hands.
“It’s Nell Prescott!"
committee, Lsughlin Davis; auperintci. 1ent of
Such is the story *»f the only woman
schools, Dr. Franklin Farrow;
road commissioner, appointment left with
bandit ever known in the state of old
was
the
Nellie Prescott
selectmen; auditor, E J Smith; consta- Virginia.
bles, appointments left with tho seltwl- daughter of Job Prescott, who lived at
Her
men.
the foot of Bald Top mountain.
Appropriations—Current expenses, $> >; ! parents were very poor, and in order
schools, $939; roads and bridges, $100; | to secure food-a ml clothing for them
poor, $100; Stale roads, $200; new town she had resorted to highway robbery.
house, $1,000; school books and repairing Living at home, she could easily in
male attire hold up wayfarers in the
on school building, $200.
neighborhood, changing iter appearance occasionally by a beard or other
The governor has named April 21 m
devices and when the deed was done
Fast Day, and May 6 as Arbor Day.
slip home anti appear again as a girl.
As Nellie Prescott lay on the grouu 1
“You talk about posters ana your ads. upon tks
her pretty upturned face was recogfence.
nized by others her neighbors—who
But they ain’t the kind o’ mediums that appeals
came up to see the dead highwayman.
to common sense;
A consultation was held, and it was
You may talk about your dodgers, and your
decided to withhold the facts from her
circulars and such,
parents. The coroner held an inquest,
But i calculate they don’t assist an advertiser
much;
after which he directed that the body
And especially In winter, when the snow Is on
be buried on the side* of the mountain
the ground,
I wonder where your posters and your dodgers
where the many robberies had been
Hollis

Don’t think because
Stops the Cough mii<1 Works off the Cold
Laxative Bromo-Qulnlue Tablets cure a cold
oaeday. No Cure no Pay. Price 25 rent*.

school

LAMOINE.
68

Harry E Rowe, r. 173
Harry B S an wood, d. 138
J II Hopkins, ..
147
Henry A Kppen, d. 95
Levi W Bennett, r.
80
Charles W Gerry, d
47
William A Austin, r.;.
59
41
Joseph II McGown, d.
Walter L Smith, r. 137
Fred P Haynes, d.
t>9

2

superintendent
repairs
buildings, $200; Interest on notes aud orders
outstanding, $3,000; tuition for
pupils going out of town to school by act
of legislature, chapter 68, $225.
and

WARDENS.

1

removing snow (road commissioners salary), f1,500; school books, $100; school

for

room

the trader had lost his money.
The
robber was a small, youthful looking
person except for a very bushy beard.
From that time robberies were frequent in that region, and it was suspected that a gang of highwaymen
were secreted in the mountains, the
different members of which made
Journeys alone and committed the robberies.
But the fact that they were
committed In the same locality finally
led to the belief that they were perpetrated by one person in different disguises. A deputy sheriff was sent out
to patrol tbe mountains, but never
found a person answering to the description of any of those given of tbe
desperado. Then a reward of $500 was
offered.

sioner, A J Staples; town agent, W J
Creamer; constables, Leroy Wardwell,
Seymour F Wardwell, N L Grindle.

Appropriations—Schools, $1,125; poor
insane, fl.OOO; current aud contingent, $700; roads, bridges, sidewalks and

170
143
147
95
78
57
57
43
137
69

The largest

appointed.
on,
chatting pleasantly. ^Suddenly,
AppropriatIona—Schools, {3 000; poor, while passing a lonely place, a narrow
snow
{l 600; roads, {3.000;
bills, f1.800; defile in the
mountain, the trader felt
free nigh school, {700; discounts, abatesomething against his head that astown
ments, etc., {1,500; principal
bonds, tonished him—-the cold muzzle of a
pis{3,500; coupons, {3,264,
tol. A*t the same time the boy behind
SORRENTO.
him called in as commanding a voice
v
Moderator, John L Perry; selectmen as he could assume:
“Give me your money or I*fl shoot!”
and assessor-, T B Mitchell, W F RobertThe trader, hearing a click, did not
son, John L Perry; clerk, LTHavey;
treasurer, John W Hall;; collector, P L dare disobey, lie took $300 be had in
Aiken; school committee, George E his pocket and handed it to the boy.
Robertson; road commissioner, George F The latter jumped down from the
Miichell;
constables, 1 W Nash, J L horse.
“Stranger,” he said, “as you’re broke
Perry.
Appropriations—Common schools, {300; and I took your own pistol from your
belt to do the job here’s $20 to buy antext books, *25; roads, bridges and sidewalks, f1,000; Memorial day, {10; current other.’’
Handing the trader the money, the
and contingent, {500; tuition for high
youthful highwayman ran away, and
tcbool, {35.
the trader went on to Huntley, where,
Moderator, F A Miller; selectmen and finding a sheriff, he reported the robbery. A posse was dispatched which
assessors, W J Creamer, W S Bridges, N
scoured the mountains for three days,
L Ur Indie; clerk, A E Varnum; treasurer,
but found no trace of the robber.
F A Miller; collector, Leroy Wardwell;
Three weeks later a peddler was held
school committee, Dr M A Wardwell,
up and robbed near the place where
Herbert Perrie, F A Miller; road commis-

and

250 11JS

severance wears

The boy sprang up, placed his arms
around the trader, and the two jogged

to be

But

[From

Don’t dally with your purpose.
Character Is the poor man’s capital.’
If you hate another. It is slow auicldt
for yourself.
Men call their own carelessness and Inactivity fate.
The lucky man is the one who grasps hif
oppori unity.
Character has a commercial as well as an
ethical value.
Genius darts, flutters, and tires, but per*

.BANDIT

TRENTON.

SHW>trtisnnc!t'.8.

For Those Who Think.

A VIRGINIA

WHITING

NURSERY

CO.,

BOSTON, MASS.
Finest new fruit specialties ever offered. Experience not necessary Success assured. Writ®
at

once

for full information.

Pauper Notice.
undersigned hereby gives notice that he
has contracted with
dtv of Ellsworth,
THE
for the
of the
the
tno

poor, during
support
ensuing
year, and has made ample provision for their
support. He therefore forbids all persons from
furnishing supplies to any pauper on his account, as without his written order he will pa j
for no goods so furnished. HarryiS. Jomwh

The

t ?l Jot'ojli’iii ancock county

•/

COUNTY NEWS.

hae subscribers at 106

American

:

For

uU the other papers in the County combined do not reach so many. The American is not *he only paper printed in

County Setcs

additional

HANCOCK.

WES 1
DEATH

JAMES H. M’CFARLAND.
record the death of Mrs.

OF MRS.

pad

It In

Bu.^oock county, and has never claimed to
be, but it is the only paper that can prop
§rly be called a County paper; all the

other page.«

nee

to

McFarland, who died on the
evening of the 27th ult., at her home here,
Mirrounded by ber husband, children and
H.

James

lived in this
merely local papers. The circula- grandchildren. She bad
town nearly all her long life, having
tion of Tub American, barring the Bar
reached tbe age of tbreeseor
years and
Marbor Record's summer list, is larger ten on the 18tb
day of July last. She was
than that of all the other papers printed born iu Seal Cove.
Two years ago t hie spring, ber golden
best

were

observed, when a large circle
relatives gathered at the
old home-dead to make happy this festive
occasion which so rarely comes
by the
Mrs. McFarland had suffered
death of four daughters and two sons<
and ths surviving grandchildren, whom
she brought up from infancy, rise up and
call her blessed. She bore her heavy bur-

yews

JO? DxUiitumal C*mntt
CMC-

nee

other

wedding

pay**.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.
closed March

Schools

profitable

ant and

Seavey, mother of

Mrs.

Charles

Mrs.

pneumonia

died March 3 of

Young,

pleas-

after

4.

terms.

home of her daughter, after

a

at the

illness.

short

The local W. C. T. U. will meet on
March 11, with Mrs. W. T. Holmes. The
ladies' missionary meeting will be held
At the parsonage March 10
The lumber for the cottage to be built
In the spring for O. D. Atherton, of Mt.
Desert, opposite the home of A. O. Gilley,
Is on the lot ready for the contractor to
handle.

though ofteu mysterious, she was assured
wss a good will.
Though we mourn ber
death, yet we rejoice iu her long, exemplary life. To the aged and sorrowing
husband, to t he children and grandcbil
dreu, who cared for ber so tenderly during her long Illness, heartfelt sympathy
is extended.
1

j

correspondent and many others are victims, but are now on the mending hand.
spent last week
Jn Medway, Mass., with ber daughter
Grace who was suffering from an titlark
of inflammatory rheumatism, from which
when
her
Bbe was rapidly recovering
Lawton

mother left for home.

Mrs. Stephen Gilley, who has been under tbe care of Dr. Clough, of Bangor,
several times, and had but recently had
an eye removed, was again forced to go
tor treatment of the other eye which, ail
are glad to learn, can be saved. Mrs Ruse
Lurvey accompanied her, and they returned on Saturday.
Albion Pray, who has been mentally
deranged for several years, one day last
week took an abrupt leave of his caretakers and appeared to his wife and other
relatives at Tremont, seemingly In a clear
state of mind, but as appearances are
often deceitful, bo doubt tbe unfortunate
man will be returned to confinement.
The sewing circle

of the

Congregational

Mm. Thomas Holmes

Church met with

March 1 with nearly ail the members
present. A pleasant feature of tbe meeting was the presentation of a pretty art
quilt to Mrs. Walker, the pastor's wife.
The president, Mrs. Ida Clark, made a
neat presentation speech on behalf of the
circle, to which the surprised member

happily responded.
tended to

an

Pease, for
gift. Tbe

tne

Thauks

were

also

ex-

ab-ent

member, Mrs. Grace
part she bad taken in the
circle prepared the bill of fare
for tbe town meeting dinuer on the 7ih.
The sad news of the death of Mrs.

Marcyes

Helen A.

at Bar

Harbor,

was re-

ceived

with deep sorrow by her many
Irieuds here, for in her residence at
Southwest Harbor, while her buoband was

deputy collector, her estimable traits of
were appreciated by ail
with

character

whom she associated.

Mrs.

Marcyes

member of the Maine Sunshine

and ber
ness

constant, quiet

to iuvalids
sad

many

were a

and

deeds of

depressed

ones, who,
unknown to this nob e

though personally
woman, will keep a warm p ace in their
hearts for this
sympathetic Sunshine

helper.
March

is

survived

G

B.

McFarland

J.

Spray.

PROSPECT HARBOR.

Margaret

Bos-

Mrs.

Cole and

Stephen

son

are home

from Gouldeboro.
Mrs.

Rachel

many

one we

And when, through patient toll, we gain the
land,
w berc tired feet, with sandals loosed, may rest.
When we shall clearly see and understand,
I think that we will say—God knew the best
A Friend.

Sumac.

March?.

WEST BROOKSVILLE.
blockade !• giving away in tbe
Bagaduce.
During be high tides last week the ice
carried away tbe bead of Dodge's w harf.
Tbe ice

ville, to spend
ter, Mrs. Frank Wakefield.

R*’ph

Moore

the

large

a

pariy of young people last Tuesday

even

ing.
The Misses Dority, who have been visiting Capt. and Mrs. G. W. Blodgett tbe
pa*»t week, have returned to Sedgwick.
Homeward bound from Bucksport Saturday with a load of grain, while crossing
bay, Fred J. Perkins’ sled
broke through tbe ice, and went to the
Mr. Perkins was quick enough
bottom.

the northern

to clear his horses from the sled before it
went down. The sled and load of grain

tide.

recovered at low

were

While

coasting down Wasson’s hill Sat-

urday, Herman Tapley’s sled
tact with

a

fence, partly

wire

came

in

con-

embedded in

the snow, tnrowiug Mr. Tap 'ey thirty feet
down tbe h*ll, breaking hi* right arm just
below the elbow.
Tbe bone was set by
Dr. Farrow. Tbe sled whs a “cape racer”,
with many cross- bars, all of which were

MARLBORO.

w.

F.

than

ever

The

is

before.

annual

town

Those interested

in

report

is

the schools

at
are

hand

glad to

team of the increased number of citizen
who have visited the schools during the
year, and to see that the superintendent
noted the good work and usefulness of the
•chool

improvement league.

Mrs. Arthur

Kingsley, of West Gtmldsboro, came down Tuesday night to attend Halcyon assembly, when she was instructed

in

the

work.
degree
Mrs. Kingsley's energy in coming rather
put to shame some of the home “sisters”,
who let the

second

snow

flurry keep

them at

Ransom

attending

Hodgkins

Friday

while

(a

tine,

The

meeting of

Wednesday

V. I society on
C. C. Larrabee, was

the

with Mrs.

the

largest gathering of the kind for the
winter.
Twenty ladies met for work,
while the number was swelled to thirtythree

who ate supper.

The

regulation
V 1. supper, was supplemented by “Bister” Larrabee’s fish basb and Indian padding of which she iB famous. The supper over, the guests remained until a late
hour enjoying sixty-three and pit. Mrs
J. B. Cole is to be the next hostess.
March 7.
G.
Itchlness of the skin, horrible plague.
Moal
•veyrone afflicted In one wap or another. Onlj
one safe, never falling cure—Doan's Ointment
At any drug store, 50 cents—Advt.

worth,

Sunday with his parent*.

spent

Jordan and wife.

Miss

Ella

Frankfort,

in

Parker, who has been
attending school in Bluehill, is home.
Mrs. S. R. Bel yea ban returned
from
Calais, where she has been visiting her
parents.
The library circle will bold a tacking at
the grange hall Friday. A ten-cent sup

On

wife

The affair

was

mcst

per will be served.
ton

M.
—

the way

STONING TON.

April

a

1.

lobater

winter
less

but

fishermen

what

This

4, after a few hours’
illness, aged seventy-seven years. Services
were held at West Brooklin chapel Sunday
afternoon, interment was at Sedgwick.
March 7.
Uxi Femme.

more

traps in fishing order.

EAST BLUEHILL.
Luther W. Bridge want to Stonington

Monday.
Gnndle, who has been dangerously
ill, is slowly improving.
Mary A. Long Is seriously 111. She la
threatened with pneumonia.
George E. Hardy and William Farnsworth left for Redstone, N. H., last Monlast

..

EAST BURRY.

A. J.

Deborah Cole is visiting at Henry

Phillip*’.
George

Glasse

Is

Cap!.

for

working

Jerome Young.
Several friends of

bor,

are

injured badly

wa*

hauling

wood.

Vincent and wife, of B«r Harvisiting his pare-its, Isaac Vincent

Seth Hodgkins

gyle

last week

Mrs.

Smith.

Albert

by

Hodgkins

was

called to Ar-

Illness of her sister,

the

and

wife, of Bar Har-

flve

here last Tuesday to oury tbe r
daughter F»oreucs Gertrude, aged
months. This is Mr. Hodgkins’ for-

mer

home.

came

little

Capt. Robert

Hagerthy

Hancock,

are

were

improving

and

here last

bridge
Skilling*

tbe

wife, of
Thursday.
that Jack

FRANKLIN.
Mrs. Cynthia Clark received her friends
29, U being her sixtieth birtbdey.

Feo.

Mrs

Simon

Bunker,

camp, was the guest
last week.

George Pitten
Centre, spen: a
here receutly.

of

Tunk

Pond

ofjMrs. Lottie Havey

and
few

wife, of Sullivan
days at their home

Mr.

Conners, whj closed a successful
term of high school in district No 2 last
week, returned to Bates college Monday.
Misses Alice Verana and Maria Bunker,
who have positions in the pension office,
Augusta, were home for a vacation last
week.

Opt.

and

Mrs. R. A.

day.
Rufus Candage has been very 111 with
the measles.
His health i« now in a pre-

Sinclair m*»t at tbeir home Monday evening for a social time. Ths evening was
spent in playing pit.
Several of our teachers are home for a
short vacation—Susie and Anna Stinson
from Eden, Josie G*ay from Machiagport,
Cora Turner from Appleton.
March 1.
C.

carious condition.
Richard P. Greene attended the grand
He
lodge A. O. U. W., at Waterville.
reports a very Interesting meeting.

Harvey P. Long left here last Monday
Waterville.
He Intends to join his
wife there, and with her proceed to Madera, Cal.
for

"Bed,” of W.nter Harbor, is advised
that The American does not print anony-

March 7.

G.

communication-.

GREAT POND.

Lloyd Bracy

and

wife

have

gone to

Houlron.

Loss of Flesh

Mr. Avery, of Marlavllle,
His
yesterday.
children.

When you can’t eat breakfast, take Scott’s Emulsion.

Laughliu

Burns, went
Raymond

great
strength giver.

a

home with bitn

town

Hazel

for

a

and

visit.

Williams

and wife,
Clyde
wife, John Haynes and
Lsughlin attended the fourth
of March ball given by Howard Crosby in
and

Mbs Alta

the

When you can’t eat bread
_nd butter, take Scott’s
Emulsion. When you have
been living on a milk diet and
want something a little more
nourishing, take Scott’s
Emulsion.
To get fat you must eat
fat. Scott’s Emulsion is a

fattencr,

in

was

hall at Aurora.

new

hauled

a

& Whittier's team
logs to the landing that

Hatbeway

One of

load of

measured

8,000

feet.

Another team

of

lighter horses hauled 6 000 feet, Fred Roberts, of Amherst, driving.
Ellsworth Lumber Co., at Middle
pond, has all its logs at the landing. The teams are now yarding the bark
The

branch

of the

out

Some teams

woods.

are

still

hauling to the tannery, but find the road
difficult in places, there Is so much water.
March 7.
E.
WEST SULLIVAN.
Town meeting Monday, March 14.
Alvin Webb and wife were recently
guest* at A. C. Webb’s.

great

Those who have lost flesh
want to increase all body
'.issues, not only fat. Scott’s
Hmulsion increases them all,
bone,
flesh, biood and

Mr-. Elsie Scott Jellison, of Bar Harbor,
spent last week here with friends.

nerve.

enjoyable evening.

For

invalids,

for

con-

Myra Pease
Hooper, Havey

Miss
at

ba* resumed
&

her

work

Co.’s store after

a

short vscation.

The dance given by the ladies’ club
4, was a success in every way
Great praise is due the ladies for a most
March

Miss Florence Pease, who is employed at
Harbor, spent Sunday at home. Sat! urday evening Miss Pease entertained in
Bar

valescents, for consumptives, honor of Miss Anderson.
for weak children, for all | Cleveland Blaisdeil, accompanied by
Anderson, of Bar Harbor,
who need flesh, Scott’s ! Mi*s Inez
Jobn Blaisdel.
cently visited his
1

Frank and
Heman Blaisdell,
Charles Phillips Mifses Lels
snd
da
Gordon are home from Higgins classical

Boyd,

institute.

discussion of the labor union by the
pupils of Joseph Doyle’s school, district
No. 10, and those of Mr. Conners’school,
occurred on the evening of Feb. 22.
Feb. 29.

B.
__

SOUTH SURRY.
Frank Uolby
Colby’s father,

and

wife

Rdgar

visited

Treworgy,

re-

| Emulsion is a rich and comfortable food, and a natural

BLUER ILL FALLS.

Scott’s Emulsion for bone,
| flesh, blood and nerve.

Mrs.
last

We will send you
free sample.

a

The Methodists had an ice-cream and
cake supper at Center hail last Wednesday evening. The young people report a
large attendance and a good time.

Be sure that this picture
in the form of a label is on
the wrapper of every bottle
of Emulsion you buy.

There is quite a fleet of ice-boats on the
biy every day now. The ice is In good
condition, and lots of people gather at

scon & BOWNE,

Carrying place to enjoy the sport.
Through the kindness of the family of

parents,
and wife, returning to Bar Harbor Monday.
March 7.
B.

| tonic.

week.

the

Naskeag lodge, F. and A. M., will tender
reception to Eggemoggin lodge and

at her borne March

is the Aral

has had

someone

W. A. Buckminster is buying clams at
Oceanviile. This Is the first time since
the first freezing of the bay that clams
could be dug in this vicinity.
!
W.
Feb. 29.

Mrs.

the ice.

Eastern Star, of Sedgwick, Wednesday
birthday party
Friday evening evening.
Mary, widow of Stephen Bridges, died
are anxious to

Rena P. Crockett gave a
at her home in Oceanville
The

on

Almond Atherton, who haa been
visiting her sister, Mrs. Nettie Page, at
North Sedgwick, is home.
Mrs.

M. G. Ryan & Co. have resumed atone
cutting.
The charter ot the steamer Minneola Is
extended to

L?wis Smith went to StonlngSaturday for freight, going nearly all

R. W. and

enjoyable.

March 2.

CHEMISTS.

409 Pearl St. N. Y.
50c. and $11 all druggists.

C. E. Friend and wife, of Sargentvilie,
are the guests of his parents, P. M. Friend
and wife.

Stephen Chatto and wife, of Granite,
spent Sunday with their children, Mrs.
Duffy and R. O. Chatto.
March 7.
Substitute.®
PENOBSCOT.
The third degree

was worked Feb. 24 bj
lodge, F. and A. M.
Miss Addle Littlefield, who is employed
at Portland, is spending a short vacation

Rising

Star

at home.

Feb. 29.

M
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prompt,
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THE UNEXPECTED
Jft|N
WW

ns unprepared. At night and tbe
doctor distant —In the day w hen mother an»l hab*
(.roaions-un the road with no help near—a bottle
of Johnson’* Anodyne liniment *t hand will give

usually finds

flnit aid

and

may

save a

|. ft. JOHNSON A
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^
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life. 24c andMe.
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CO., 232 ftummsr Street, Boston, Maas.
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FACE IJV
THE

laowi)
By Keith Cordon

O
®

O

CorwrigM. ISttJ, by T. C. McClurt

In spite of hls bigness and worldliness
If It were wrtttei
be was a fatalist.
from the beginning It would occur
No man could dubMe In the affairs 01
fate!
It was nearing the end of the third
year. He took the same train now
with a regularity which made her sus
plcious. The results of chance wen
Intention was ap
never so unerring.

I

||
:

^
c
.

parent.
Hut through It all

o»o*o»o»o*o«od»o*o»o»o*o»c
After awhile she came to look tor
him when the train Mopped at the
Fift.v-thltd street station in the morn-

for

when she did not see him.
he became the touch of
romance In the dreary monotony of
her days, five and a half out of seven

Bub a.

fate, swnkened one morning with an
unaccountable but Imperative yearning
for Broadway. Five years earlier an
equally compelling desire had landed
him on the ranch, where he had bided
contentedly enough up to that part leu
tar morning. The evening of the next
day found him In Denver, from which
place he proceeded with ns much hast**
ns the railroad facilities would permit
to New York.
On the day of hls arrlvnl he planned
to dine with Benwick. the closest of
hls college friends. He had Just time
to catch him by telephone before he
left hls office, which he did. arranging
to meet him at the elevated station and
go up town with him.
The first effervescence of their meet

|

of summer, when business was dull
and the hands of the clock approach
ed 5 but slowly, she would sit resting
her face on her hands and wondering
about liim. Who was he? What was
he? Was he married or single?
The noise of the street blow, dulled
by distance until it was ss dreamy as
the bumming of bees at noonday,
droned softly In her ears a sort of llv
log melody, and her thoughts delled
otliee hours und went far atlold In u
fautastc search for the reality nbout
him among the crowd of possibilities.
Over and over she gave hlui a local
uurmution

uuu

u

a

glance betray a deeper knowledge they
regarded each other with the baffling
Impassive eyes we keep for the un
known. No twentieth century romance
ever moved so slowly.
Then Hilly Stoughton, who In this
particular case was the Instrument of

ing—the tall, broad shouldered man
with the aggressive chin and deterShe felt vaguely dismined mouth.

of which were spent in Wall street, n
place where the advantages of being
a woman are not glaringly apparent.
Often during the (lagging afternoons

save at unexpected
when the curtain would lift
second and an unlntentlona.

momeuts

Insensibly

Cath-

the steamer

Miss Marlon

Plrie.

maSIS
M/1

MU'

appointed

BROOK LIN.

Henry Allen rr joined
visiting erine Saturday.

where

school.

A

home.

Ellsworth Falls,
Moore,
spent Tuesday with her mother, Mrs. K.
L. Moore.
Edward Jordan and friend, of Ells-

Benjamin

of that

regular meeting
grange. The programme for the. evening
was a mock trial, which was very'amusAt tbe close a generous treat was
ing
given by Bayview grange.
March 7.
Y,

been

3M)trtigtmrntg.

Inez Ford Is borne from
she has been

congratula-

here from Boston to
make arrangements for the summer work,
which promises to be on a Urgcr scale
Hew ius

has

who

of

Mrs. Carrie

ton.

—

their

B. Hamilton,

as

and attended the

ill, is able to be up.

mous

river.
It
L. P. Cole eutertained a party of Frost has put acrjss
relatives at dinner Tuesday, for her aunt* has been several year* since one has conMarlboro and Hancock.
Mrs. Herman Smith, of A-hvHe.
j nected
March 7.
Ahe.
The many friends here of Frank Wakewife tender

very

D.

grangers enjoyed a
far as Salisbury Cove

our

drive dowo river

TRENTON.

visiting In Tren-

Mrs. Abbie Bjwden is

Dst

The sleigh was
Y. McFarland’s.
considerably damaged, but tbe occupants
received only a severe shaking up.
Wednesday evening of last week about
D.

as

WINTER HARBOR.
Tomson.

March 7.

Mrs.

tions on the birth of another daughter to
them last week.

free

Ch’e’kr.

7.

broken.

Alt

field and

a

twenty-two of
Mrs.

1
■

tbs May cure I* Parsons' Pills.
They do
not irritate the stomach and bowels like
violent purges, but act easily and gently.
2ho a bolt la at druggists, or sent jxMttpuid on
receipt of price.
I. ft. JOIDfftftH A CO.. Heaton, Mm.

the

Mr. Austin let go the reins and
the horse cleared himself and went as far

ahroad.

or

South

Thursday.

foot to establish

G. E. Mills and wife entertained

Wednesday

and

on

cross

tbe river

high school the entire year; is la believed
it would be cheaper than paying tuition

get their traps down.

guest of his sister,
Mrs. Harvard Havey, of West Sullivan,
was

A movement is

about to

were

sleigh overturned spilling tbe occupants and dragging Mr. Austin h- far as Cousins Hr s’
wharf aud back again, but after leaving

with

profitable term
4
Joseph Doyle, of Franklin, as instrucio
The attendance was good considering th-j
distance many of the pupils had to travel

There wilt be a supper and enterta nthe cbapel next Friday evening.

meut at

bor,

Cole has gone to Smitnsome time with her daugh-

weeks

ten

Saturday evening Guy Emery and
entertained W. H. Collins and wife,
and Mrs. E. M. Orchard, of Bar Harbor,
and William Horustine, pianist, of New
Vork. The evening was spetit with whist
Refreshments were served
aud music.

were

love 1h lying low, where human
klrses cannot reach her face.
Oh, do not tdame the heavenly Father so,
But wear your sorrow with obedient grace;

"Though

Mrs.

Moore is home from

ton.

of

a

March

®

his sister
icest the head of the river the

departure.

The high school closed last Friday after

^

1;

Isle.*

Emma

and beautiful.

Floral tributes

and wife.
Mies

her

go-

Her many friends regret

Plrie, who has been
was called home Sunday by
the illness of her mother, Mrs. Alex.

Thomas

7.

Springer contemplates

soon.

CONSTIPATION

FOR

■

Capt. A B. Holt and wife have spent tbe
past week at South Gouldsboro.
George H. Coggins, while sawing wood
Saturday met with a painful accident.
VVhi.e attempting to put a heavy poplar
atick In position to saw it fell on his right
foot bruising it badly.
Sunday morning as Hollis Austin and

George Moore broke camp
and returned to their homes last Friday.
way

I

■

niece's

ia it! at her

Young

A.

McFarland la visiting relatives at Bar Harbor.

Herbert and

a

Lydia

On Deer

Tramp.

Miss Janie

pa get

Miaa Della

ris, of Somerville, Maas.
Rev. J. P. Simonton, of Ellsworth, of
delated at the services, which wtre conducted at home on Tuesday, March 1.

was

society,
helpful-

of cheer to

source

by two
Heath, of New
York, Policeman E K. Heath, of Port
laud, aud one sister. Mrs. Sirah A. Nor
Mrs.

brothers. Rev.

Grip colds are prevalent, Mrs. Eliza
Kobinson having been quite ill for the
past ten days. Mrs. A. 1 Holmes, your

Mrs. William

which,

Father,

merciful

of her

tbe will

Monday.

ou

bereavement in a
cheerful spirit; she bowed to
and

health

patient and

Pollard received news last week of
the serious illness of her father at Richmond. She will go to him ou her return
Miss

home

of ill

den

Mr*.

Town meeting Monday. March 21.
Eugeoe Butler is laid up with sciatica.

ing

tot other

NORTH LAMOINE.

WEST FRANKLIN.

was

of friends and

County AV«ri

for additional

served.

March 7.

are

COUNTY NEWS.

a

ments

a&bnrttfrmmts.

COUNTY NEWS.

Cousins with whom be boarded
B.uebill, Volney Coggins was treated
to a genuine surprise party to ce'ebrate
hie
sixteenth
birthday February 21.
Twenty-one of his classmates were
present, and the ereuing was passed pleasantly with music and games. RefreshGroves

at

Ing over. Stoughton's benmlng eyes
roved over the other passengers. A
slight figure at the far end of the car
held hls glance. He looked again to be

unuii',

No
with her mood.
name that she could hit upon seemed
she
to express his personality, and
finally discarded them all and thought
of him only as The Man.
The weeks melted Into months, but
her Interest in him did not flag. Hath
or It becnine deeper us time went on
Curiously enough, it was what might
be termed the uoncssentials that baf
fled her. About the man himself—bb
character and what he would do In
she felt the
any given emergency
same assurance that she did about her

sure.

dunged always

••Pardon me

self.
She had decided that be

mourning.
That. then, was what these week:
of absence from business meant. Sick
and suffering and <l-uth.
ness
lliwife undoubtedly, from the sorrow am
oppression tl-at he showed. The quiet
•empathy t'..: t she felt hovered in ho
•oft. wide eyes as they rested brietlj
And lie, reading tint
upon ills face.
look, felt a curious thrill.
Long since he l ad begun to regari
her with a sort of tacit, silent friend
ship. “The little girl with her soul ii
her face,” as he once described her to
frieDd. shaking his head depreeatiuglj
at the thought of a woman like hei
having to wrestle with the world. Sbt
seemed to him too exquisite for tin
ups and downs of such a Ilfs.
He watched her surreptitiously now
wondering idly who she was ant
whether he should ever meet her
There was a way—he might follow hei
and bestow a quarter on the elevatoi
boy. and tlie thing wonld be done. Bu
the coarseness of such methods re
polled him. She seemed the sort of t
woman who would resent that kind 01

thing.
Moreover, in Ida heart of hearts uW

minute. Jack.” he said

between the two. A bridge at Inst!
‘•It’s Nation Alston, a cousin of mine
you know," be explained to Renwiek.
“Tough Inek they had. I tell you. Rut
she’s a plucky girl. She has earned her
own living now for four years.”
"Will yon present me?" demanded
Renwiek eagerly.
“Certainly. I'll take you up therewith me. Natlen will be glad to re
ceive any friend of mine."
‘Thank you. old fellow; thank you
HRenwiek
awkwardly.
paused
seemed to have something else to say
but scarcely knew how to say It.
"When 1 said—asked you to Introduce me— 1 didn't mean the usual thing
I'm going to ask you to do something
queer and to do It without asking too

—

was a law
ycr, though precisely why she thought
Then om
so she could not have told.
day she saw him with a child, a girl
of ten, who bore a certain fleeting re
semblance to him.
He was married, then! An almost
imi»erecptible sigli escaped her. Then
ns tin* absurdity of the matter dawned
upon her. she laughed softly to her
self. What difference? Josephine and
Marie Louise had never dampened hei
ufTis-tion for Napoleon. She even be
gnu to fee! a mild interest in the lady.
Sometimes, for two or three week*
at a stretch, they would not eneountei
It was after one of tbes«
each other.
breaks that, watching him as he en
tered the tar, her interest and satis
faction at s<*eing him again shone al
unconsciously in her face, and hi*
glance was arrested by it.
As tin* faint color touched her checks
looked casuallj
under his gaze he
For a moment he had though’
away.
her some half forgotten acquaints ms
from the welcome that ho had stir
prisisl in her eyes, but her quick an
noyance as she returned to her reading
forbade that idea.
She did not look toward him again
but more than once his keen, blue eye*
rested upon her as she sat there, slin
and straight, with musses of pah
browu hair piled upon her small head
After this he, too, begau to watch of t
morning. A habit is very easily form
ed!
Then for weeks he disappeared. Tin
girl wondered anxiously what had be
come of him.
Had be gone abroad'
May imp be was ill—or dead! At tin
thought she shrank like one hurt, foi
he had become, in a whimsical way
a part of her life.
He had become a:
near and dear as only ideals can be.
When he did appear one morning
towering above a crowd of lesser mer
like a god. there was a new gravity h
his face which held her attention evei
before she noticed that be was it

a

rising and making hla way toward the
girl, with whom n moment later he
was shaking hands cordially and talk
lng with the esse of long friendship
Presently be returned to Renwiek. and
as he did so a revealing look passed

s

many questions."
“What kind of a mystery Is this?"
Inquired Stoughton. “If 1 didn't know
that there Isn't a grain of romance In
you I should certainly think”—
"Now, don't think there's a good
“.lust fid
fellow." soothed Renwiek.
low Instructions. Tell Miss Alston all
about me, anil mind that you tell hei
everything good that you can or I'll
wring your neck, and make an appoint
ment for me to call.
Don't make any
mistake.
I want to see her and set
her alone. 1 don't want you there.”
When poor, mystified 11111 Stoughton
broached the subject to Natlen her he
No
havlor was doubly mysterious.
she didn't W|nt to know anything
about him. Then a moment later:
"Did you say he is a bachelor?" (In
nocently.) "1 thought he was a will
ower."
Stoughton, indignantly, “1 thoughl
you knew nothing about him?"
“I don't, but he wore mourning.”
"That was for his mother.”
•

••••••

In the dim little parlor of the small
apartment where she and her motbei
lived they met for the first time alone
save for the dead a Del gone Alstons
that looked down upon them from the
wulls. Surely uerer was such a find
meeting before.
When the maid ushered lilm in
Nation, looking rather more like a lily
than usual In he'r long, soft black
gown, rose with every intention ot
greeting him In the most formal man
Then a most unlocked for thing
ner.
occurred.
For a moment they looked Into each
ether's eye*
The!' he stretched out
his hands toward her. nud she placed
hers In them.
A moment later she
was swept up Into his arms as if she
had been a child ns he murmured soft
l.v. "My dear, dear lover*
"What shall we tell mamma?” wail
ed Natiea in despair a half hour later
"How can we ever explain ourselves?*
"We can't," replied ltenwkk com
fortahly.* "We might just as well re
sign ourselves to being thought mad
It all comes from the ridiculous su
perstition that in order to know people
you must talk to them.”
And then—well, then they forgot the
world and its opinions to tulk of fi
lovelier things.
The blockhead and the genius aro
akin In at least one respect—both were
born that way
Some people are slow, but sure, but
lt’a different with clocks.—Philadelphia

Booord.

say he’ll get well and lie stronger thui I
I
ever.
We got this land real cheat
through the agent, and It's all paid fo,
and enough over to bring me out and
get some sort of shelter and a start ii
cattle.
I thought 1 could buy souk
calves cheap, and I'll hire some break
Ing done and raise some grain and gel
chickens. Tliey'll come out as soon aTommy was in trouble. Tommy was
we get enough to bring them.
1 hop;
also In bed. for bis "trouble was a broit won't he long. I'm so anxious about
Torn.” There was a thrill of apprehen
ken wrist, brought on by hitting the
shin In her voice. "He coughs had ill
ground too hard when he fell out of tin;
times and some days call hardly get tc
apple tree. He was lying on his white
his work. Annie, his wife, goes iu ills
pillow and dreaming of the good times
of
the
time
and makes him
place part
the hoys were having outside when the
rest off and stay with the children.
1
door opened, and to his great amuse
must get them here us soon as possi
ment in walked Jack, the old rooster
ble."
Ho was carrying a big book under his
"Yes. lie needs to c«mo,” I.oe said, regarding hue with a sort of amazement. wing, and he came straight for the
“And look here.” Balnbrldge put In,
bed. Tommy felt like crying out with
“we'll put up your shanty ami do yout
mingled fear and surprise as he saw
breaking, and It shan’t cost you any- Jack hop up on the table beside him
thing. We always do that for our new
hut i»is voice seemed to Ik* stuck some
neighbors, anil I guess we can rustic where down in Ills
stomach. Jack said
up some calves for you. and you return
nothing, but pulled a big pair of secthem when you're nil here and yout
taries from beneath his other wing
herd grows.”
and opened a large book of notes. Tom
The tears rushed to tier eyes, and she
exclaimed; "Oh, what big hearts you
my*s eyes bulged.
have out here in this big country! I'll
“What are you going to do?” he ask
be the Imet neighbor you ever had
ed timidly.
There's lots 1 cun do for you If you are
“Going to read you a few helpful
alone.”
rules for climbing trees. Some from
"Yes, nia'nni; l reckon there is," lie
my own valuable experience,” said
said awkwardly, a wistful pity minJack, winking one eye and turning the
gling with tlie embarrassment in hi.pages with ids claws. “If you will
faee.
climb trees, you should know how tf
lie strolled away presently, and I.ce
followed in obedience to a sly sign, and do it.”
she* relapsed into dreamy contempla“This certainly Is queer,” thougln
tion, her heart warm with the kindness
of these new neighbors.
r-1
"Look here,” Balnbrldge said savage
ly when they were out of sight, “If you
let it out I'll kill you!”
“That's right.” Lee assured him
"What's a beggarly quarter section
anyway? I'd cut ’em off that ifliicli

j » I I I11 Itll V 1 i' i

finding of

ji
!!

*

“HER”
Uy LOUISE J. STRONG

|

I

Tlit* stagecoach slowly emptied Itself
the travelers reached their various
destinations, until only three were left
to he stranded by a breakdown at a
cluster of houses called a town. Two
of tlicit) were residents of the country,
neighbors returning from a business
trip necessitated by the bogus sales of
ii bogus land agent, which had involved their property.
The third traveler was a woman
from a far New England town, whose
whole life, up to her comely middle
age, had l>een spent In the rush and
turmoil of a monster factory. To her
the wide, ill ini it aide plain was a revelation of the vastness of God's domain,
and she brooded over it in silent,
dreamy contemplation. She smiled and
answered pleasantly when spoken to,
but hail volunteered no Information
concerning herself, and Lee and liainbridge felt some curiosity ns to her
destination.
They knew nobody in the sparsely
settled region beyond who was expecting company, and such an event
would be news for fifty miles around.
She had accepted the detaining accident without worry or impatience and
after supper sat on the porch of the
small hotel, her eyes fixed in wondering awe upon the distant mountains,
beyond whose peaks streamed the
glory of the setting sun.
“She looks like home.” Ha in bridge
snld, indicating her with a nod.
“She's that kind.” Lee returned, with
the assurance of knowledge gain oil by
experience. He was a married man.
They lounged out and took a bench
near her.
“Going on with the coach, ma’am?"
Lee ventured after awhile.
ns

and welcome.”
“But it's already rut off of mine,”
Balnbrldge bristled Jealously. "That
rascally blackguard! This is only one
of the muuy pitiful eases of his thieving. But they’ve dropped right on to
I’ll fix' it so they'll never j
their feet!
she
pleasantly,
replied
yes."
“Why,
TOMMY FELT LIKE CRYING.
rousing. “I’m going out near Wal- know.”
Leo gravely shook his band, then j
mw.
the
in
“The idea of a rooster teach
j Tommy.
“Why. that’s our postofflce! Just a burst out: “But Lordy, Lordy,
nocence of it! Cattle raising on a quaring me!”
shack, you know—store and postofflce
ter section, anti all the rest of it—
“Let us see," said the rooster, read
Are you locating in that
together.
them's the kind that fatten the rascals. ing.
‘Birds of a feather flock’—no
neighborhood V”
I've got a good worn
But she's good!
‘‘Yes. quite near. And you are some
that’s not it.
I know one when I see her."
an.
1
That’s good!
of our neighbors?
“‘In cases of pip he sure to’—
“Yes, she’s good,” Italnbridge assert
I’m Almira
seem to almost know you.
“Ah! Here it is—‘Trees; flying lip
od absently. “Makes you feel like SunBurton." frdie laughed like a pleased
Into.’
day morning, and all the bells ringing.”
child and put out her hand as she inJack looked so wise that Tommy
“IIo, ho! I must tell Kllen that. She
troduced herself.
couldn't keep back a smile.
a born poet and only need
you’re
startled
says
The men exchanged
glances
Rule 1.—Squat
a good woman to bring it out."
flrmly on both
at the name, but they shook hands
“Beckon I’ve found her," Baiubridge claws.’
cordially.
grinned sheepishly, turning away.
"Blit I have no claws,” Interrupted
“I am Bob Lee; have a wife (best in
The moon was diffusing a mellow
This
the world) and four towheads.
Tom.
daylight when he returned from a long
is Wilsie Bainbridge, the old bachelor
“That’s so,” Jack assented. “We’ll
**
walk in communion with himself. He
Let? went on
who ‘lived by himself,’
try again.
her
still
on the porch and sat
fmiml
loquaciously.
“•Rule 2.-Then spread your wings
down in awkward silence. Then he be“I’m glad there are children near. I
out wide.’
“Don’t
be
so
frightened.
miss ours at home
gan abruptly:
am going to
“But 1 have no wings.” said Tommy
Miss Burton, at what I’m going to say.
dreadfully," she said.
“That’s very true,” said Jack, put
My head’s level; anybody round here ’ll
“Maybe they won’t be what you’d
call near." he laughed.
"Anything’s tell you that. I always know what 1 ting his head first on one side and then
want, and we do things quick out here.
the other. "I hadn’t thought of
on
•near' out here inside of twenty miles."
Once when 1 was young 1 was going that.
“Our quarter section is two miles
He
she
died."
paus
to be married, but
south of Wallace, and the agent said
"‘Rule 3.—Then hold your tail out
"Since that I never
oil an instant.
I hope
there’d he a railroad soon.
straight.*
till
found any one I wanted
right now,
you’re not far away."
Here Tommy burst out laughing. “1
and—and—I’m waiting to ls» married
“Hull bought. 1 reckon." Bainbridge
never lmd any tail,” be giggled.
it’s
too quick
said. “Land’s all been taken up round
any minute you say so. If
Jack scratched his comb and thought
1*11 keep on waiting, but I'm not going
here ever so long."
for a moment. "I have it!” he cried.
to let anybody else have you."
“Yes, that's what the agent said;
‘Rule 999.—Men and boys that liavt
“Mercy!” she gasped In helpless sur
though it doesn’t seem possible. Why,
It’s Just one great ocean of land out
prise, but with appreciation of his no claws, wings or tail should novel
here.
I didn’t realize there was so
sturdy muubood gleaming in her eyes. cl!ml) trees.’
“I
mean
much—and all taken. But souk? folks
anybody out here,” he
“That meets your ease. Tommy
“Of course if there’s one Take
own miles, don’t they?"
i amended.
my advice and don’t.” saying
Bainbridge nodded, and she went on back there I’m out!”
which 1k» jumped to the floor and van
with a deprecatory smile at her former I
She shook her head, her face one
ished.
Ignorance. "Our place seemed so big I vivid flame.
Tommy rubbed his eyes.—St. Louis
—a hundred and sixty acres—and that
“Well, then, 1 think you can trust
Post-1 dspatch.
Is big when you’ve never had even a
me." lie leaned toward her couxingiy.
j
garden spot Just rooms and a tiny his strong hand swallowing liers. “Tom
Word
litindnesH.
mite of a dooryard!"
and Annie and the kids 'll be our next
Some curious instances of the phys
"I came
“It does," Lee assented.
door neighbors, and if you get tired of
leal defect of "word blindness” nr<
His
from that kind of a home my selfme you can go back to them."
fiven in the Iair. 'ft. The disease ihardware clerk and wife a teacher
eyes twinkled.
In one ensi
fortunately uncommon.
back in Ohio. Tell you. we stretched
She was still silent, and he wont o:r
tlie sufferer, an Englishman, thirty
out here!”
"We’ve been together several days and
four years of age, who knew Greek
IIe di<l not say that their "stretch"
have a pretty good notion of each other
Latin and French well, suddenly losi
covered several miles, as he might.
—and I’ll feel like the bottom had
all knowledge of English, though In
“We're going to raise cattle as soon
dropped out of everything if it isn’t a could read and understand Greek
per
She seemed sin! j■ SO."
ns we get started.’’
fectly and Latin and French in a rath
she stamtlenly to feel herself among friends nii*l
"I—I guess it’s a ‘go,’
er smaller degree.
Another and al
neighbors, who had a right to know
mered.
most more curious case was that of
the prospects and intentions of the
“Glory!" he exclaimed, taking posses
man who lost the power of reading at
newcomers.
“We think it will be
sion of her.
“And see here—I'm going
sight. This patient was able to writ*
easier for Tom, and we’ve heard it was
to telegraph money to fetch my brothaccurately from dictation, but waf
more profitable
than ordinary farmer-in-law out immediately! Give me a
completely unable to read what he hac
kiss, little woman.”
written. Word blindness Is apparent
"Tom is, maybe, your husband?" Lee
ly akin to color blindness, but Is cer
insinuated.
Soil Wet and Dry.
talniy attended by much more incon
“Land, no!” she laughed, her plump
Wet soil assumes a darker color than
venient consequences.
face rosy. ‘Tie's my brother—all the
dry because Its particles thus become
folks I've got. I raised him. and, like
semitransparent, as is the case ahme. he’s been a factory worker all his
3bb rtf tsrm cuts.
with a piece of wetted tissue paper
life. He's married and has two little
or ground glass.
tots, so smart.”
This change of color is due to the fact
"Thomas It. and A. Burton—that the
that the Interstices between the grain*
names you bought under?” Bainbrldge
of soil are tilled with water, so that Hyom i Cures Catarrh by Simple
queried, with a warning glance at Lee. the number of reflecting surfaces,
Breathing. C A. Parcher Refunds
Money if It fails to Cure
“Why, yes; liow did you know? Oh, which in a dry condition scatter and
A long stride toward solving the
I expect you saw it in the agents' list
reduced
break up the light, are greatly
of sales.”
of curing catarrh was taken
mystery
total
that
the
It follows
in number.
11:
“Yes, ma'am, and I noticed particu- amount of light reflected to the eye b with the discovery of Hyornei.
fact, the percentage of cures by this
larly because that quarter is right next
diminished.
correspondingly
it
treatment
to
the
final
to me; in fact, just Into mine.
proves
equal
Of
In short, as the color shade of an tests.
course I felt an interest in such near
object depends upon the proportion ol
The folly of taking medicine into
neighbors.”
light that is reflected for all the light the stomach to cure catarrh of the
"Why, I’m real glad!” she said that falls
upon it, dry soil is lighter in U0'6, throat and lungs, lias been real
heartily: “real glad. I don’t feel at all shade than wet, which reflects less ized by physicians, but not until II j
ns if I
was going among strangers,
had they a practical
light. That portion of Incident light omei was known,
method that would obviate stomach
fcieeting my neighbors this way.”
which wet soil fails to reflect pene
"Are you going to live there alone?"
drugging
trates below the surface, where it is
A complete Hyornei outfit costs but
I.ee inquired boldly.
lost or absorbed.
♦1 and consists of a neat pocket inHer face clouded. ”1 must for awhile
lial r that can be used anywhere with] am going to hire a dugout or some
Flower of the Air.
out attracting attention, a medicine
► ind of shelter put up. and I want to
There is a plant in Chile and a siini dropp- r and a bottle of Hyornei.
tart tilings as soon as I can. Tom’s
Breathing Hyornei through the inlar one in Japan called the “flower ol
lickly, and he’s dreadfully run down, the
haler, every particle f air that enters
air.” It is so called because it ap
lie couldn’t lie alone out here.”
A
the nose, throat and lungs is charged
pears to have no root and is nevei with a in aling balsam that soothes
glow of confidence lighted her eyes, fixed
to the earth. It twines round a
and al ays all irritation, kills the caend she continued: "We’ve been saving
dry tree or sterile rock. Each shoot tanhal germs and e Miches the blood
a long time to get a home out in the
a
like
three
flowers
two
or
with additi mal ozone.
produces
Tom was nevet
country somewhere.
(i. A. Parcher lias so much faith in
lily-white, transparent and odorifer
strong and the last year or two has deous.
It la capable of being transported the lower of Hyornei to cure eatarrli
veloped consumptive tendencies, and
that he is selling it under Ids personal
600 to 700 miles and vegetates as it
the doctors advised him to come out
guarantee to refund the money if it
travels suspended on a twig.
In this part of the west and live. They
| does not give positive relief.

j

Cures Without Stomach

Hin

Snot til nr:

MoTiicntN.

I.nst

Speaking of unpleasant surprises, an
Englishman told of the one Jonathan
Itoehell got upon In.? deathbed:
“Jonathan, feeling that the end was
near, gave n few words of parting advice to Ids young wife. lie had n bachelor friend named Howard, a steady
fellow, and the thought came to liis
mind as he was concluding his fareweii
talk that If Kate, after he was gone,
would marry Howard It would he a
good thing. He told her this.
'Kate, woman,' he said, ‘it would
please nn> dearly if ye was to promise
to take up wl' Howard when I'm gone.'
"
'Don't ye worry about that, Jonty,'
says Kate in a soothing way. -Me and
Howard have already settled it betwixt usi’
An Anecdote

tUrjcrlisnums.
1

i
The bullfrog loved the Widow Crow,
But wasn't fond of black.
And said: “I’ll never marry you.
For taste in dress you lack.
"If you were like the robin red
Or like the jay bird blue.
I'd say, 'My dear, come fly with jne
And be my sweetheart true.’
1

■’

r

..'■■**"1

HOOD RUBBERS

Pitt.

of

A certain Mrs. Beaumont of Bretton
England, who lived in the time of Pitt
and whom the possession of lead mines
made wealthy and purse proud, oik

NOT MADE BY A TRUST

/£ rov CAA/vor c£r 7»£S£/rva-\
6£AS AAOM KOVAVfMSA-JrA/rS vs

day thought to impress Pitt, who w
staying at Bretton, with her riche
Slu* had a most splendid service «
plate at dinner, and, waving her ban 4.
she said. “There. Mr. Pitt; that's
II
_

from the mines."
"Indeed," answered Pitt, “if you lint
not told me. Mrs. Beaumont, I should
have thought it was silver."
ToIdnif

In

II

Part.

Uo«<I

An absurd caricature of James Res.
sell Lowell appeared in a Harvard p’
pier soon after he had accepted Ids professorship. Some one ventured to : k
him how lit Hired it, to which he replied that he was glad to see that t e
artist had kindly permitted him
c
wear plaid trousers, an innocent fancy
of his to which Mrs. Lowell most

strongly objected.
For the Lnnd'H

Sake!

—

Transcript.
For

n

“YOU NEED

FRET,”

NOT

CROW

THE

RE-

PLIED.
"You need not fret," the crow replied;
"I'd never marry thee.
While true you have a greenback rare,
I cannot spend it; see?
"I'm looking for a
Who has It In a
And not a hopping
With greenbacks

I
Brown's
Instani
Relief

man with gold,
pack,
bullfrog bold
on

will prove its -.vorth
Midden illness;

his back."

'
in

a

the

—Pittsburg Dispatch.
Early

Habits.

“That last speaker,” said the first
guest at the banquet, “was quite enter-

Uncle C.!“orge—Have you heard the
news? Tom Tyler Is going to marry
Tillle West. Aunt Hannah—For tliy
land's sake!
Uncle Heorge—Yes; I
guess you’re right. Tillle owna some
very valuable real estate.
Boston

Spendthrift

I

All

Send

though.”
He began life as
messenger boy.”—Denver News.

sell it.

Norwaj-

“Yes,” replied the other, “and he’s a
self made man too.”
‘T thought his delivery rather slow,
“That’s natural.

dealers

Prepared by the

taining.”

We
a

Meiliciue Ce^
j
Norway. Me.
***
for Testimonials.

promptly obtain U. 8. and

atitatiscmentss.

FlnUlitax Toneh.
Son
Father, do

you
wnr.t me to go through college? Die
roumged Father—You might as well
You've gone through everything else
Chiengo Tribune.

ForeQrT^ ^

—

Her Marriage.

“Did »he make a good marriage?”
“That depends on whether you flgurt
by years or dollars. He's sixty and

Advertisers,

Publishers and Printers.
TIME and
MONEY »V

(lial loi's

USING

Record

Rooks

Advertiser’s Record,
Subscription Record,
Job Printer's Record,
Advertising: Record,
Correspondence Record.
Ruled, printed and Indexed for quick entr)
and reference. Descriptive circular and j.rlc«
list on application. Published by

rieh."—Exchange.
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&
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CHILD,

14 Dover Street,

fHcbical.

New Tort.

Bend model, sketch or photo of invention foT <'
free report on patentability.
For free book, t'

I

Patents

and_

TRADE-MARKS

BUIjBWOHTII

STEAM

Of Untold Value.

AND

Information Contained jin^ this

The

Citizen’s Statement is Priceless.
bale, the hearty, the strong,

The

aff »rd to toss

patiently

this paper to

they

when

but any sufferer

read

iu

can

who

in

his

the

follow

light

own

if

In-8*

Zelpha Springer, at West Frar klin,
12 miles from Ellsworth, Me., H>ys: l,My
Mr®.

showed

marked

my h art

swelled,
s

little

anxious to obtain

if

at

y

f

remedies

Alway*

procured Doan’s Kidney
me

treatment and

1

can

The

1 continued

al otted span of

expect

life, three
a

am

score

Doan’s

Pi Is when I appeal to them for
assistance never fail to give it.”
Kidn y

For sale by all dealers.
Foster- Milburn

Price 60 cent*.

Co., Buff-ilo, N.

Y., sole

agents for the Cnited States.
Remember the name,
□o

Send

using

the

radical cure,

say that

conscientiously

I

Doan’s, and take

must go

people

to it.

W'ggin

Pills at

good.

To read your sign

me

it, 1

cure

gradually improved.

and ten, and do not
but

to relieve

drug store in Ell-wortb.

tirst box did

at th

me,

benefit.

hing

some'

.ub'td

amount of

trouble, if not rad ca'ly

& Moore’s

just

tr

night on
despite the use

eep at

backache, Hnd
1 received

on-

finally

symptoms of

1 could not

of my

of derangeculminating in
dropsy. My fe> t

iidicat

years,

and limbs

your

an

sign

to the

people by

American want ad.

American want ads bring homes to
the homeless; rent properties and bring

buyer and seller.
American want ads get anything
you want, or sell anything you havt

satisfaction to

sell.
Thousands of people in Hancock
County read The American want

to

column every week.
If your want ad is not there
are

they

not reading it.

substitute.

AftBtrtiBnnmtB.

Boston’s World-Renowned Hotel.
It’s the place to sleep,

Dosing.

It’s the

i

BOWDOIN

near

place to

eat

WHEN YOU VISIT THE HUB.

square:.

Nearest First-class Hotel to Union Station.

city,

In a central section of the

the theatres and wholesale and retail stores.

Pleasant

rooms

SI and

upward

; with bath §2 and

The l>est hotel table d’hote in America.

Marine

Mianus

and

upward.

Cuisine unexcelled.

Stationary Engines

the KINGS OF GASOLINE Motors. Fully guaranteed
Fitted for all work. Lobster, Scallop and Winch Hoists. AVoodsawing outfits, hoisting outfits for vessels. Hoist anchor, sails,
a re

I

Want your moustache or beard a
beautiful brown or rich black ? Use

pumps,

bilge,

cargo, etc.

Simple, safe and

Mianus Motor

29 and 33 PORTLAND

I*IKK,

dru^i-tsor R.

P

Hall

&Co., Nashua.

M H.

3LtgaI llotirrs.

advice

uable

va

offered here.

for

———.—.-

r-Octs. cf

h

ment

Appetite poor? Bowels constipated? It’s your liver)
Ayer’s Pills are liver pills.

Buckingham’s Dye

has

complaint will stand

kidneys

WA8HEE,"

A11 kli ds of launury worn done at short u»..lce. Coeds called for and delivered.
H. B. KSTEY A CO.,
West End Bridge,
Ellsworth. Me

following,

the

Ellsworth

caused by kidney

not

PAY,

NO

tide im-

one

suffdred hours of torture

does

•*>0

LAUNDRY
BATH BOOMS.

sure.

Works,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

SHERIFF’S SALE OK REAL ESTATE.
State of Maine, Hancock County as.:
March 2,1901.
this second day of Match, 19C4, on
rp.\KEN
X execution dated February 6. 1904, issued
[>»* a judgment rendered
by the supreme judicl ii court for the county of Hancock, at the
January term 1904, thereof, to wit: on the
of February, 19t'4, in
favor of
1th day
Gustavus F. Swift, of Chicago, Cook county,
Illinois, and Edwin C. Swift, ot Lowell,
Middlesex
Massachusetts, doing
county,
at
but-iness
Bangor, Penobscot
county,
Maine, under the.i firm name and style
of
Bangor Beef Company, against Nancy
E. Beckwith, of Ellsworth, Hancock coun*
iy, Maine, for cne hundred and sixiylour dollars and eighty-nine cents, debt or
damage, and sixtv-nine do lars and eightyf"r cents, costs of suit, and will be sold at
publ c auction at the office of the sheriff iu
.-..oil Ellsworth, to the highest bidder on the
thirteenth day of Apiil, 1904, at ten o’clock in
the forenoon the following descri ed real
estate, and all the right, title and interest,
which the said Nancy E. Beckwith has ana
had in and to the same on the 27th day of
October, 1899, at twelve o’clock and ten minutes in the afternoon, tie time when the same
was attached on the writ in the same suit,
to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land with JJho
buildings thereon situated in > aid Ellsworth,
and bounded and described as follows, ty vfit
Northerly by the county road leading tajW
Ellsworth to Hancock;
a'sterly by the mq
or wav leading from said county road to Be
old fair grounds, so called; southerly by ffte
land of the Hancock County Fair Association
and the land of the estate of the late Daniel
S. Beal; westerly by the said Beal estate’s
land and land now or formerly of Jeremiah
Hurley known as the Dutton field, being the
homestead of the late Nancy W. Stevens.
Excepting and reserving from the abovedescribed premises, however, the land conveyed in the deed from Maria H. OaulW to
Charles H. Drummey, recorded in book 279
page 412. of Hancock county registry of
deeds and also excepting and reserving the
land conveyed in the deed from Louisa
Danico et als. to Maria H. Gault, recorded in
said registry in book 27?, pa e 435.
Howard F. Whitcomb,
Sheriff.
—

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
TI^HFRE\S, Harry I,. Moulton, of BucksW sport, in the county of Hancock, by
his mortgage deed dated May 25, a. d. 1899, and
recorded in the Hancock county regist-y of
deed*, bock 341, page 297, conveyed to Benjamin T. Hubbard, of Bangor. Maine, a certain
piece of laud situate in said Bucks port, and
being part of lot No. i57 in the Seventh (7)
NorthwestRange, b >und<-d as follows, viz
erly by the county road leading turou li the
Long Ford settlement: doitheasterly ny land
of Amos S Moulton, former y of Amos Smith;
southeasterly and southwesterly bv land formerly of N. Carpenter, and being same premises conveyed to said Harry L. Moulton bv Leslie C. Homer by deed dated May 25, 1899. and,
whereas, th^ condition of said mortgage has
been broken, now. therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof, I, B. Pratt
Hubbard, administrator of the estate of said
Benjamin T. Hubbard, late of Raid Bangor deceased, claim a f reclosure of said mortgage
B. Fr*tt Hubbard,
By T. W. Vose, his attorney.
Stetson, Me., February 20, 1904.

hereoy give notice that
r|^HE subscribers
X they have been du'y appointed executors of the will of David B. Flint, late of Boston, Suffolk county. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and given bond as the
law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment immediately. Our residences being outside the
State of Maine, we have appointed Lucre B.
D asy, of Eden, Hancock county, Mafne,
whose postofflee address is Bar Harbor, Haucock county, Maine, our agent and atiqrney
for purposes specified in R. 8. chapter 66,
Almena J. Flint,
section 43.
Charles E Stratton,
Feb. 17, 1904.
Executors of the will of
David B. Flint, deceased.

Subscribe for The American.

The atuple dimension* oi
home.
Caroline's dresses forbade any
for additional County Neva aee other pagea
pa'to
further consideration of them.
.Jke her prototype. Pandora, when
WALTHAM
WEST THE MONT.
wle opened the case she let the witches
The woman who hesitate* meet*
out.
Mrs. Ciara Reid has returned to CherryRobert Trask and Berlin Gott, of Gott’s
I Copy right, 1903. by T. C. McClure. 1
the proverbial fate. By the aid of pins
Marion Bridges pushed ihe papers
bland, wore visiting Mr. Trask’s brother field.
the waist was adjusted trimly to her covered with figures to one aide. She
Will Sunday.
A sou r»« born to George Springer and
By LuelUn Tettr* | more slender figure, the toes of the
^
B. B. Reed has been in Portland this wife Feb 25.
had studied them until her head ached.
frivolous slippers were stuffed out with
*
• Copy right, IHTO, by T. C. McClure
week with bis son ('art to have a new cast
Head up or read down, they spelled
Charges Aden, of Hull’s Cove, has reof the
and
the
tissue
balance
paper,
And she had so
"renewed effort.**
put on his leg and hip.
turned burnt.
>•♦> O-1 %1 — ■ i ■ !*♦.#.#■
toilet was made to her complete sati*
The ladies of the W. T. 1. 8. 8. had a
hopetl that her tutoring during July
Mrs. Raymond Ha-lam is in East brook
Janet A Us ton quickly seized her suit faction.
would end her summer's work. Girlconcert, supper and sale, realizing |25 (or for a few days.
case and started out as the train tbun
The hop progressed as all similar aflike. she yearned for some real vacathe benefit of the new church.
H.
Feb. 29.
derod into the station at the little refairs do when* there is a sprinkling of
tion days.
Mrs. Anna F. Lunt left here March 2
sort. eager to make her escape befort
Janet,
black coats and pretty girls.
has returned
Mrs. Raymond Has am
But if she was to return to college
for Brook Hu wueresbe wi i spend March
who sat in the back of th*
Carrington,
on
the
room
Egerton’s
promenading
East
brook.
a
to
friend-*
In
from
visit
the third week in September there
with her daughter, Mrs. Miuard Frtetby.
car, should espy her.
In his part}
arm. recognized a familiar white frock
was much yet to Ik* done.
B S Jelliaon a'»d wife, of Ellsworth
Her slenshe recognized a supercilious t>eauty
With sickening
coming toward her.
Harvey D. l inker d‘ed at his home in Falls,
der Income— for Marion whs ati orphan
spent Sunday with Mrs. Mary Haswhose name had lately been signlfi
Minturn March 2. His sudden death casts
dread of an impending scene she saw*
would lutrvly puy her way through
lam.
cantly linked with his. and several that its wearer was Lilian Boyer, and
• gloom over the place.
He leaves a wife,
her last year at college, with its at
M s. Belie Haslam and eon Erlon are
comfortable
who
had
dowagers
looking
and
one
C.
walked
beside
her.
Nettie
Clart,
eoo,
Carrington
formerly
tendmit commencement festivities and
be»* mother, Mrs. Hanuab F*-x
come dow n, as she. to either stay with
**1 am afraid there has been some
Raymond A., besides three sisters—Mrs. visiting
at Lisbon Falls.
friend* or at the big hotel over the mistake in our suit cases." Miss Boyer excuses. If she drew on this Income
Maria Dodge, of Slockton, Mrs. Amanita Bletbeu,
for a vacation Jaunt, if she even stayMrs. Lettie Wiley, with her infant
regular Saturday night hop.
cried sharply.
"I don't see hf-w it
Leland, of Ellsworth, and Mrs. Mary P.
ed in town at an inexpensive boardShe felt ashamed of her innumerable
You
could possibly have happened.
Lunt.
daughter Cecilia, Is visiting her father,
ing bouse, there would lie a shortage
bundles, each breathing its own secret
must have taken mine-by mistake"
Philip Giles. Mrs. Wl ley has been □
Schools closed March 4, after a successbefore the end of the college year.
of chocolates, early hothouse peaches
winter.
field
the
through
inJanet
drew
herself
Cheery
up ominously,
ful term of ten weeks.
At the close the
She rose and walked wearily to the
for dear Aunt Caroline, and some mag
at
the
insinuation.
about
dignant
Li*t Saturday evening
twentyteacher and pupils gave an entertainment
Would
it
oi>cu window.
pay this
azlnes.
"The
same
ns
initials
were
the
c
ard
comfive members of Court S.»yct
that was a credit. The pupils who were
to get her degree?
And aftstruggle
Cousin
Tom’s
face
w*a>
she
with
red
happy,
ruddy
mine.*’
very
explained,
F., were
not tardy or did uot whisper had their panion Court Sunt>earo, I O
er commencement day,
what?
Year
uot
visible
the
of
crowd
among
"To
cheek*.
all
outward
Rud
wife
|»eoph
in
iutertaiutd by A den Haslaiu
appearance after
names on the roll of honor and received
Was it
year in a schoolroom!
on the platform.
She
around
glanced
it
looked
like
case
Since
I
suit
my
prizes. They were: Beatrice K. Lunt, Lida honor of their children’s birthday- Mra.
her sphere?
Would she become old
in d<*sj>e ration. anxious to secure tin
came down hen* for the dance I had
J. Rumtll, Julia L. Norwood, Evelyn L. Josephine Slanby and Raymond Haslaiu.
and dun colored and silent like Miss
of
services
a
huckmun
to
her
at
no
carry
alternative
but
to
this
drees
wear
First prizes
Lunt, Sadie A. Higgins, Geneva H. Lattv. Piogresbive “63” whs playe
Haines, who had taught algebru duronce to her destination, but beyond a
j or stay at home. It was no fault of ing the freshman term?
Evelyn L. Lunt and Geneva H. Latty re- were won by .virs Stanle) and 8. M. Jorfew
vehicles
there
was
private
1
the
asnothiu$: mine that
mistake was made.
The dan; booby prizes by Mr-. Willey and
ceived the prize for best spelling.
To drive such thoughts from her
available.
sure you."
were
Refreshments
Martin.
pupils o! the grammar school presented Charles
mind she picked up the morning pa
Over
her
shoulder
sounded
M,;s* Boyer glanced contemptuously
Carring j
their teacher with a writing portfolio and served. All joined in wlbb ng the "cbil*
her eye falling on the help wanted
ton’s deep voice and IJlian 1! oyer’s all I at the white dress she wore. "I was per.
dreu” many happy returns of the dsy. ;
box of paper.
column.
1
She
started
tighter.
nervvery,
airy
forced to wear yours." she said, "not i
Thanks are also due Mr. and Mrs. Haslaiu
Thelma.
March 7.
Wanted—Next Monday. 100 neat, busiously. dropping the telltale parcel of having any other with me. I took my ( nessfor the very enjoyable evening.
l»kto
you ns women
pick hops.
which
scattered
peaches,
compromls sister s suit $ so. Mrs. Adams—Julia's G<k.i wax**. rcRaonabV board. Th* Si*TREMONT.
h'PBC.
March 7.
cvmiwtt Hop Grower*
SlaconCompany.
in all directions through the
Ingly
She ustsi mi?c. for it held more. I am •ett. N ^
DFATH OF MRS. ELIZABETH M. IX)DOE.
throng.
sure you
will not object to coming
GOrr’S ISLAND.
“Good
reasonable lw>urd.“
Mrs. Elizabeth M. Dodge died here Jan.
wages;
"Let me help you!” Carrington jump
with me now to the dressing room and And the climate and scenic attractions
Mrs. Jennie Harding Qgljed on friends
name
was
El zabtth
28.
Her maiden
ed with alacrity to her aid. restortnc exchanging."
of Sisc«>nsett drew hundreds of suiu
last
at
Bass
Harbor
week.
was
born
in
New
N
she
Castle,
Marvin;
j
the downy, pink cheeked fruit to bet
"Certainly not." Janet said proudly.
mer visitors each veer.
H. Her girlhood days were for the mo-t j
Mrs. Maggie Irask, w u* uas been visitarms.
There whs a frown settling on Car“Why not?** she murmured. It would
part spent in Portsmouth, where many I ing relatives at McKic.U>y« is home.
An ley "Thank yen” rewarded him
rington's brow. He was conscious of a not be a vacation exactly, but It would
of her relative* Ugf(T
wT»tre nephews
Berlin Gott and Robert Track left SatWomanlike, angry at the innocent of
strong desire to take Janet in his arms S fill that awful gap until the third week
and tieicee still reside.
fonder, she felt like venting her dis
urday for a tour in Weet Tremont.
j ami anathematize Miss Royer in for in September. So she went downtown,
Beside Mrs Dodge there were four ala I
pleasure on him.
cible terms. But the sting of a broken } w ith her bead held
Mias JSatplJ* Perry, of Penobscot, his
high, but her heart
lers and one brother, ait of whom are1
"I suppose your cousin meets you?’
half promise and forgotten vows bel
o osrd her
fttvro borne
sinking, to buy dark calico for two
dead. She was ninety two years of sge
he inquired, pausing for a second a« • hiiii nioof.
n il *eek.
working dresses.
She made them at
Her husband died fifty years ago. Two
the ladies Accompanying him moved I
"What a little hypocrite she is!" MIs« home through the kindness of her land
Frank A Babbidge left last Thursday
fous aDd one daughter are left to mourn
oil.
exclaimed
to him as she took
Royer
huly, who not only loaned her the mafor Bar Harbor, where he is employed by
‘bedeath of the aged mother.
"<>b. yes," she replied lightly, hoping her across the floor. "She knew all !
chine. but fitted the waists.
It was
Law ford & Wakefield.
Mr. and Mrs. James A. Pcckbam wish
that he would not detect the delta
B
mine."
arrington
made
I
along it was
when she was finishing the low turnto thank all who assisted iu making their
Capt. W. P. Harding’s sloop Grade Lee j queut’s absence.
no comment.
over collar* with
bit of strong lace
mother’s last days peaceful, and who 11*9 n a perilous position oo the arm of
Slip squared lier bin t on the group as
tnui uii :iv,ur later, arter a
solitary j that Ins letter came.
aided her
during her Hines and at the bench, bet«ten the lower and upper
the Carrington trap, in the hands of t smoke in c retired corner of the nia;Hie had not expi red to bear from
her death.
poo’r. 8be is heeled off and lies nearly on ! trim grooiu, roiled noiselessly up, anc
za, be came upon a little white figure him, anil yet she was not surprised.
March 8.
Sprc.
her beam ends, and is frozen down to the
the ladies were helped In. There was a crying all alone.
There hail been moments in the labbeach. The high tide has floated heavy
whir of rushing wheels, and a cloud ol
SARGENTV1LLE.
"JiUiet.” he whiepPHsi hhxiously. oratory which had set her In-art Ideat;1;
ice in over her side, and she seems to be
-aI'M its fltuht dowp Tye cyUU
dust
W Sar8ent went o Boston
bending teadorly over her, "don't cry. ing oddly, hut then she reasoned that
Hon. EUPry
badly damaged,
try road. Tears ci mortification am. Where U that confounded KgertonV his interest was due to the fact that
M»ff b 7,
Monday.
Chips.
Were It
anger welled up in her eyes.
Ue should n't leave you here alone."
She w as ouo of the best scholars in his
not so far she would walk the distance
She raised her head proudly, her tear branch.
^tveral from here attended the ent^r*
oris.
Wednesday.
Brooklin
suit
and
all.
A
ltlack
North
bundles,
case
at
clouded
tainment
eyes flashing
"Why always
Yet his letter stated distinctly. “I
|
iceHarley Grover, a student of a Bangor speck Was coming rapidly toward hei that manf she cried childishly. "1 will stop off in New York to see you if
Your correspondent counted thirty
is
business
a
It
was
far
the
It
borne,
highway.
school,
up
finally revealed hate him. I only want to In? alone. only tor a few hours."
boats on tbe Reach at oue time.
red and black wheels.
A sensation ot
Please go away,"
She looked at the heading of the letParty Orover, of Bar Harbor, is visit mg
pretty sight.
mingled
aunoyanee, pride and timidity
Yo
"You’re not Engaged to him?
ter.
wife,
sdcI
He was nt Cape May.
E.
L.
Grover
Thor*'
his
of
thirteen
from
parents,
A
sleighing party
swept over her as she Saw that, aflat don’t like him?'* He could hardly Be i would he time to let him know that
Brooklin took supper and spent the eveh*
Mrs. Harriet Salisbury t* visitifcg her
all. it was not her cousin, but Oarring
credit w hat his ears heard.
“They she was leaving town. And leave she
daughter, Mrs. Rufus Crawford, of Til- | ton. who had
fag at the Lynn more.
evidently host no time U told the the day was set and”—
must before he came.
What would
Harvard UiIndie and wife and Frank den.
returning from his stable*.
4ahet put a soft little hand over his j he think t
Marion
Bridge* picking
He
Wedneswoods.
the
tbe
from
wife
day
is
home
Grindleaud
Earl Carr
spent
j ‘"t suppose your relatives didn't eg mouth.
hops! Her cheeks horned crimson and
has been working for Luther Penney, of ! poet you until the 5:30.” be said pices
day with Mrs. J. A. Moore.
“You did not seem to care sufficient- her hands trembled us she snatched
M.
March 7,
Clifton.
antly as he drove up. "I w as Ufraie ly to find out—the truth.” she said,
She would leave at
up her sewing.
“I was afraid of hearing the death
once, even if the picking did not be
Augustas Kincaid and fciit, of Ella- j you would attempt to walk the dis j
BLUE HILL.
Won't you let me drive yot blow to my own hopes, he answered gin for another wcs-k. Board was res
tance.
worth Fails, sre vtailing their brother,
j
The senior class gave an entertainment Bert Kincaid.
over?"
“Janet”—he grasped her bands sonable. and she would get a breath of
; her.
will
watt
for
Tom.'
.1
“Thank
you
Monday evening.
boldly in his—"tell me now—I want lay i fresh air and rest before beginning tin*
Several fenttetoan from Oid Town have
fate settled at once—can't we go back work. She- knew she could never keep
Miss Ella A Stover is in San Antonio, Hreo renting at Flood’s pond tt,e past she S lid, blushing at the falsity of hei
the truth from him if they were face
to that last sweet summer time and
Texas, with the family of Railroad Presi- week fishing. They report a good time \ position.
to face.
She wrote a brief note:
“I came back purposely to get you.'
start all over again, you and I? Can't
dent Walker.
and good luck.
be went on. ignoring her discouraging
And well let the world
we. dear?
So s->rry that I will not he in town n*xt
Davis
March. S.
A daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Gray,
"It's hard on the peaches
know it tonight, so that they will leave Monday. I stm J ;st leaving for Slaconglance.
aged eleven years, died very suddenly
aett on a little* vacation.
Wishing you a
SEDGWICK.
Tbey’U tie overripe if you keep them it us alone hereafter. Will you, Janet?”
Friday afternoon.
very pleasant summer, yours sincerely.
Come
this hot sun much huiger.
The throb of the orchestra drowned
rheuill
with
MARION
BRIDGES.
is
Anderson
Robert
in
the
was
entertained
very
Ladies’ circle
the silence. Carrington put his arms
•
••••••
please."
Congregational veetry Thursday by M©a- matism.
She hesitated visibly. "For the sak<
did
not
around her, and she
protest
It whs at the end of her first day's
dames Addle Gray, Eliza Cousin*, Flora
C. E. Friend and wife were in town last «f the
peaches, then.” she assented against It.
work, and she walked with the long
Herrick.
week caliiDg on friends before they start
her
him
parcels.
reaching
line of chattering girls to the weighing
M.
March $.
for Los Angeles. Cal., which they intend
Sb«* VI aw (.mtrfnl.
“1 will not question the conditions.'
room to get her credit slip.
A mar.
to do the last week in March
sc
him
Brown’s
business
Mr.
kept
FRANKLIN.
he replied.
in loose flannels was checking off the
John
and
hi*
brother
b<
that
Lane
she
answer
the
use."
would
be
of
no
“It
daytime
Capt. Hardy
occupied during
list. He started, flushed slightly, then
Blaisdell «& Blaisdell have closed operatook their boat on runners and started
had little opportunity to enjoy the s<v smiled and held out her
ed in his vein, "for 1 never argue."
tions in the woods, men and teams goiog
slip.
t
When
aoine
for Marshall’s Island via Naskeag Point.
the
white
of
his
own
children.
over
drove
defy
smoothly
They
It fluttered for an instant in her ttn
home Saturday.
on
then
the
the
him
a
of
sailed
ol
to
sled,
the
under
national
day
threadlike road,
campy
point
holiday gave
| They
gers, then foil to the ground.
With a
The ladiee of the aid society will furnish
leisure his young son was usually his
they launched their boat snd sailed away. trees, talking indifferently on superfi
white face and frightened eyes she
a dinner, as usual, at the Methodist vesflock
of
a
there,
have
insensible
tc
One
however,
mao
not
chosen
large
sheep
cial subjects, the
day.
They
companion.
bent down, picked it up and hurried
try on town meeting day.
and a man to care for tfcera, but they got
Mr. Browu. reproached by the wistfuJ out of the office.
the charm of her laughing eyes and mil
Announcements are out of tbe intended
hence
this
to
re
trip.
brown face, the girl responsive
every
uneasy about them;
eyes of his seven-year-old daughter,
lie found her sitting on n ledge over
marriage of Elwyn Herbert Kendall and
C.
March 7.
j flash of his blue eyes and inwardly de versed the order of things and Invited looking the river. T#e rising moon
at Orrington
Miss Flossie Helen Joy,
a
mannerism
with
him
for
the little girl to go
long cast an incongruous
lighting in his slightest
silvery sheen over
March 12.
Between them lay the utK\iufess>-d joy
walk.
WEST GOl LDSBOKO.
her prosaic working dress.
She had
he
hat
of
tbe
when
small
The ladies’ mission circle
She was a shy. silent,
Baptist
person, Intended to change her frock
Mr*. Charles Sargent, of Sorrento, who of a past summer time,
every
this
connection
at
i.
church are to give a concert in
been her constant attendant
and during the two hours’ stroll not
j night after supper. But w hat was the
has been visiting relatives here, has rewith tbe mite-box opening at tbe church turned home.
same plate, until golden haired Liliai
singh* word could Mr. Brown- induct
use?
seemed
to
matter
now
Nothing
1
the little maid to speak, but her shin
uext Sunday.
lloyer arrived one day as a guest oi
that he had seen her in that line of unMrs Ada Gouldeboro, who has been
B.
March 8.
she
his mother.
sighed
Involuntarily
lug eyes attested that she appreciated couth. ill mannered girls.
He suit
I visiting her Deice in Bangor, returned
his efforts to amuse her—indeed, she down beside her,
and the man, finding its echo in lib
kindly looking across
MARIAVILLE.
home Saturday.
own heart, repeated it.
fairly glowed with suppressed happi
the stretch of trees sloping to the
Mrs. Frank Frost is quite low.
F. P. Noyes, wife and daughter Etb*!
"You will be at the hop tonight?" b«
ness.
noisy little river Instead of into her
and
with
E.
E
Brugdoo
of
woods.
Sunday
her
desti
the
J. C. Frost is out
spent
Just before they reached home, bow
asked as he deposited her at
eyes, which bore traces of tears.
of Asbville.
wife,
nation.
ever, the child managed, but only aftei
Lather Penney's teams are hauling bay
“I see you have found my favorite
L.
March 7.
sue
h
>1 y trocs is nerc.
poimeu
a tremendous struggle with her inher
to Clifton.
spot already This is my third season
her suit case.
ent timidity', to find words to express
here, you see, and I know every pret
Mr. Keith and wife, of Bangor, have
cabtine.
"Your cousin said Egerton was com
her gratitude.
ty nook and cranny about the place."
been guests at tbe home of Mr. Avery tbe
George Edward Murcb, ol Castioe. who
watched
her
fact
He
Ing down too.”
"Papa, what flower do you like best?”
"I suppose you are studying sociolopast week. Mrs. Keith was shot through was an extra mot or man on tbe Boston
she asked.
narrowly as he spoke.
gy?*’ Then she added wearily, “Well,
the arm on Sunday by tbe accidental dis- elevated
railway, bas been appointed a
said
she
“1
“A later train."
erenly.
“Why, I don’t know, my dear—sun
you ought to see it in many phases
charge of a gun held in her own hands. regular ruo*orm-n cn tbe Grove ball dlv:edecided to come on the 3 o'clock spe
flowers, 1 guess.”
uere.
Fortunately only a flesh wound resulted. ion of surface cars.
ciaL"
"Then.” cried the little girl, beaming
SMarch 7.
“No." he replied ijuietly. “I am here
He could make nothing of her ex
with gratitude, "that’s what I’ll plant solely for the sake of the
wages. My
HANCOCK.
SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
planatioti. however, as he thought het on your graver*—Woman’s Home Com
salary is not birge enough to support
0
Kev. J. £. Whitmore, of Lincoln Centre,
Rev. E. K. Drew, w bo has been quite ill,
words over after leaving her. Surely
panion.
mother
has
as
she
been
my
accustomis expected to prt-acb at tbe bouth church
if report w-ere true that the two were
is able to be out.
ed to live, and I usually hunt outdoor
\t» (irern Cheese Moou For llrr.
next Sunday morning, and at tbe Corner
in love and to be married, it looked
work
to
rest
are
and
wile
mind
and
build up
receiving
my
Henry Day
in tbe afternoon.
Tlie Uttle girl was on a visit to her
idtl that they did uot plan to arrive
n:y body during the summer.”
congratulations on tbe birtb of a son,
revolver
mind
a clergyman who la celeHis
father,
on the same train.
grand
Mur..-u
26.
looked
Feb.
into
born
bis eyes
straight
(Flotien Sherwood.)
brated in the city for his logical powon Janet's speech in spite of his at
How to Enjoy A Vacation.
"How small you must think me to
Albert P. Leach has gone to North
ers.
to dismiss it.
It to with recreauon as it to with everyhave
tempts
that
I
was
pretended
taking a va
Haven, where he has a position as book“Ob. my: Only think, grandpa, what
Janet promptly thought no more
else in life. To make a success of
cation when 1. loo. need the money."
assistant post coaster for thing
keeper and
about him, unable long ago to find at
l uck* Robert says:”
it you must give yourself to it with your
He
smiled
|
and
reached fot
tenderly
Corydon 8. Staples.
"What does he say, my dear?”
excuse for his changed behavior.
Open
Yon can do nothing by
whole heart.
her hand. "No, It Is one of the things
Climax.
Feb. 29
to draw
she
he
the
moon is made of
her
suit
case,
a
mind
and
divided
began
"Why.
says
or
with
naive*
I
ing
have
get
in
admired
|
you—that faculty
The articles
BASS HARBOR.
out her small wardrobe.
green cheese. It isn't at aii, is it?”
for making the best of things, keeping
good results. Make up your mind, wben
ticket for your destination,
She shul
find
get
unfamiliar.
"Well,
out
your
seemed
child,
you
suppose
yon
peculiarly
the
best
foot
week
with
forward.
It Is so much
club
met
Tbe Allegro
this
that that will be tbe last of your busineea
it hastily, intently scanning the modes!
yourself."
better than repining for the things
Miss Violet Oott.
or your workaday life, whatever it may
"How can 1. grandpaT'
Initials. "J. A." on the side. It sure!}
Close tbe doors
you cannot have and parading your
The village improvement society gave a be, until you return.
the past and give yourself op abao
was hers, but how could it he wbet
“Open the Bible on the table and set* troubles and disapisiintuieuts before
sociable Friday evening at Mrs. Henry upon
of
lately to tbe recreating principles
what it says.”
before her was a vision of fluffy, lac*
all your friends.
I think yon are just
Al bee’s.
natnre.
Go out with tbe determination
"Where shall I begin?”
trimmed pink crepe de hine. with a
the woman to help a struggling
to enjoy yourself, and to abandon yourcollege
of
the
relatives
of
Mrs
About twenty
low cut bodice bordered with daint}
"Begin at the beginning.”
self to tbe mnsic, tbe harmonies, tbe
professor make bis way in the world.
D. 8. Oott gave her a surprise party or beautiea of tbe universe.—Swceeaa.
The child sat down to read the Bi
wild roses: pink silk stocking*, a pint
Will you try It—right after commenceher birthday, Feb. 29. and presented bei
ble. Before she was half through the ment day?"
fan. a rose spray for the hair and dowt
Biox—Miss bcreecher la quite popular
with a handsome parlor lamp.
second chapter of Genesis and had
in one corner a pair of high heeled pint
A moment later the sober outlineMarch 7.__X. Y. Z.
Knox—But they
aa an amateur vocalist.
slippers? What hallucination of th. read about the creation of the stars of a dark calico dress stood in sharp
tell me her voice to
something fierce.
and quintal* she turned to her grata!
brain was this, or was it the triumpl
EAST LAMOINE.
contrast aggjnst the soft folds of his
Biox—So it to; bat ber popularity to doe
of an aggregation of the day’s annoy
father, her eyes bright with the ex
light flannels, and Marlon murmured:
A daughter was born to Arthur Ashto tbe fact that she refuses to sing for hsr
ances?
citement of discovery, and salt!:
"Ten months will net seem So very
friends when they aak ber.
more and wife Feb. 17.
She laughed and cried hysterically
“I've found It. grandpa, it Isn't true long. I>emiae l sh-t! make a
sfW'clnlty
a rr»n
blame
from
rather
returned
has
Boston
would
Enc
Most
Edmon
pwopls
They belonged to r •tttebody else, be for God node the moon before le of physics »>i: year term."
He will opei for what he doean’t than give him credit
and is at W. C. Wallace’s.
she either had to wear them or rema'i
made any cows."
ANN ? R RICHARDSON
tor what he does.
Shore Acres later.
at
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TOSKKI' HIM W AOAtX.

uf the cow's forehead. When she
reproached him for this he laughed st
her and climbed the fence anil went
home.
center

Sot long after that he came buck,
though, and began to pnlnt another pie
tun' of tile tree's anil grass and tlie sky

“Oh,

the beautiful sky!" he cried
"The beautiful sky!
How I
could live in the sky, frith Us wonder
ful bluer’
aloud.

Sow. (lie cow had crept up hebmu
him. nnd when she beard him say that
she lowered her head and tossed him
up as high as she could.
"How do you tike the sky now?” she
cried as he came down.
Before he had time to reply she toss
ed him again.
"Why don’t you stay up there in the
beautiful sky when 1 send you there?”
asked the

cow

as

be

came

down the

second time.
And then she tossed him up again.
When he struck the grouud the third
time, the artist took to his heels and
ran houie without waiting for his picture or his paints.—Atlanta Constitu
tion.
Trust.

Mrs. Greene-1 hope you tram youi
liusliand implicitly
Mrs. Brown—Ob, yes, indeed, but I
wouldn't have hint know It for the
world, if be was aware of my perfect
trust in him he might be tempted to
take advantage of it, you know.—Ex
cha age.

Sstatisramts.

The Cause of

Many

Sudden Deaths.
There is a disease prevailing In this
country most dangerous because so rieceo.’A

i»ve.

Many

sudden

deaths arc caused by
it
heart
disease,
r* pneumcr. a,
heart
failure
;r
A
apoplexy
are often the result
cf kidney cii-ease. If
k:dr.ey trouble is allowed to advance the
—

j

|

cow

u

into the pasture to paiui
cow thought It
was
so very Due that she said:
"Won’t you paint me one?"
•‘Yes.’’ said the artist, and he daubed
a big daub of green paint right In the
an

a

_

_

w as

ring In her nose that lived alone in u,,.
big pasture of Farmer Clark. One day

kidney- poisoned
kidneys

themselves brea* down and waste
cell by cell.
Bladder troubles most always result frem
a derangement of the kid
ys and a cure is
ob’air.ed quickest by a proper treatment cf
the kidneys. If y~ ; are feehug badly you
can make no mistake
Kilmer’.*
by
i
>\vamp.RiK>t, me great
d..ey, aver
bladder remedy.
It carreers inability to h id r'v.c r.r.d
aiding pain :r. passing it. and overcomes that
unpleasant necessity of being compelled to
go often during he day, at.d to get up many
times during the night. The r aid and the
extraordinary effect f Swamp-Root is sacrealized. It str.nis the high'": far :to vc:
derf.il cures of the most distres :ng cases
Svamp-Raot is pleasant to take and sold
by al! druggists in fifty-cent and one-doUar
raced bottles. You may
fhave a sample bottie f
a

way

takingfer.

*

that
cowry a'.did.
tells al! about it, both Horn.- *-t Swamp-Rot*,
sent free by mail. Address Dr. Kilmer Sc Co.
Binghamton, N. Y. When writing mention
oanerfading this generous offer in
Don't
nara*\

make any

mutafcp.

hut

remember the

8wamp-Boot, Dr. Ktfcner'e Swamp-Root,
Binghamton, N- Y., on every

anti toe a-idre**,
bottle.
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APOTHECARY.
Ellsworth.

Main©

Only the
TrilO
I I?’
illic tr.r.
1

Has used it

"1

ThWr tears
auicantte
F««!«4 bj
SubStitUtM

"Ki'.iir se-j ITS / eirross
another bottle of ”L. F.” At*■1
wood's Bitters lamcmlb
to obtain ft In this city. Was
effarsd titters put cp by Moass Atwood In package resamblinj style in
which the ‘L. F.* fa f-icked. but r.c: trowing
anythin* of the rs'.ue of other titters, and
having known ar.d loved the ‘L. F.* Arao-d's
Bittersfer r.ocrly thirty years. I sc., csL to
ccr.tL-. je ttsir.f It.”—G W. Gaks^cy.
J6
N.
St.. Philadelphia. Pa.
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Relieves the Over-Charged Shorn
end Bowels, Quiets the Nerve
and

Brings

Restful

Sleep
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